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Abstract 

 This doctoral dissertation examines interdependent conceptions of selfhood in the works 

of Sir Thomas Wyatt (1503-1542), John Donne (1572-1631), and John Milton (1608-1674). 

While previous studies of selfhood in the Renaissance have been dominated largely by 

conceptions of the self based on autonomy, nascent individuality, and agency – or the lack 

thereof – the present dissertation argues that these three Renaissance writers conceived of the self 

in interdependent terms, emphasizing instead the value of the community and interpersonal 

relationships in the experience of selfhood in their poetry. Through a close analysis of each 

writer as a case study involving conceptions of the self in dialogue with particular discourses 

(such as Stoicism, Anglican irenicism, and Italianate Republicanism), this dissertation argues 

that it is only through examining Renaissance selfhood in terms of interdependency that we can 

begin to accurately understand how the self was conceived of and experienced in the period.      
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But as Plato so nobly put it, we are not born for ourselves alone, for our country claims a  share 
in our origin, and our friends likewise; and again, as the Stoics have it, all that the  earth produces 
is created for men’s use, and men have been begotten for men’s sake to be  of service to each 
other. Therefore we should follow nature as our guide in this sense of making available shared 
benefits by exchange of our obligations, by giving and receiving, and in this way binding the 
community and its individuals closely together by our skills, our efforts, and our talents. 
 
 
       Marcus Tullius Cicero, On Obligations 
!
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Introduction: 
Rediscovering the Renaissance Self 

 Although the idea of the self has attracted interest in many types of discourse and in 

relation to various historical eras, the central place of the self as a concept in studies of the 

Renaissance remains one of the most enduring. As many scholars acknowledge, the question of 

selfhood first became linked with the idea of the Renaissance when the Swiss historian Jacob 

Burkhardt published his seminal work, The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, in 1860. As 

Geoff Baldwin writes, “Jacob Burkhardt argued that individuals only became aware of 

themselves separately from a general category during the Italian Renaissance”, in supposed 

contrast to their medieval and ancient predecessors, and observes that although “[Burkhardt’s] 

view has not gone unchallenged . . . the lineaments of his argument remain a powerful influence 

on Renaissance scholarship” (342). Burkhardt’s belief in the birth of an individualized, modern 

sense of selfhood taking form in the Renaissance has indeed, as we shall soon see, been not only 

challenged but often forcefully rejected by subsequent generations of scholars, but as Baldwin 

acknowledges, Burkhardt’s influence is still felt not only in the sense that scholars have spent 

decades constructing alternatives to his view, but also in that the very primacy he gave to the 

notion of the self has been inescapable in Renaissance scholarship ever since.  

 The first challenge to the conception of a uniquely unified and individual sense of self 

began to develop in the 20th century, with the rise of philosophical discourses that began to 

question the liberal assumptions upon which Burkhardt’s ideas of selfhood were founded. 

Bernard P. Dauenhauer notes the foundational influence of Martin Heidegger, whose “critique of 

the Cartesian doctrine of the ego, initiated a line of criticism that can be and has been extended to 

show that all versions of a stable, self-sufficient, self-contained human person are untenable” 

(164). Simon Lumsden points to what he calls the “destabilizing” influence of structuralism, 
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“which argues that the self-determining subject of modernity is not the centre of semantic 

authority” (8-9), and subsequent poststructuralist and postmodernist intellectual critiques in 

further undermining the self as a stable source of meaning (147-148). Dauenhauer summarizes 

the gradual shift in conceptions of the self as follows:  

 In general, post-structuralist accounts of the ego, the subject, or the self have treated it as 

 a construct or an effect, as something derivative, something constituted by more 

 elementary processes or forces. In place of the modern view, according to which the ego, 

 subject, or self is a fundamental, independent given which grounds or constitutes 

 cultural processes and artifacts, the post-structuralist or post-modernist treatment stresses 

 its dependence upon factors logically or conceptually, if not temporally, prior to and 

 independent of it. (165) 

Within literary studies of the self in the second half of the 20th century, the theorist who has 

proven to have had perhaps the most seismic impact of all is Michel Foucault, who drew upon 

the critiques of the traditional conception of selfhood offered by structuralism and 

poststructuralism in his examinations of the relationship between the self – or the idea of the self 

– and systems of power. As Foucault describes in the introduction to The Use of Pleasure, “A 

theoretical shift had . . . been required in order to analyze what is often described as the 

manifestations of ‘power’; it led me to examine . . . the manifold relations, the open strategies, 

and the rational techniques that articulate the exercise of powers”, and that, in light of the  

importance of understanding such manifestations in regard to the self, “It seemed appropriate to 

look for the forms and modalities of the relation to self by which the individual constitutes and 

recognizes himself qua subject . . . I felt obliged to study the games of truth in the relationship of 

self with self and the forming of oneself as a subject” (6). The ubiquitous nature of power in 
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Foucault’s thought renders the traditional conception of the self as an autonomous entity invalid, 

for as Charles Taylor explains, “Foucault’s filiation to the anti-Romantic strand of modernism 

comes out in his critique of the notion that the self has ‘depth’. This he considers just another 

facetious notion, belonging to one of the possible constructions of the self and connected with 

the modern forms of control through the helping professions, paradigmatically the therapy of 

psychoanalysis” (488). Inevitably, this rejection of “depth” and the post-Cartesian conception of 

the self in turn had profound repercussions for approaching literature: “Conventional 

understandings of subjectivity – individual writers and readers, having minds of their own and 

exercising free will through thought and action – all were deluded. Rather Foucault argued for 

the primacy of semantic sign systems, cognitive structures, and texts. We don’t think our 

thoughts, they think us; we are but the bearers of discourses, our selves are discursively 

constructed” (Porter 11). In the words of Roy Porter, in the face of such a theory, “any notion of 

the ascent of selfhood”, such as that which Burkhardt fervently believed in, “is but an idle 

teleological myth, a hagiography of humanism” (11). 

 As innovative and striking as it was, the influence of Foucault’s theory of selfhood may 

have nevertheless remained minimal in Renaissance studies were it not for the fact that he found 

a disciple in an up-and-coming Renaissance scholar, whose encounter with Foucault’s thought 

would prove to be formative and long-lasting, with unexpected repercussions for the field as a 

whole. In the preface to the 2005 edition of Renaissance Self-Fashioning, the work that had 

brought him enormous academic prestige and influence when first published in 1980, Stephen 

Greenblatt recalls the fateful meeting of the minds that took place when he was a young 

academic in the 1970s at the University of Berkeley: 

 What I found particularly compelling about the seminar I chanced to attend was   
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 Foucault’s argument that the innermost experiences of the individual – the feelings that 

 lurk in the darkness – were not a kind of raw material subsequently worked on by social 

 forces. Rather, they were called into being and shaped by the institution that claimed to 

 police them. The experiences were not, for that reason, inauthentic; rather, he argued, the 

 very conviction of authenticity was something that institution, with its doctrines, its 

 hierarchies . . . its conceptions of periodicity and discursive adequacy, made possible. 

 There was, in short, a deep, hidden, necessary relation between the sense of self and a 

 social institution that claimed for itself the power to reward and to punish. (xiv-xv)     

Foucault’s influence proved decisive upon Greenblatt’s thought in general and upon Renaissance 

Self-Fashioning in particular, for as Greenblatt admits, “one of the principles of the book is that 

the dream of autonomous agency, though intensely experienced and tenaciously embraced, is 

only a dream” (xi), a notion which is openly and deeply indebted to Foucault’s conceptions of 

power and the self. In discussing his own understanding of the self and subjectivity in relation to 

literary practices, Greenblatt argues, “we are able to achieve a concrete apprehension of the 

consequences for human expression – for the ‘I’ – of a specific form of power, power at once 

localized in particular institutions – the court, the church, the colonial administration, the 

patriarchal family – and [which are then] diffused in ideological structures of meaning, 

characteristic modes of expression, recurrent narrative patterns” (6).  

 Greenblatt’s acceptance of the ineluctable link between forms of power and the self then 

proceeds to manifest itself in the “governing conditions” he attributes to his own literary 

analysis, forming the core of his influential conception of “self-fashioning” in the Renaissance. 

These conditions include his assertion that “self-fashioning for such figures [as these writers] 

involves submission to an absolute power or authority situated at least partially outside the self – 
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God, a sacred book, an institution such as church, court, colonial or military administration”, and 

that even attempted resistance to authority “has . . . some of the force of submission” (9); “Self-

fashioning is achieved in relation to something perceived as alien, strange, or hostile”, which is 

both “located outside the self” and yet “at the same time experienced as inward necessities” (9); 

and that “self-fashioning always involves some experience of threat, some effacement or 

undermining, some loss of self” (9). Greenblatt acknowledges that his theory of self-fashioning 

“has often been characterized as . . . grimly pessimistic” (xvi), but as Andreas Schönle reminds 

us, “Greenblatt is careful to have it both ways, endowing artistic discourse with considerable 

agency of its own – he calls it energy – as well as tying literature back to its institutional 

embedding and, further, to the social practices that it depicts” (67). Since Greenblatt argues that 

it is a craving for freedom, albeit illusory, that drives self-fashioning (Renaissance Self-

Fashioning 256-257), Schönle insists that it is by these means that “Greenblatt evades historical 

determinism and underscores agency, though not necessarily free agency. For him individuals 

are enmeshed in various networks of socio-cultural and discursive practices which constrict their 

options and subvert their intentions” (72, italics mine).  

 Greenblatt’s preoccupation with the supposedly illusory nature of autonomy and his 

linking of self-fashioning to forms of power has led those who have grown suspicious of the 

tenets of Greenblatt’s work and the New Historicist approach to selfhood in general to argue that 

it has distorted our understanding of Renaissance selfhood and subjectivity. Christopher Z. 

Hobson sums up the usual objection eloquently: 

 The basic weakness of New Historicist formulations is not their attack on the notion of an 

 individuality apart from society. It is that they insist on a concept of self as vector sum of 

 social pressures. This conception reifies one aspect of a complex relation – between 
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 social existence and subjectivity – into the only determining aspect, just as humanism and 

 romanticism did, though in the opposite direction. (232)   

However, the most insightful critique is the one offered by the historian John Martin, who while 

admitting that “there is much in the New Historicist scholarship that should interest historians, 

whether social or intellectual, and that needs to be taken seriously”, nevertheless insists that 

“their accounts are, paradoxically, profoundly ahistorical. On the one hand, their analytical 

strategies tend to view the formation of the Renaissance self from within a synchronic 

framework, one frozen in time, with little sense of the operation of more slowly developing 

historical – or diachronic – forces on the process of what has come to be called ‘Renaissance 

self-fashioning’” (1311-1312). This lack of a diachronic understanding in New Historicism 

hinders meaningful analysis of the ways in which historical changes take place in terms of the 

birth and development of alternative or competing discursive practices and subjective 

experiences amongst and within various groups, for as Martin continues, “On the other hand, 

their analyses tend to be based on a totalizing view of politics and power in the Renaissance 

world – a view that leaves little room for oppositional or dissenting voices” (1312, italics mine). 

New Historicists, he concludes, “view the self, like a text, not as an autonomous entity but rather 

as a site on which broader institutional and political forces are inscribed” (1313). 

 It is important to acknowledge that both Foucault and Greenblatt, in having so 

definitively transformed the Burkhardtian legacy of the self, injected new life into Renaissance 

studies where conceptions of selfhood were in danger of becoming complacent and cliché, and I 

have always been conscious of the long shadow Greenblatt’s theory of self-fashioning continues 

to cast when occupying myself with questions of selfhood in my own work. However, I agree 

with those who claim that there is something inherently limiting in Foucault and Greenblatt’s 
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approach to the self, and that the totalizing nature they attribute to power has become in its turn 

as exhausted as a theory as Burkhardt’s classic conception of the unified self. It is my view that 

Greenblatt’s theory of self-fashioning ultimately vitiated discussions of Renaissance selfhood 

because while he rejected Burkhardt’s autonomous self as an illusion, he nevertheless still 

conceived of selfhood in Burkhardt’s terms: questions of freedom and autonomy remain at the 

heart of his conception, leaving no space for alternative conceptions of selfhood – based on very 

different premises – to come into play. This has had, I argue, a detrimental effect on our 

understanding of Renaissance selfhood in the sense that it has once again led to a distortion of 

Renaissance texts through the imposition of an ideology of selfhood that belongs to a much later 

historical era.  

 My objections are threefold. First, I am never quite satisfied as to where power is really 

coming from in Greenblatt’s conception of the self: that the self is “fashioning” itself within and 

in response to various powerful discursive practices sounds plausible enough on the surface, but 

where do these discursive practices actually originate from in the first place? Power in 

Greenblatt’s thought is a convenient deus ex machina; it is simply there, omnipotent and 

omnipresent, everything and anything, and as Martin criticizes in the assessment quoted above, 

there is something strangely “ahistorical” and lacking in consideration for the “more slowly 

developing historical – or diachronic – forces” in forms of power and conceptions of selfhood in 

Greenblatt’s approach. Conceiving of power in such abstract and totalizing terms leads to missed 

opportunities for tracing the origins of different discourses that were available to Renaissance 

writers in their experience of selfhood, for it is only by tracing the development of historically-

specific discourses and contexts that we can understand how and why different forms of 

subjective experience and selfhood took shape in the lives and works of Renaissance writers. 
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Furthermore, since freedom and autonomy are ultimately illusory to Greenblatt, it is hard to 

understand how anything truly revolutionary in terms of culture or politics ever develops in the 

course of history at all, for without a long term historical view and a more nuanced 

understanding as to how people can and do oppose systems of power effectively – thereby 

changing the societies in which they live, as well as the discursive practices within those 

societies – there is indeed a sense of the interpretive approach being “frozen in time”, resulting in 

a sense of selfhood that is ultimately paralyzed.  

 Second, as noted previously, Greenblatt is still surprisingly too much in thrall to a 

modern and anachronistic conception of selfhood, and it is this anachronistic understanding of 

selfhood that he continues to look for and then reject as an impossibility in Renaissance texts. A 

closing passage of Renaissance Self-Fashioning is instructive on this point:    

 For all of the sixteenth-century Englishmen I have written about here do in fact cling to 

 the human subject and to self-fashioning, even in suggesting the absorption or corruption 

 or loss of the self. How could they do otherwise? What was – or, for that matter, what is – 

 the alternative? For the Renaissance figures we have considered understand that in our 

 culture to abandon self-fashioning is to abandon the craving for freedom, and to let go of 

 one’s stubborn hold upon selfhood, even selfhood conceived as a fiction, is to die. (256-

 257)     

The more closely one reads this passage, the more strangely dissatisfying it becomes. Greenblatt 

begins to collapse his own 20th-century, very American ideal of selfhood into the selfhood he 

attributes to his Renaissance writers, claiming that they “cling to the human subject” because 

they “understand that in our culture” – whose culture, ours or theirs? surely Greenblatt does not 

mean to suggest that 20th-century American culture and the culture of 16th-century England are 
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the same, or interchangeable? – “to abandon self-fashioning is to abandon the craving for 

freedom” – were Renaissance men typically motivated by a “craving for freedom” in their self-

fashioning, and if so, how was that freedom actually defined? – “and to let go of one’s stubborn 

hold upon selfhood, even selfhood conceived as a fiction, is to die” – if one conceives of 

selfhood in Greenblatt’s sense, then I suppose it is plausible that to lose one’s hold on that 

selfhood would indeed be “to die”, at least mentally or emotionally; however, my own research 

into Renaissance poetry in the present work suggests that the illusion of autonomous selfhood as 

Greenblatt understands it was not conceived of as something self-evidently desirable in the first 

place, or at least not in the three writers I study here. Matters are not really helped on any of 

these points by Greenblatt’s sudden shift in tense halfway through the passage, “What was – or, 

for that matter, what is – the alternative?”, for it further underlines the sense that Greenblatt is 

using Renaissance texts as a means of trying to work out how he feels about the loss of a certain 

kind of selfhood, and his idea of this lost selfhood, centred as strongly as it is upon the illusion of 

agency and “freedom”, begins to feel ironically reminiscent of an older, Burkhardtian sense of 

self – the very sense of selfhood thinkers like Foucault and Greenblatt helped to challenge in 

their respective fields, but for which Greenblatt seems suddenly almost nostalgic, as though in 

the final analysis that Burkhardtian sense of self was the only sort of illusion that could be 

emotionally satisfying or hope to sustain us.  

 It is this strong streak of persistently anachronistic thinking that has proven one of the 

greatest weaknesses in our understanding of Renaissance selfhood. Critics such as Greenblatt, 

Terry G. Sherwood writes,   

 envisioned a decentred, provisional, contingent self incapable of unified subjectivity. 

 This is a self constructed by contending historical forces, especially discursive ideologies  
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 of power formations . . . Claiming a decentered self is not just a theoretical weapon  

 against an allegedly outdated  ‘essentialist humanist’ critical position. It expresses a   

 secularized belief about human subjectivity allegedly expressed in early modern works   

 and clarified by twentieth-century assumptions. (2, italics mine) 

As Sherwood astutely observes in this passage, the idea of a “decentered self” is in and of itself a 

construct belonging to a specific historical moment – the 20th century – and is reflective of a 

“secularized belief” about subjectivity and the self, with all of the attendant “assumptions” such 

a belief entails. The Burkhardtian self is still the default conceptual model for 20th-century 

theorists; the difference is that their emphasis is now upon an inverse of that ideal of selfhood, 

and once again, Renaissance texts have become a kind of battleground for “proving” the validity 

of what are in actuality “twentieth-century assumptions” about what selfhood must have been (or 

not have been) not just for our own time, but – as applied indiscriminately by these theorists in 

their analyses – for preceding centuries as well. We have been so caught up in our own 

assumptions and beliefs, first regarding the individualized Burkhardtian self and then in our 20th-

century conception of the “decentred” self of post-structuralism and postmodernism, that we 

seem to have forgotten that Renaissance writers themselves belonged to a time and a culture in 

which neither conception existed. In other words, we seem to have escaped from the clutches of 

one anachronistic sense of self only to fall into yet another in our approach to Renaissance texts. 

Greenblatt’s specific anachronistic flaw in regard to his theory of “self-fashioning” is that, by 

clinging stubbornly and nostalgically to the belief that selfhood in a Burkhardtian sense is the 

only “true” sense of self, because it is the only one capable of sustaining the illusion of freedom 

and autonomy that he cherishes, Greenblatt effectively ignores alterative conceptions of selfhood 

that embrace as their core values aspects of subjective experience – love, community, faith,  
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service, etc – that have little or nothing to do with desiring autonomy and freedom at all.      

 Finally, and on a related point, I would argue that the preoccupation with power in 

postmodernist and New Historicist conceptions of selfhood tends to limit and flatten our 

approaches to the topic, in the respect that it often inevitably casts selfhood as a kind of struggle 

– whether it be or illusory or not – against something that is all-encompassing and often 

oppressive. As I will demonstrate in the following section of this introduction, selfhood is not 

always forged in relation to power, or at least not just in relation to power in the way thinkers 

such as Foucault and Greenblatt seem to conceive of it. There are many social, religious, 

cultural, and even political factors that can form a dynamic dialogue with conceptions of 

selfhood at play in Renaissance texts, and some of the aspects that I will explore in my own three 

case studies are not always inherently oppositional in nature or forged within or against the 

crucible of some kind of power. In tracing the influence of specific discourses and contexts in the 

works of my Renaissance writers, such as Stoicism, Anglican irenicism, and Italianate 

republicanism, an entirely different poetics of selfhood emerges, one that is rooted in the 

specificity of historical circumstances and which is generally based upon an understanding that a 

sense of self is willingly constituted through other people and contexts, not forged as an exercise 

in attempted autonomy or individualistic “freedom”. This sense of selfhood is rooted in a deep-

seated commitment to interdependency between self and other, and between self and context, 

and by abandoning the misguided anachronistic Burkhardtian premises that have for so long led 

us astray in our conceptions of selfhood, we can at last get closer to the spirit of how 

Renaissance writers themselves conceived of, and experienced, their selfhood, and the very 

different values attendant upon an interdependent sense of self. 
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Interdependence and the Renaissance Self 

 While I have always agreed with John Martin that the Renaissance did indeed represent a 

milestone in the development of conceptions of “the inner self . . . as agent, subject, or author” 

(1322), what has intrigued me most was how – to borrow his phrasing again – “The Renaissance 

world was profoundly diverse, and it is likely that we can locate many different constructions of 

identity within it” (1341). From each of my writers, it has emerged that there are different 

varieties of selfhood that I can reconstruct thematically, from the Stoic selfhood attempted by 

Wyatt, to the competing aspects of erotic and devotional selfhoods in Donne, to Italianate 

republican selfhood in Milton. These various specific discourses were adopted and transformed 

in the thought and literary works of my three writers, who then proceeded to construct their 

conceptions of selfhood in dialogue with both these inherited traditions and their own immediate 

contexts. In Stoicism, the centrality of the detached self in terms of providing a refuge from the 

vagaries of external fortune exercises a strong influence upon Wyatt, yet Wyatt’s persistent 

interest in exploring and recreating subjective experiences in his lyric poetry nevertheless leads 

to a conflict with his Stoic ideals, as Wyatt inevitably returns, again and again, to the ways in 

which the self is irresistibly shaped by relationships with others and by participation in the 

courtier’s world of royal service. In Donne’s erotic and devotional poetry and prose, we see an 

enduring commitment to the idea that the experience of selfhood is primarily one of realized or 

attempted communion with an other: with the Beloved, with God, with a Christian community 

that can unite across denominational divisions. For Donne, it is isolation that proves harmful to 

the self, as the self can only be formed through various personal attachments and shared 

communal experiences. In Paradise Lost, Milton’s conception of the pressing issues of selfhood 

and liberty are formed under the guiding hand of Italianate republicanism, which provides Milton 
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with a discourse that enables him to explore the ways in which the self can only find fulfilment 

through service to a political community and a common good greater than itself. Each variety of 

selfhood presents a unique case study of how the self can be depicted in Renaissance literary 

texts, but most crucially, they also begin to reveal one element that they all have in common: a 

strong sense of interdependency in the experience of selfhood.  

 The social and cultural setting of Renaissance England was built upon interdependency in 

ways that became less central or even obsolete in the centuries that followed, and it is in 

recapturing the manifestations of interdependency in this era that we can begin to reconstruct a 

more historically-accurate context for Renaissance selfhood. This is a crucial shift in focus for 

literary analysis, for the previous fixation upon power to the exclusion of all else in the 

theoretical tradition of Foucault, and Greenblatt’s New Historicism, has made it difficult for 

literary critics to recognize the very different discourses and structures of meaning that become 

more readily apparent once we recognize that it is often interdependency and a commitment to 

the communal that is driving the experience of selfhood, not an individualistic struggle against 

power. As I will explore in detail in my second chapter, elements such as the lack of privacy in 

terms of urban living conditions and the permeability inherent in the theory of the humoral body 

created a physical and intellectual environment in which the boundaries between our “inner” and 

“outer” worlds were far less firm than they are now, and such telling little details do much to 

reveal the factors that shaped interdependent Renaissance conceptions of the self. As Timothy 

Reiss explains, “through the sixteenth century, being was mostly felt as inseparably woven in its 

total ecosystem, characterized, as it had been for countless predecessors, as a universe of 

‘sympathies’” (355). When understood within this specific historical context, it becomes more 

apparent why what often constitutes the various forms of selfhood in all three of my writers is  
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the strong connection between the self and others, in terms of both interpersonal dynamics and in  

relation to wider communities.   

 In their introduction to Betraying Our Selves: Forms of Self-Representation in Early 

Modern English Texts, Henk Dragstra, Sheila Ottway, and Helen Wilcox argue that “the very 

idea of the self may find its expression within a doctrinal, philosophical or social group, rather 

than in the post-enlightenment isolated individuality that we may be accustomed to expect” (3), 

and in offering an overview of the autobiographical accounts their collection surveys, they add, 

“the way in which these authors inscribed their individuality in their self-writings often bears 

witness to a strong sense of belonging to a community or being devoted to a common cause” (6, 

italics mine). Terry G. Sherwood makes a similar point, writing, “However much they may differ 

in some assumptions, particularly the limits of human capacity and the reach of divine 

intervention, both Christian civic humanism and Protestant vocation stress the importance of 

responsibly serving the common good. Responsible contribution to the common good stabilized  

and sustained the self” (8, italics mine). In an era which was still heavily influenced by the ethos 

of public service articulated by ancient authors such as Cicero in De officiis (Cust 117-118), this 

emphasis on the importance of others and the community is perhaps unsurprising, but what is 

worth closely considering are the implications for Renaissance selfhood in comparison to how 

we have previously tended to conceptualize it. In an illuminating essay on Donne from 2001, 

Nancy Selleck repeatedly draws the reader’s attention to the way in which “the physical and 

perceptual models that Donne knows and draws on posit real contact between self and world” 

(157), and remarks upon the conundrum this can potentially pose for literary analysis: 

 What is difficult to capture here is . . . Donne is both talking about self and about context   

 – in a sense, he is talking about self as context. We have little in the way of theoretical   
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 language with which to address that kind of interpenetration of self and world, and   

 critical discussions are often content with conceptions of a more individual self that keep 

 suggesting that agency is, or should be, a necessary function of selfhood. (162)  

This lack of thorough understanding of this more interpersonal sense of self leads, Selleck 

argues, to a “tendency to misread as a desire for autonomy what is really quite the opposite – an 

insistence on dependence and a longing for connection” (167), since it represents “a radically 

different kind of self than critics often assume – entailing cohesion and connection with a wider 

whole, rather than individual autonomy” (167). Donne, she concludes, is “committed to a 

radically interpersonal selfhood – a sense that the root or cause or locus of one’s self lies in 

others” (168).  

 The argument Selleck articulates above is, in essence, what I have also come to believe 

myself regarding Renaissance selfhood, not just in the case of Donne, but in the cases of Wyatt 

and Milton as well. When I argued earlier that the replacing of a Burkhardtian conception of 

selfhood with the “decentred, provisional, contingent self incapable of unified subjectivity” – in 

Sherwood’s apt phrasing – of postmodernism and New Historicism was to trade one mistaken 

anachronism for another, it is precisely the “radically interpersonal selfhood” Selleck singles out 

that I have had in mind. An interpersonal sense of selfhood – what I would personally also call 

an interdependent sense of selfhood – is not predicated upon real or desired autonomy or a 

wholly individualized sense of self in the first place, and whether such an ideal of autonomous 

and individualized selfhood is real and tangible in a Burkhardtian sense, or merely a beautiful but 

futile illusion as it is for Greenblatt, is usually entirely besides the point. This is why I believe the 

idea of the interdependent self is useful for my own analysis here. The term interdependency is 

not something that I have encountered, to my knowledge, in my reading of literary scholarship, 
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but it is a term that has currency in sociology, and is especially associated with the thought and 

classic studies of Norbert Elias: “In What is Sociology? and Involvement and Detachment, [Elias] 

implicitly uses interdependence to contrast it with two different types of relationship: 

‘independence’, or a relationship characterized by detachment, and ‘dependence’, a relationship 

so over-involved as to be suffocating to one or both parties” (Scheff, 102); “[I]n Elias’ view, 

identity formation is a shared social experience, shaped by social and historical locations” (Smith 

82). My own use of the term here is used to gesture toward a conception of selfhood that is 

neither the autonomous, unified sense of self found in Burkhardt nor the destabilized and entirely 

power-dominated selfhood articulated by thinkers such as Foucault and Greenblatt. Rather, an 

interdependent sense of selfhood is one that can at last eschew historical anachronism, leading to 

greater sensitivity to specific historical context while also providing a high degree of thematic 

flexibility in its application: as my analysis in all three of my case studies will demonstrate, 

selfhood in Wyatt, Donne, and Milton is a dynamic process whereby an intensely-felt 

subjectivity forms its sense of selfhood through communion with others and via active 

engagement with external contexts.        

 How, then, can scholars do justice to the more interpersonal and interdependent 

conceptions of selfhood when approaching Renaissance literary texts? In the years since 

Selleck’s article appeared, some of the more recent scholarship on Donne has done careful work 

in exploring the various environmental and intellectual factors that can in turn help us account 

for the interdependency and permeable sense of self in his work1, and I hope that such 

approaches will continue to be taken more and more often in relation to other Renaissance 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"!See, Kimberly Anne Coles’ “The Matter of Belief in John Donne’s Holy Sonnets” (2015), and Christopher 
D’Addario’s “Stillness and Noise: The Ambiences of John Donne’s Lyrics” (2012), both of which are referenced in 
my analysis in Chapter II.!
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writers, as finding ways of linking such research within these specialist matters to studies of 

selfhood has already been, and will doubtless continue to be, a fruitful area of activity for  

scholars.2 For my selected case studies in the present work, I take as my lenses the specific 

biographical and intellectual contexts that reveal which discourses exercised a strong influence 

upon each of my writers: Wyatt’s position as a courtier in the dangerous court of Henry VIII 

does much to shape his reception and attempted application of Stoic ideals, for example, just as 

Milton’s active involvement in the turbulent revolutionary political climate of his day leads him 

to note the growing rift between competing ideas of liberty, and in turn selfhood, that will infuse 

his depictions of Satan, Adam, and Eve in Paradise Lost. Throughout my analysis, I have tried to 

remain highly attuned to the forms interdependency took in relation to selfhood for these writers, 

while honouring the different contexts that shaped each writer by ensuring that the lens for each 

chapter is specifically tailored to reflect the dominant themes and preoccupations in their works. 

It is my hope that, by taking an even deeper and more systematic interest in conceptions of social 

interdependency and community, further research into interdependent selfhood in Renaissance 

studies could help to open up a variety of new conversations regarding how selves actively 

participate in creating and experiencing the social, cultural, and political structures that make up 

both their world and their sense of selfhood, which would in turn help to shift the conversation 

away from ideas of power and submission, and more frequently toward ideas of sociability and 

voluntary interdependence in selfhood instead. More than a century and a half on from the 

publication of Burkhardt’s influential work, the question of the self remains as central and as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$!For examples of examinations concerning the influence of environmental factors and physicality in dialogue with 
conceptions of subjectivity and selfhood, see Floyd-Wilson, Mary, and Garrett A. Sullivan (eds.), Environment and 
Embodiment in Early Modern England (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007),!or Michael Carl Schoenfeldt’s 
Bodies and Selves: Physiology and Inwardness in Spenser, Shakespeare, Herbert, and Milton (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999). !!!
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vital to our understanding of the Renaissance as ever, and even now, there is still much exciting 

work to be done. 

 

Exploring Conceptions of Selfhood in Wyatt, Donne, and Milton 

 My methodology in this study is primarily a literary critical approach, one in which I 

explore the theme of selfhood in the works of all three of my writers in order to reconstruct the 

forms of interdependency found in each poet’s conception of selfhood. Since my preoccupation 

is largely thematic, biographical contexts are used whenever they prove especially relevant to 

explaining the philosophical, religious, or political discourse each writer is participating in, or 

influenced by, but my approach remains focused mostly on the literary works instead of offering 

detailed and sustained analyses of the lives of the men themselves. A corollary of this approach 

is that I have chosen not to incorporate discussion of the manuscript or print circulation of these 

works into my interpretive arguments, as I am usually interested less in the real-life communities 

and relationships these men had than in the imagined communities and forms of interdependent 

selfhood they explore in their poetry.3  

 My first chapter is a study of the role of Stoicism in relation to conceptions of the self in 

the poetry of Sir Thomas Wyatt. Of all three of my writers, Wyatt is by far the most vulnerable 

to, and directly impacted by, the vagaries of power, as he devoted his entire adult life to serving 

the Henrician court as both courtier and ambassador. In light of this fact, it would be a leap too 

far for me to entirely ignore the role of power in shaping his sense of selfhood. In choosing to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$!The editions I have chosen to use for the works of each writer reflect my preferences and needs: for example, 
Rebholz’s edition of Wyatt’s verse has long been a staple in the field, and his thorough knowledge of Wyatt’s 
manuscripts – and explanatory comments upon them in his notes – have been invaluable to me, since I do not work 
directly with or study Wyatt’s manuscripts myself. However, Jason Powell, the current preeminent expert on 
Wyatt’s manuscripts, will soon release his own edition of Wyatt’s poetry, which I expect will become the standard 
reference for scholars in the field.     
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explore the ways in which Wyatt’s Stoicism shaped his depiction of selfhood in his poetry, 

however, I have tried to do justice to both the influence of the political context upon Wyatt’s 

work while also trying to stress the ways in which Wyatt’s sense of self is inevitably impacted 

by, and intertwined with, other people and external factors in some of his depictions of love as 

well. I begin by tracing the main tenets in the works of the Late Stoa – Epictetus, Seneca, and the 

Emperor Marcus Aurelius – in order to explain how these tenets shaped a certain conception of 

selfhood, particularly in regard to the ideal of cultivating a detached sense of self indifferent to 

the highs and lows inflicted by Fortune. I then turn to a number of Wyatt’s lyrics that I interpret 

as engaging with, and articulating, these Stoic ideals, especially in attempts at self-control and 

the mastery of one’s emotions in both political and interpersonal contexts. For my final 

analytical section, I proceed to more closely examine lyrics that show the Stoic ideal of selfhood 

coming under strain, as Wyatt’s highly-pressurized personal experiences in royal service lead to 

an unravelling of the self’s attempts at detachment, while the emotion-driven discourse of 

Petrarchism posits an alternative to the “indifference” of the Stoic ideal. What I desire to 

demonstrate most strongly in my analysis is how skilfully Wyatt recognizes and depicts the 

tension inherent at the very heart of Stoic conceptions of the self: namely, that a self actively 

serving in the political arena and entering into interpersonal relationships with others is destined 

to fail to cultivate the supreme detachment toward external people and things that the Stoics 

advocate. The underlying interdependent nature of Wyatt’s conception of selfhood is therefore 

revealed, time and time again, through his way of depicting how selfhood is formed and 

experienced not in virtuous detachment, but through a dynamic interplay with one’s  

surroundings and through one’s connections with others, for better and for worse. 

 In Chapter II, I approach John Donne’s conception of both erotic and devotional selfhood  
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through an examination of his love poetry, Holy Sonnets, and some of his prose works. In  

bringing together a variety of his poetry and prose spanning both secular and religious contexts, I 

demonstrate the way in which an interdependent sense of self is manifested in Donne’s work in 

various guises. I begin with an exploration of the experience of an erotic selfhood built upon an 

attempted exclusive communion with the Beloved, in which the speaker of many of Donne’s 

lyrics attempts to build a private world of love that has superior value to the more worldly and 

public activities found in the court and city. The tensions between private and public are 

explored in the various ways in which they continue to overlap and intersect, even when the 

speaker claims to be contemptuous of the demands and expectations of the public realm, while 

the nature of the bond with the Beloved is also examined, particularly in respect to how love 

becomes a form of communion in which separate selves can become blended. In my analysis of 

the Holy Sonnets, I trace how the devotional self fails to create a direct bond with God in 

isolation, which leads to a form of the dissatisfying Petrarchan emotional dynamic that is so 

roundly rejected in the erotic poetry and thereby reveals the seemingly insurmountable gap 

between the speaker and God that cannot be meaningfully bridged. In my third section, I 

demonstrate how Donne posits an alternative to the devotional self’s isolation by consistently 

advocating an Anglican irenicism that can unite Christians across the denominational divides, 

providing the devotional self with spiritual fulfilment through absorption into a greater Christian 

community. Throughout my chapter, Donne’s recurrent fixation on forms of communion with an 

other (or others) becomes one of the foundational elements and driving needs of his sense of both 

erotic and devotional selfhood.   

 In Chapter III, my focus is on the influence of the Italianate republican ideal in John  

Milton’s conception of selfhood in Paradise Lost. I begin by discussing Isaiah Berlin’s  
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influential theory of positive and negative liberty, and explain how a positive, communal ideal of  

liberty is predominant in the Italian republican tradition by offering an overview of these ideas as 

they appear in the works of Niccolò Machiavelli and Francesco Guicciardini, two writers who 

had a noted influence upon Milton’s own political thought. In my second section, I argue that a 

nascent form of a more individualistic, negative liberty was already developing in England by 

Milton’s day, and proceed to analyze the ways in which a highly self-centred ideal of negative 

liberty becomes a driving motivational force for Satan and his legions of fallen angels in 

Paradise Lost. In my third section, I shift my analysis to Adam and Eve, and the way the Fall 

comes about through their conversion from the communal, positive liberty advocated by the 

loyal angels to the self-centric liberty with which Satan tempts Eve. In my reading of Paradise 

Lost, I argue that Milton’s conception of selfhood is consistently centred upon the idea that the 

self only finds fulfilment in learning to serve a wider political community, and that freedom 

pursued through the self-centred ideal of negative liberty Satan represents brings only ruin and 

entrapment to the self. In stressing the importance of embracing liberty as a communal 

endeavour instead of an individualistic one, Milton encourages his readers to forge their sense of 

selfhood through service to others and the greater good in order to avoid being “not free, but to 

thyself enthralled”.  

 Taken as a trio, these case studies complement one another in demonstrating the various  

forms an interdependent sense of self can take in Renaissance literature, and unveil for us the  

layers of complexity found within the Renaissance experience of the self. My intention  

throughout has been to model as best I can what a sensitive and flexible approach to the theme  

of selfhood can yield for us in analyzing the works of these writers, and in each chapter I eagerly  

enter into dialogue with, and build upon, the work of various scholars whose interpretations have  
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served as stimulating or challenging inspiration for my own close readings. As mentioned above,  

and as will readily become apparent to varying degrees in my case studies, the biographical 

context for a writer serves as a useful tool in understanding the contexts relevant to their work, 

and to this end Wyatt’s professed admiration for Stoicism, Donne’s familial history of religious 

persecution, and Milton’s travel in Italy and love of Italian culture have served as the guiding 

lights for some of the main directions my analysis has taken. Taken as a whole, the present work 

reveals the ways in which poetry serves as a form of cultural evidence for interdependent 

conceptions of Renaissance selfhood by reading the poems as forms of statement, in which all 

three poets both explicitly and implicitly engage with the discourses that influence them in their 

experience and depiction of the self. In tracing how all three men conceive of the interdependent 

self in their literary works, we are sometimes lucky enough to catch a glimpse of the writers 

themselves, too. ! 
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Chapter I 
“I Am as I Am”?: Sir Thomas Wyatt and the Complexities of Stoic Selfhood 

 On the 15th of April 1537, Sir Thomas Wyatt was in Paris, en route towards his new 

posting as ambassador in Spain to the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V. Finding some time to 

spare in the midst of his travels, Wyatt decided to write a letter to his son, Thomas the Younger, 

to offer his heir some hard-won advice about the duties and attributes of a true gentleman. The 

tone of the letter is sometimes stern, but intimate, as Wyatt – still recovering from the traumatic 

events surrounding Anne Boleyn’s fall and his own imprisonment in 1536 – admonishes his son 

to contemplate the moral example of his grandfather, whose lofty qualities such as “wisdome, 

gentlenes, sobrenes, disire to do good”, Wyatt admits, “I dare well say your Grandfather . . . had 

rather left to me then all the lands he did leaue me” (Muir 38). Wyatt’s gnawing sense of having 

failed to live up to the example of his own father is evident in a later passage in which he 

ruefully presents himself as, “a nere example unto you of my foly and unthriftnes that hath as I 

wel deseruid broght me into a thousand dangers and hazardes” in the dark and treacherous world 

of Henry VIII’s court. Do as I say, Wyatt pleads, not as I have done.  

 Some time later in Spain, Wyatt wrote again to his son upon the same themes, stressing, 

“I haue nothing to crye and cal apon you for but honestye, honestye” (41). This second letter, 

however, goes further in offering Thomas the Younger not just impressive real-life examples 

upon which to model himself, but also reading recommendations for the “moral philosophers” 

that will guide him on the path to true virtue: “I wold Senek were your studye and Epictetus, 

bicaus it is litel to be euir in your bosome” (43). It is here that Wyatt explicitly signals his 

allegiance to Stoicism, a philosophical and ethical ideal that manages to seep not just into his 

fatherly prose, but also into his poetry. It is the purpose of the present chapter to examine the 

various ways in which Wyatt, both as Henrician courtier and poet, was influenced by the ethical 
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and political tenets of Stoicism, while also tracing how the conceptions of selfhood and moral 

agency championed by the late Stoic philosophers helped to shape Wyatt’s distinctive poetic 

preoccupations with subjectivity and selfhood. In spite of the fact that scholars have long 

recognized the occasional Stoic allusion in Wyatt’s work and although questions surrounding 

Wyatt’s use of an intimate poetic voice have frequently taken pride of place in literary criticism, 

the links between Wyatt’s Stoicism and his conceptions of selfhood have not yet been fully 

examined and understood. As we shall see, what makes such a study all the more fruitful is the 

often-surprising ways in which Wyatt not only fails to live up to his professed Stoic ideals – as 

he himself confesses in his letters to his son – but also how Wyatt interrogates and challenges 

some of the assumptions inherent in Stoicism, thereby exposing some of the difficult paradoxes 

and complications inherent in the very conception of Stoic selfhood.    

 My analysis is divided into three main parts. I begin by offering a general overview of 

Stoic ethical principles and their attendant conceptions of selfhood and agency, in regard to both 

private moral conduct and public service. I offer an analysis of these principles in the works of 

Epictetus, Seneca, and Marcus Aurelius, while addressing the scholarly theories that champion 

the Stoics as forerunners of our contemporary notions of the self. I will then offer my own theory 

on Stoic selfhood, arguing that Stoicism ultimately depends upon a negation of the self’s 

subjective feelings and experiences that is inevitably problematic. In my second section, I will 

turn to Wyatt’s poetry, starting with an analysis of several poems that illustrate Stoic principles 

and chart the speaker’s attempts to mould himself upon them. In my third section, I will explore 

a variety of poems in which Wyatt further dramatizes the paradoxes of Stoic selfhood in both 

political and personal contexts, revealing how the supposed autonomy of the self is compromised 

under tyranny and the ways in which personal entanglements render unruly feelings impossible 
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to fully eradicate or control. “[V]ery few poets, if any, have ever sought their main inspiration in 

the austere shadows of the Porch,” Giles D. Monsarrat writes in his foundational study, Light 

from the Porch: Stoicism in Renaissance Literature (1984); “Circumstances, however, can foster 

stoical virtues in poets and the hazardous existence of courtiers under Henry VIII explains why 

Sir Thomas Wyatt (who was twice imprisoned) occasionally sounds a stoic note, even though 

most of his verse is quite unstoical” (4). It is my intention throughout this chapter to explain how 

Wyatt’s seemingly “unstoical” poems are in actuality a critical engagement with the very 

philosophy Wyatt tried – and so often failed – to put into practice.           

 

I. Stoic Ethics and Selfhood 

 Monsarrat writes, “Classical Stoicism developed from the beginning of the third century 

B.C. over a period of about five centuries and it is customary to distinguish three main periods: 

the Old or Early Stoa (Zeno of Citium, the founder of the school, Cleanthes, Chrysippus), the 

Middle Stoa (Panaetius, Posidonius), and the Late Stoa (Seneca, Epictetus, Marcus Aurelius)” 

(9). Although the Stoics were not as dogmatically devoted to the teachings of their original 

founder as some of the other ancient philosophical sects proved to be, it is nevertheless possible 

to trace some of the main ethical tenets of Stoicism that remained fairly stable and widely 

accepted throughout the active developmental life of the philosophy, and for the sake of brevity 

and relevance I will confine myself to analyzing only the works of the Late Stoa, as it was these 

works that proved the most influential in the formation of Wyatt’s thought. One of the great 

strengths of Stoicism throughout its history was its philosophers’ self-professed devotion to 

ensuring that their ethical teachings had a practical application in the ordinary day-to-day lives of 

men, and to this end, they tended to place a heavy emphasis in their works on how a man should 
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govern both his own moral conduct and how he should interact with the wider political and 

social structures in his community (Reydams-Schils 318; 321).  

 The self as the site of personal moral agency stands at the very centre of Stoic ethical 

teaching. Stoics tend to shun the body-mind dichotomy central to Platonic and Aristotelian 

thought, preferring instead to conceive of a man as a unified and wholly rational entity (Strange 

32). The fact that every human being is sometimes guilty of behaving in immoral or seemingly 

irrational ways is not due to the irrational part of the self (i.e. the body and its animalistic urges) 

momentarily gaining the upper hand over the rational part (the mind), but rather, is a result of the 

man failing to appropriately negotiate the “impressions” he receives from the external world and 

his internal responses to them. As Steven K. Strange explains, “For the Stoics, in cases of (real or 

apparent) weakness of will, it is not passion that is opposed to reason: rather, reason is opposing 

itself, reason is as it were disobeying reason” (45) – in other words, in cases of moral failing or 

logical error, reason is not so much superseded by lower, irrational impulses as simply 

misapplied by the man. Therefore, the way to successfully combat the human tendency toward 

error lies in developing within the man habits of mind and conduct that will enable him to use his 

reason in a consistently sound way when dealing with external impressions.  

 The key to developing right use of reason in evaluating impressions depends upon two 

factors: the issue of assent, and the ability to determine what does and does not lie within one’s 

own control. Any external event or material object in the life of a man and every impulsive, 

internal emotion is categorized as an “impression” by the Stoics, and the duty of a man is to 

decide if or how one should respond to the impression: “Assent is the acceptance of a proposition 

(axi!ma) presented to us in experience or thought as the content of a phantasia or impression and 

as being true: assenting to such a proposition is what we would call an act of judgement” (35). 
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According to the Stoic philosophers, errors of conduct or judgement occur when a man gives his 

assent to impressions that are actually false: for example, if a man decides to commit a criminal 

act, he has done so not because he lost control of his morals or his rationality, but because he 

mistakenly believes that committing said crime will benefit him in some way, and thus, his 

assent is a rational decision aimed at securing what he perceives to be a desirable end. Yet, 

because a criminal act may lead to supposed benefits such as material gain or power, but will not 

lead to virtue – which the Stoics believe to be the only true good (Annas 113-114) – the man has 

assented to a false impression. An immoral or foolish person is therefore someone who has not 

yet learned to separate true from false impressions, whereas the wise Stoic sage is someone 

whose finely-tuned reason only assents to impressions that are virtuous and true. According to 

Epictetus, “The essence of good and evil consists in the condition of our character. And externals 

are the means by which our character finds its particular good or evil . . . Correct judgements 

about externals make our character good, as perverse or distorted ones make it bad” (69, italics 

mine). Granting assent to an impression is an act purely of will, and therefore, each man is fully 

responsible for the moral consequences resulting from granting or withholding his assent – this 

power of assent is thus the essence of moral agency, and constitutes the essence of the unique 

rationality given to mankind by Zeus (6).    

 Successfully separating false from true impressions is highly dependent upon a man 

learning to recognize the difference between what is and is not under his own control, which in 

turn means understanding the crucial differences between what is good, bad, or “indifferent” in 

human life (Epictetus 51). As mentioned above, Stoic doctrine stresses that virtue is the only true 

good, while everything else must be understood as either bad or “indifferent” (Frede 33; 

Braicovich 208-209). Conduct that is immoral and harmful to others, or material gains that are 
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secured through dishonest means, constitute the evils in human life. The Stoics define as 

“indifferent” things that are often perceived by men as desirable, such as wealth, beauty, health, 

and status, but which are neither inherently evil nor virtuous in and of themselves, but instead 

morally neutral. While the Stoics are willing to concede that there is nothing wrong or illogical 

about a man preferring, say, financial solvency to abject poverty, the wise man will nevertheless 

forever keep in mind that the “indifferent” benefits in life are transient and subject to the whims 

of Fortune, and will therefore refrain from becoming too attached to or dependent upon them. In 

the Discourses, Epictetus exhorts his students to regard “nothing as your own . . . handing over 

everything to fortune and the deity” (203), a sentiment he reiterates elsewhere in the Fragments, 

reminding us that we must always be prepared to “resign . . . gracefully” everything that may fall 

prey to chance, such as “our children, our homeland, our body” (211). Since a man cannot hope 

to exercise unchallenged control over these “indifferent” externals, the Stoic will only truly prize 

the one thing in life that is irrevocably under his control: his own moral integrity and 

commitment to virtue (Gill, Structured Self, 383). “We may . . . offer the following definition, 

that of calling that man happy who recognizes no good and evil apart from a good and evil mind, 

who holds honour dear and is content with virtue, who is not the sort of person to let the 

workings of chance go to his head or crush his spirit” (Seneca, “On the Happy Life”, 88). The 

wise Stoic, desiring only virtue and having learned the sole importance of maintaining his 

integrity regardless of the conditions of his material circumstances, will now be in a secure 

position for consistently exercising his judgement as to which impressions he should or should 

not grant his assent to, for having learned to differentiate between all that is good, bad, and 

indifferent, his reason will no longer lead him astray.  

 It is this belief in the sole supremacy of virtue and the wise man’s ability to assent only to  
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true impressions that leads us to the most controversial aspect of Stoic ethical teaching: their firm 

insistence that genuine happiness and freedom are inner states that are entirely unaffected by 

external events or circumstances. Since the only good is virtue, and since the Stoics argue that 

nothing and no one can compel a man to act immorally without his assent, then the wise and 

virtuous man will inevitably enjoy an inner life marked by perfect mental and emotional 

equanimity at all times and in any conceivable situation. The corollary to this assertion is that 

any man who finds himself feeling deeply unhappy, conflicted, fearful, or experiencing any other 

variety of unpleasant emotion does so only because he is at fault for having assented to false 

impressions, or has fallen prey to mistakenly valuing as good that which is only “indifferent”. 

The famous triumvirate of the Late Stoa are all unanimous and unrelenting in stressing the 

imperturbability of the wise man and the unhappy man’s ultimate responsibility for his own 

unhappiness. Epictetus assures us, “A person’s own thoughts unnerve them . . . In general, 

remember that it is we who torment, we who make difficulties for ourselves – that is, our 

opinions do” (49; 61, italics mine), while further insisting,  

 What, after all, are sighing and crying, except opinions? What is ‘misfortune’? An 

 opinion . . . the opinion that good and bad lie outside us. Let someone transfer these 

 opinions to the workings of the will, and I personally guarantee his peace of mind, no 

 matter what his outward circumstances are like. (148, italics mine)    

Seneca professes similar sentiments:  

 Nothing bad can happen to a good man . . . adversity’s onslaughts are powerless to affect  

 the spirit of a brave man: it remains unshaken and makes all events assume its own 

 colour; for it is stronger than all external forces. I do not mean that he is insensible to 

 those forces but that he conquers them, and as a man who in all else is calm and tranquil   
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 of mind he rises to face whatever attacks him. (“On Providence” 4, latter italics mine)   

The Emperor Marcus Aurelius, in his private Meditations, returns to this same theme again and 

again in his reflections. He reminds himself of the importance of facing the blows of Fortune 

with a lofty and unperturbed spirit: “[Apollonius taught me] to be the same in all circumstances – 

intense pain, the loss of a child, chronic illness” (6); “The human soul degrades itself . . . [w]hen 

it is overpowered by pleasure or pain” (22). Any trace of emotional upheaval is the sign of a 

shamefully un-philosophical failure to appropriately regulate one’s assents to impressions, and 

therefore a failure of what should be one’s inviolable will: “Disturbance only comes from within 

– from our own perceptions” (38, italics mine); “Choose not to be harmed – and you won’t feel 

harmed. Don’t feel harmed – and you haven’t been” (39, italics mine); “It doesn’t hurt me unless 

I interpret its happening as harmful to me. I can choose not to” (87, italics mine); “External 

things are not the problem. It’s your assessment of them” (110, italics mine).  

 As the above sampling from the works of all three Late Stoics demonstrates, this stern 

belief in the ability of a person to calmly rise above all misfortunes is one of the foundational 

tenets of Stoic ethical thought, and it places a unique emphasis on a man as an independent moral 

agent – the wise man is, pace John Donne, very much an island after all. And yet, the Stoics’ 

belief in the importance of a wise man’s perfect independence and tranquillity never lures them 

into suggesting that the wise man will stand entirely apart from society, withdrawing from others 

to live the life of a hermitic sage. Quite the contrary, for it is another commonplace of Stoic 

ethics that it is incumbent upon each person to actively serve his society in whatever capacity he 

is capable of doing so. The Stoic philosophers believed that their ethical teachings should help 

equip their students for day-to-day living within their communities in their roles as both family 

patriarchs and public officials, for “[a]ccording to the Stoics it was a duty to take part in political 
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life” (Sørensen 184). That involvement in political life is fraught with any number of risks, 

particularly in an age of imperial tyrannies, does not trouble any of the Stoics unduly, and the 

inviolability of the wise man’s will is once again posited as the solution to even the most drastic 

of external ills. Epictetus offers the following dialogue to illustrate the invincible sangfroid of 

the Stoic even under tyranny: “‘But the tyrant will chain – ’ What will he chain? Your leg. ‘He 

will chop off – ’ What? Your head. What he will never chain or chop off is your integrity. That’s 

the reason behind the ancient advice to ‘Know yourself’” (47). The solution, when faced with a 

frightening ruler or master, is to simply cease to fear them (74). In Letter XXVI to Lucilius, 

Seneca – who knew far better than most what tyranny is, and was famously forced to commit 

suicide on the orders of the deranged Emperor Nero – calmly asserts, “A person who has learned 

to die has unlearned how to be a slave. He is above, or at any rate beyond the reach of, all 

political powers. What are prisons, warders, bars to him?” (Letters 59). Likewise in On 

Obligations, a text based upon the work of Panaetius of the Middle Stoa, Cicero counsels all 

statesmen to “display that greatness of spirit and that indifference to human considerations to 

which I repeatedly refer, and in addition mental tranquillity and freedom from anxiety, if they are 

to avoid the stresses and strains, and adopt a sober and unswerving course in life” (26), while in 

On Moral Ends he has his Stoic spokesman, Marcus Cato, proclaim, “[t]he wise may have their 

bodies put in chains, but you will never chain their soul” (89). In sum, the Stoic must resign 

himself to the necessity of serving his community in social and political capacities, but even 

within the confines of such arduous and sometimes dangerous roles his mind and spirit will 

remain unencumbered and unconquerably indifferent even under the cruel whims of a tyrant.  

 The Stoics’ intense promotion of the independence and inner freedom of the self has led 

to various attempts amongst scholars to champion the Stoics as offering early prototypes of our 
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modern notions of selfhood and free will.1 Above all, various scholars make thoughtful and often 

highly stimulating arguments to the effect that the Stoic preoccupation with the inner 

inviolability of the self led to an innovative conception of selfhood that would prove influential 

in both cultural and political contexts. Geoff Baldwin asserts that “[i]deas of independence could 

merge easily with ideas of freedom” (360) in the works of Seneca and Epictetus, and argues that 

Stoic conceptions of the self would later serve as a foundational inspiration for sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century moral and political theorists preoccupied with problems of individual moral 

deliberation and personal freedom (364). Villy Sørensen, a biographer of Seneca, goes so far as 

to claim, “the Stoics and most consistently Seneca came to the epoch-making conclusion that the 

individual, irrespective of social status, has a value in himself” (323); Catharine Edwards adopts 

a slightly more cautious approach in offering a definition of selfhood when she states, “The 

Stoics may be seen as having a special place in the history of the self – insofar as one takes the 

notion of ‘self’ to relate to first-person experience, a first-person outlook on the world” (“Self-

Scrutiny” 26). In this line of scholarly thinking, the Stoic approach to selfhood is regarded as 

something almost modern, something that can be interpreted as valuing the self for its own sake 

in ways that can be linked, however tenuously, with selfhood as we understand and value it 

today. 

 As appealing as such an interpretation may be, I will argue that it is misleading to 

confuse Stoic conceptions of the self with any notions of selfhood as that concept has come to be 

recognized in the modern West. Ultimately, Stoic ethical doctrines call for what can only be 

described as a total negation of the self’s subjective experience through their insistence on 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$!The notion of free will, Stoic or otherwise, is of slight relevance to my present concerns, but a detailed study 
examining the possible links between Stoic conceptions of individuality and agency and the development of free 
will is offered in Michael Frede’s A Free Will: Origins of the Notion in Ancient Thought (University of California 
Press, 2011).  
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eradicating strong emotions and cultivating indifference towards suffering, and as such, they are 

not the forerunners of the notion that the subjective experience of the self is valuable for its own 

sake. My argument rests on two assertions: first, scholars that tend to interpret the Stoics as 

particularly innovative champions of the self either misinterpret or seemingly ignore the role of 

the divine will in Stoic ethical doctrines, and second, Stoic attitudes toward emotion and a man’s 

relationships with external people and things are incompatible with selfhood as a site of intense 

subjective experience.       

 To begin with divine will, it must be recognized that one of the central tenets of Stoic 

doctrine is that, paradoxically, true freedom is only gained through completely harmonizing 

one’s own particular will with the will of the divine Providence, or Nature, that governs the 

universe. The Stoics lean toward a deterministic outlook, teaching that the world and the 

universe are divinely created and suffused with the power of the logos, the divine reason of the 

highest deity (often personified as Zeus/Jupiter), and that Zeus has created a heavenly and 

earthly system in which everything, no matter how terrible, will ultimately work out for the good 

– this is the Fate that is determined by the will of Zeus himself, and to which everything and 

everyone must inevitably submit. As Marcus Aurelius writes,  

 What is divine is full of Providence. Even chance is not divorced from nature, from the 

 inweaving and enfolding of things governed by Providence. Everything proceeds from it. 

 And then there is necessity and the needs of the whole world, of which you are a part. 

 Whatever the nature of the whole does, and whatever serves to maintain it, is good for 

 every part of nature. (18, italics mine) 

True peace and freedom, the Stoics argue, can only be found in complete and utter resignation to 

everything that happens, which necessitates renouncing all personal feelings and preferences that 
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could possibly lead one to feel dissatisfied or unhappy with anything that might take place in 

one’s life. Seneca writes repeatedly about the supremacy of the Natural Law and the duty of the 

wise man to submit himself unreservedly to it: “as is agreed among all Stoics, Nature is the guide 

I choose; wisdom lies in not wandering from her path and in moulding oneself in accordance 

with her law and example” (“On the Happy Life” 87). He furthermore stresses that the only way 

to prove imperious to “all that fortune sends us” is to “bring our wills into tune with nature’s” 

(Letters, Letter CVII, 233). Epictetus proclaims that the sole end of any philosophical training is 

submission to the divine will, for “[g]etting an education means learning to bring our will in line 

with the way things happen – which is to say, as the ruler of the universe arranged” (35), which, 

as stated earlier, means becoming perfectly willing to part with anything at any time, however 

beloved it may be, should Zeus suddenly deprive you of it (195, 211). It is almost impossible to 

exaggerate how far the Stoics are willing to take this principle, but perhaps the harshest 

formulation of all is offered by Marcus Aurelius, who reproaches anyone who might even dare to 

feel the slightest twinge of sorrow in the face of grief or misfortune in these thundering terms:  

 To feel grief, anger or fear is to try to escape from something decreed by the ruler of all 

 things, now or in the past or in the future. And that ruler is law, which governs what 

 happens to each of us. To feel grief or anger or fear is to become a fugitive – a fugitive 

 from justice. (138)  

As this passage reveals, one must not only cease to actively resist one’s fate, but must also give  

up the right to experience any sort of feeling or opinion in the wake of what occurs, as to do so is  

to become a “fugitive”, an outlaw in the eyes of the divine law. Ultimately, the only act of will 

the Stoic self can perform is to harmonize his will with the will of fate, thereby renouncing his 

idiosyncratic preferences and feelings in favour of the serene, emotional neutrality of the wise 
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man. It seems clear to me that such a notion is incompatible with the conception of selfhood as 

we understand it today. This is not a radical affirmation of the self or an assertion of the worth of 

each human being’s particular subjective experiences or preferences, but a renunciation of the 

idiosyncratic self in the name of achieving a higher, divine end. Conceiving of selfhood as 

primarily rooted in personal idiosyncratic subjectivity is therefore not the key to achieving the 

ultimate wisdom and freedom according to the Stoics, but is, in actuality, a barrier to it.  

 A similar problem confronts us when we pause to consider the implications for selfhood 

of the typical Stoic attitude toward emotions and personal and public relationships. The problem 

inherent in the issue of emotion is, I trust, rather starkly apparent already in light of some of the 

passages I have discussed previously, in which Epictetus, Seneca, and Marcus Aurelius condemn 

the varieties of human emotion as merely the result of assenting to false impressions. The Stoic 

ideal of a wise man possessed of perfect tranquillity of mind and feeling was perhaps the aspect 

of Stoic philosophy that has been most consistently vulnerable to derisive criticism throughout 

its history: amusingly, the deficiency in the Stoics’ reasoning about emotion was recognized as 

early as the ancient world itself, with even the usually-sympathetic Cicero sometimes expressing 

reservations as to whether complete control of one’s emotions was achievable or even desirable, 

regardless of the supposed benefits (Brooke 11). My own general contention – which will 

become central to my readings of Wyatt – is that emotional variation is the hallmark of a deeply-

felt subjectivity, and that it is precisely subjective reaction to, and interactions with, external 

circumstances that, for Wyatt, produces the most nuanced representations of selfhood. Again, the 

Stoics advocate an ultimate negation of the self’s subjectivity in favour of emotional serenity and 

complete integration with the divine will of Providence – but selfhood for Wyatt is usually a 

livelier and far messier affair. As my third section will reveal, the tensions inherent in attempting 
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to achieve perfect emotional neutrality against the reality of a vividly realized personal 

consciousness is something that can be dramatized to memorable effect in lyric poetry, which is, 

of course, usually centred upon the perspective of a first-person speaker.  

 Finally, there are also inherent tensions in the Stoic ideal regarding a person’s 

engagement with his personal relationships and with his wider community. As noted earlier, the 

Stoics were usually quite consistent in insisting upon the practical purpose and application of 

their ethical philosophy: their schools were designed with the assumption in mind that most of 

their pupils would not choose a life of full-time philosophizing, but would instead eventually 

return to their ordinary lives and roles in the wider world, a state of affairs that the Stoic 

philosophers themselves actively endorsed. Therefore, many of the very people who were taught 

to cultivate emotional imperturbability and complete indifference to the workings of Fortune 

were the same people destined to face the greatest challenges in attempting to put these Stoic 

ideals into practice, particularly insofar as successful commitment to relationships with others or 

service to the state is usually fuelled by an active emotional attachment to such things. For 

example, the Stoics encouraged their students to marry and raise families, but failed to explain 

how a man is to be a dedicated father to his children if he is genuinely successful in not caring 

whether or not his child lives or dies, as Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius claim the Stoic man must 

be (211 and 6 respectively). In matters of political service, the issue becomes even more high-

stakes: if everything is ultimately determined by Fate as decreed by Zeus, and if even the worst 

of misfortunes is to be accepted, then it is difficult to say what motivation there can really be to 

improve the state of one’s country, or to actively resist aggression from a rival state – fatalism is 

the dark underbelly of Stoic determinism (Cooper 26-27). The position of the statesman likewise 

becomes strangely contradictory and precarious: when Epictetus argues that no one should fear 
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death or torture at the hands of a tyrant, since one’s integrity is untouchable (47), one is left 

unsure as to how effective resistance to tyranny could be cultivated or deployed, for if ill-

treatment or even loss of life itself is to be regarded as something indifferent, then it is hard to 

argue that such abuses should be actively resisted or eradicated. Such issues would naturally 

weigh rather heavily upon a Stoically-minded courtier such as Wyatt, who found himself serving 

and suffering under an increasingly tyrannical monarch.  

 The paradoxes in Stoic thought, in which the self is elevated and placed at the centre of 

an ethical philosophy only to be ultimately negated, and enjoined to undertake active personal 

and political responsibility while simultaneously refusing to have any real emotional investment 

in either, are crucial to understanding the sometimes ambivalent exploration of these themes in 

Wyatt’s lyric poetry. There is certainly much to be said in favour of Stoicism and its ethics – it is 

not difficult to see why men such as Wyatt are drawn to it in the first place – but the realities of 

attempting to take its ethical edicts to their logical conclusions expose the cracks in the system, 

which in turn reveals some of the chronic dangers of overly idealistic thinking more broadly. The 

Stoics dreamed of an ethical philosophy that could be easily transferred from a philosophical 

academy to the home and the Forum, trusting that the disciplined and philosophical self could 

prove the inviolable vehicle for a successful transition. And yet, as Wyatt recognized and 

dramatized in his lyrics, it is the very nature of the self that proves to be the Stoic ideal’s 

undoing. 

 

II. Stoicism as Ethical Ideal in Wyatt’s Poetry 

 There are several lyrics in Wyatt’s oeuvre that rather explicitly illustrate Stoic principles, 

and it is instructive to first consider a few of these works and the speaker’s attempts to shape his 
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sense of self in accordance with them before attempting to trace the dynamics of Wyatt’s more 

openly problematic relationship with Stoic ideals elsewhere in his poetry. In this section, 

therefore, I will analyze lyrics that acknowledge the Stoic ideal of a general indifference to the 

workings of Fortune and Stoicism’s promotion of a unified sense of self that remains impervious 

to emotional upheavals, which the speaker in the lyrics attempts to adapt in his own conduct, 

with varying degrees of success. 

 In the dialogue that forms “Most wretched heart, most miserable” (Rebholz 137-139), a 

debate is staged about the nature of misfortune and the appropriate way to endure in spite of the 

upheavals of chance. There are two ways of interpreting the form of this poem. We can interpret 

the poem as featuring two speakers, with the first speaker consistently seeking to undermine the 

inviolable self-possession of the second speaker, whose “heart” remains steadfast in spite of all 

of the pressures of outer circumstances; alternatively, we can interpret it as representing an 

internal debate, in which the speaker queries his own heart as to whether or how it can bear up 

under misfortune, only for the speaker’s ethical convictions to provide standard Stoic responses. 

For the ease of clarity and readability, I will first choose to analyze the poem as though there are 

two separate speakers, before considering the implications of interpreting the poem as an internal 

debate. 

 The poem opens with the first speaker describing to the “wretched heart” of the second 

speaker the dire circumstances in which the second speaker now finds himself: “Since comfort is 

from thee fled / Since all truth is turned to fable / Most wretched heart, why art thou not dead?” 

(2-4). Throughout the dialogue, the first speaker continues with the same tactic, suggesting to the 

second speaker that “all thy travail and thy cost” (11) have proven useless in the face of some 

unspecified change in external circumstances, an unfortunate state of affairs further intensified 
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due to a suggested betrayal of the second speaker by those who once respected or even feared 

him: “Seest not thou how they whet their teeth / Which to touch thee sometime did dread? / They 

find comfort for thy mischief” (33-35), the first speaker jeers. The second speaker responds to 

these taunts by proudly proclaiming the ultimate inviolability of his self, repeatedly stressing that 

these transient external circumstances cannot affect him. The second speaker’s defensive 

reasoning is twofold. First, he echoes the Stoic line of reasoning that the self of the wise man is 

an inviolable entity that no external person or thing can touch without the man’s active assent: “I 

myself have at my will” (7), “Who hath himself shall stand upright” (23), “He hath himself 

whereso he go” (30), and “I keep myself in store” (47) all testify to the second speaker’s belief 

that his self remains intact, offering him a firm grounding in spite of the whims of chance. This 

conception of the unwavering self as a refuge in times of misfortune is well-attested in the works 

of the Late Stoa, as when Seneca asks rhetorically, “For if a man has put himself beyond the 

reach of all desires, what can he lack? What need does he have of anything external, if he has 

concentrated all that he possesses in himself?” (“On the Happy Life” 99, italics mine), or speaks 

admiringly to Lucilius in Letter IX of Stilbo, who shrugged off the loss of all his worldly goods 

and his city in a time of war, as representative of the Stoic ideal of selfhood: “The Stoic carries 

his valuables intact through cities burnt to ashes, for he is contented with himself. This is the line 

he draws as the boundary for his happiness” (Letters 31, italics mine). Similarly, in the 

Meditations, the harried Emperor Marcus Aurelius attempts to maintain his emotional 

equilibrium under the demands of his imperial duties by telling himself, “keep this refuge in  

mind: the back roads of your self. Above all, no strain and no stress . . . things have no hold on  

the soul” (38, italics mine).  

 The other reasoning employed by the second speaker is the Stoic maxim that all  
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unpleasant feelings and fears are the result of flawed thinking, of having granted assent to false  

impressions through misplacing value on “indifferent” externals. Happiness or unhappiness, the  

second speaker keeps insisting to the first speaker, is really just a state of mind either way, using 

the refrain, “he is wretched that weens him so” (8, 16, 24, 32, 40). The second speaker, as 

someone who embodies the emotional imperturbability of the Stoic, celebrates the fact that his 

mental state remains stubbornly untouched by the vagaries of Fate, proudly proclaiming, “All 

that cannot oppress my mind” (39, italics mine). The secret to the second speaker’s success in 

maintaining perfect tranquillity is attributed to apparently harmonizing his individual will with 

that of the divine Creator, as when he shrugs, “I live and must do still / Whereof I thank God and 

no moe” (5-6, italics mine), with the second speaker’s expression of resigned gratitude – “I thank 

God” – suggestive of Epictetus’ dictum to “yield to God when he asks for something back that 

he earlier gave you” without complaint (195). The second speaker also explicitly professes his 

indifference to Fortune in the lines, “If I have lost, I say ‘What though?’ / Despair shall not 

through it ensue” (14-15) and “Unhappy [in circumstances], but no wretch therefore / For hap 

doth come again and go” (45-46). The second speaker is therefore highly adept at internalizing 

and parroting Stoic maxims about the irrelevance of one’s external and material circumstances, 

as anything outside of one’s self and own moral conduct – that is to say, anything external to 

what is under one’s own control – is to be labelled “indifferent” and neither feared nor desired. It 

is this unshakeable Stoic attitude towards the vicissitudes of human life that the second speaker’s  

mild-mannered acceptance of any and all disasters in his life represents.    

 Nevertheless, it is worth pausing to consider the implications of this poem if we interpret  

it as an internal debate within a single speaker, as opposed to a dialogue between two separate 

ones, for when interpreted in this fashion, it depicts a vivid struggle within the speaker to face 
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down persistent doubts while trying to live up to his professed Stoic ideal (Rebholz n. pg 413). It 

is, for example, significant that when the Stoic voice in the poem asserts, “Who hath himself 

shall stand upright / And he is wretched that weens him so” (23-24), the doubtful voice replies, 

“Hath he himself that is not sure? / His trust is like as he hath sped / Against a stream thou mayst 

not dure” (25-27). The doubtful voice poses an interesting conundrum: if Stoic serenity depends 

upon an inviolable self as a place of refuge from the blows of fate, what happens when that self 

is itself a cause of anxiety, for “Hath he himself that is not sure?”. What is more, since his own 

self is the one thing no person can escape, the doubtful voice is rather merciless in reminding the 

Stoic voice that, “Against a stream thou mayst not dure” – that is to say, if the very source of 

one’s supposed inviolability – one’s self – is somehow frail, corrupted, or simply “not sure” in 

his convictions, then all will be lost, with no hope of respite. In a similar vein, it is troubling that 

although the poem gives the last word to the Stoic voice, there is no open acquiescence from the 

doubtful voice at the poem’s close: the doubtful voice never surrenders to the Stoic voice’s 

arguments, and the doubtful voice’s last objection once more draws attention to the problematic 

position of a self that is frail enough to have any doubts in the first place: “Yet can it not be then 

denied / It is as certain as thy creed / Thy great unhap thou canst not hide” (41-43). The mocking 

irony of “It is as certain as thy creed” is unsettling, for the speaker’s creed is anything but certain 

if this is indeed an internal debate, and the doubtful voice’s parting question likewise clouds the 

poem’s closing stanzas with some ambiguity: “Thy great unhap thou canst not hide / Unhappy 

then, why art thou not dead?” (43-44). The doubtful voice’s insistence that the speaker is still, for 

all his Stoic protestations, “Unhappy” in the midst of great misfortune is, strangely enough, even 

accepted by the Stoic voice as true, especially if we interpret “Unhappy” to refer not to 

unfortunate circumstances – as I interpreted it in the “dialogue” reading above – but to the 
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speaker’s own emotional state. “Unhappy, but no wretch therefore” (45), the Stoic voice insists, 

but the final line, “unhap cannot kill me so” (48), rings slightly hollow in terms of Stoic doctrine, 

for since the Stoic voice is playing with the notion of “Unhappy” and “unhap” in such a way that 

leaves it unclear whether he is speaking purely of external misfortune or his emotional state, the 

reading of the line as referring to emotion is problematic. The problem lies in the fact that 

although unhappiness may indeed eventually “go” and “cannot kill [him]” in the meantime, it is 

nevertheless not an emotion a true Stoic should be feeling in the first place. If interpreted as an 

internal debate, then, this poem reveals a speaker that is well aware of Stoic teachings and 

desperate to put them into effective practice, but who nevertheless finds himself floundering in 

the midst of doubts that force him to recognize, however reluctantly, that he is indeed 

“Unhappy” for all of his philosophical posturing, and that the inner emotional serenity his Stoic 

maxims promise him has still proven elusive in spite of all his efforts.           

 Stoicism’s exhortation to conquer Fortune through cultivating an inviolable sense of self 

and perfect control of one’s emotions and will is also explored in “Once, as methought, Fortune 

me kissed” (Rebholz 143-144). The tone of the poem is slightly more playful than the frequent 

textbook-style exemplum of the Stoic voice in “Most wretched heart, most miserable”, as the 

speaker skirts around Stoic expectations at first by opening with a stanza that claims, “Once, as 

methought, Fortune me kissed / And bade me ask what I thought best” (1-2), with Fortune 

assuring the speaker that whatever he wishes for should be granted to him (3-4). Relying upon – 

even merely trusting – Fortune to provide him with something believed desirable would 

automatically cast the speaker into a dubious position according to Stoic doctrine, but in the 

second stanza, the speaker nevertheless makes a request: “I asked naught but my dear heart / To 

have evermore my own” (5-6, italics mine), reasoning that this request will ensure that, “at an 
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end were all my smart / Then should I need no more to moan” (7-8). As Rebholz notes, the 

phrase “my dear heart” carries with it an inherent double meaning: “At first glance it refers to the 

speaker’s lady and her love for him. But it might also refer to the speaker’s own heart – his 

desire, his inclination to love – which he would have ‘evermore’ in his own power so that he 

would never again fall in love” (Rebholz n. 416, italics mine). Rebholz adds that, due to the 

ambiguity of the opening, “the poem gives a pleasure like that of a riddle, except that we are 

challenged to find, not ‘the meaning’, but two contradictory ‘meanings’” (ibid). The 

interpretation I would like to offer in my own reading is that the poem shifts from a conventional 

Petrarchan eroticism at the opening to something more Stoical in nature by the poem’s close, and 

that this shift is what underlies the sly humour at the poem’s core.  

 The speaker, in asking Fortune for his “dear heart”, is requesting the love of his lady,  

who has it seems spurned his advances, as he has hitherto been made to “smart” and “moan” in 

the pose of the traditional Petrarchan lover, and wishing for this unsatisfactory state of affairs to 

at last be “at an end” (7-8). In the third stanza, the speaker then acknowledges that, to his 

bewilderment, Fortune seemed to renege on her promise at first, since “a stormy blast / Had 

overturned this goodly day” (9-10) – i.e. another rejection by his lady occurred in some form – 

which led the speaker to believe, “That to her [Fortune’s] promise she said nay” (12). In the 

fourth stanza, however, an unexpected change takes place, leading the speaker “out of despair / 

To sudden hope revived” (13-14), with Fortune proving to be “so fair” (15) instead of fickle – 

she does indeed grant the speaker his “dear heart”, but it is indeed his own heart rather than the 

heart of his lady’s.2 Like pagan oracles, famous in the ancient world for bringing to pass 

something unexpected in fulfilling the hidden meaning of their pronouncements, Fortune 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$!As Rebholz notes (n. pg 416), Tottel changed this phrase to “my lady’s heart” in his Miscellany, in keeping with a 
general tendency in Tottel – and in Wyatt’s editors generally – to try to give the poem “only one meaning” (416). It 
is “my dear heart” in the manuscripts of Wyatt’s verse.  
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responds to the speaker’s original request by either unconsciously or deliberately 

misunderstanding what he meant by the phrase “my dear heart”, granting him the only thing that 

could truly be “evermore [his] own” (6) – his own self and control of his inner state, which is, as 

the Stoics repeatedly stress, the only thing anyone can ever hope to control. The speaker marvels 

at the change of circumstances Fortune’s gift has brought him, explaining that now “My most 

desire my hand may reach / My will is alway[s] at my hand” (17-18), and rejoicing how this 

change means that, “Me need not long for to beseech / Her that hath power me to command” 

(19-20), in lines reminiscent of the Stoics’ argument that he who desires nothing outside of 

himself and what his own will can provide will forever be content (Epictetus 242; Seneca, 

Letters, 31). Rather than being at the mercy of a fickle lady, whose emotions and actions the 

speaker could never hope to control, the speaker has instead found himself free from being 

beholden to anyone else’s power, since his power is now his own. In the penultimate stanza, the 

speaker further pursues a Stoic line of thought in conceiving of his will, rejecting all of the other 

possible external allurements that Fortune could provide in the lines, “What earthly thing more 

can I crave? / What would I wish more at my will?” (21-22), and confirming that control over  

one’s own self, or “will”, is sufficient for perfect contentment: “Nothing on earth more would I  

have / Save, that I have, to have it still” (23-24). The poem closes, 

 For Fortune hath kept her promise 

 In granting me my most desire: 

 Of sufferance I have redress 

 And I content me with my hire. (25-28) 

The speaker’s sly humour endures to the end by drawing attention to the seeming paradox of 

Fortune having “kept her promise” by “granting” the speaker “[his] most desire”, which is, of 
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course, the ability to exercise enough control over his own heart and will as to no longer have to 

depend upon Fortune – or a beloved lady – to grant him anything at all. The speaker concludes 

by cheerfully announcing that he is well satisfied with the bargain that has been struck – “And I 

content me with my hire”. Thus, in this lyric, the speaker cleverly promotes Stoic teachings on 

the ultimate desirability of control of one’s self by having Fortune grant the speaker’s request in 

a way that will, ironically, render Fortune irrelevant to him forevermore – in achieving mastery 

of his self, the speaker is now able to resist falling prey to the transient “indifferent” externals the 

fluctuations of chance and love can provide or withhold, and since the result is, in essence, 

freedom from Fortune, the speaker will never be placed in a position of asking anything of 

Fortune ever again. 

 In “If thou wilt mighty be” (Rebholz 120), Wyatt presents the reader with one his sternest 

lyric speakers in a poem adapted from Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy (Rebholz n. pg 399), 

which once again contains a moral that urges the reader to cultivate a serene detachment from the 

empty trappings of worldly material conditions and circumstances. In the first stanza, the speaker 

solemnly intones that no man, however powerful, enjoys true control if he does not exercise total 

control over himself, for “If thy desire have over thee the power / Subject then thou art and no 

governor” (6-7). The third stanza labours the same point again, illustrating how a man who 

cannot control himself will never be content with any number or manner of “indifferent” 

externals, as even “if it were so thou had a flood of gold / Unto thy thirst yet should it not 

suffice” (15-16), for “thy covetise / And busy biting yet should never let / Thy wretched life, ne 

do thy death profit” (19-21). The speaker’s insistence upon the inherent degrading condition of 

even the richest or most seemingly powerful man who has a weak will and hungers only for 

externals is well in keeping with Stoic doctrine, for the Stoics were fond of claiming that true 
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slavery was first and foremost a self-imposed internal condition, regardless of one’s outward 

prosperity: if one is dependent upon externals and cannot bear to part with them, Epictetus 

observes, “You will be a slave among slaves . . . even if you are a Consul ten times over” (195). 

 In the poem’s second stanza, the speaker offers a solution to the problem of weak will 

bookended by the first and final stanzas, urging his reader, “If to be noble and high thy mind be 

moved / Consider well thy ground and thy beginning” (8-9), for contemplating one’s origins will 

inevitably lead one to the recognition that each human being has been created by the divine being 

that is the master of all the world and the universe as a whole: “For he that hath each star in 

heaven fixed / And gives the moon her horns and her eclipsing / Alike hath made thee noble in 

his working” (10-12). The imagery in these lines, which effortlessly transitions from the 

seemingly highest and most remote elements of the universe, with the references to “each star in 

heaven” that the Creator has “fixed” in the firmament and the waxing and waning of the “moon” 

that he has arranged, to the small individual unit of each human being, effectively presents the 

universe as a divinely-ordained whole that operates in concert from the most sublime and eternal 

elements to the most immediate and human. It is a conception of the world as presented by both 

Stoic and later Judeo-Christian theology, for as discussed previously, the Stoics were unanimous 

in promoting the idea of a universe both created and governed by a divine Providence whose will 

determined the ultimate Fate of all things. The speaker’s insistence that the divine Creator has 

not only integrated mankind into his wider scheme of creation, but has gone so far as to have 

“made thee noble in his working”, gestures to the Stoic celebration of man as a uniquely rational 

creature whose use of reason signals his direct connection to Zeus himself (Epictetus 6). As 

Epictetus explains, man’s divinely-ordained rationality is what powers his ability to give or 

withhold assent to external “impressions”, and therefore, “If you take care of it and identify with 
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it, you will never be blocked or frustrated”, nor will you ever be at the mercy of anything or 

anyone else (ibid). The speaker in the poem acknowledges in the final couplet of the stanza that 

no man who is aware of his inherent nobility and divine connection can possibly fall prey to 

external misfortune, for true oppression or freedom can only come from within: “So that 

wretched no way thou may be / Except foul lust and vice do conquer thee” (13-14). Once again, 

therefore, as witnessed in both “Most wretched heart, most miserable” and “Once, as methought, 

Fortune me kissed”, the proffered Stoic solution to the problem of Fortune’s unpredictability and 

human discontent is complete indifference to all externals and mastery of one’s own self and 

will. 

 Lastly, in “I am as I am and so will I be” (Rebholz 278-279), the speaker again addresses 

the themes of misfortune and the unreliability of external possessions and people, attempting to 

ground his serenity in a sense of self that is wholly unified and free of self-doubt and emotional 

conflict. The poem’s constant, circular refrain of “I am as I am” becomes the means by which the 

speaker tries to frame his responses to every situation with which he is confronted. This unified 

self acts as a refuge, he insists, regardless of his circumstances, “Be it evil, be it well, be I bound, 

be I free” (3), for he claims that his outlook is unshakeably one of indifference (4), marked by 

the avoidance of any strong emotion whether of joy or sorrow: “I do not rejoice nor yet complain 

/ Both mirth and sadness I do refrain” (9-10). The speaker also professes to whole-heartedly 

embrace the supremacy of the divine will, shrugging off any desire to combat the tendencies of 

others by invoking the Creator’s ultimate power with blithe goodwill: “Who judgeth well, well 

God him send / Who judgeth evil, God them amend” (21-22). The poem’s final stanza once more 

invokes Stoicism’s triumphant inviolability of the mind and self: 

 And from this mind I will not flee, 
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 But to you all that misjudge me 

 I do protest, as ye may see, 

 That I am as I am and so will I be. (37-40) 

The speaker here presents himself reconfirming his commitment to a Stoic’s steady, unyielding 

stance, for he “will not flee” from the mindset he has so assiduously cultivated, whatever others 

may say or Fortune may bring, since, as ever, nothing can deprive him of the firmness of will 

and the tranquillity of the wholly unified self he claims he has secured: “I am as I am and so will 

I be”.  

 The poem thus articulates the main tenets of much of Stoicism’s ethical philosophy in a 

succinct and knowledgeable fashion, but there is perhaps something at odds between the poem’s 

professed Stoic ideal and the way in which that ideal is experienced by the speaker, just as there 

potentially was as well in “Most wretched heart”, as analyzed above. Although the speaker is 

claiming to be inviolable in his selfhood and indifferent to externals, he nevertheless shows a 

remarkable preoccupation with other people and how they might interpret his behaviour or judge 

him, and the frequent use of “Yet” (12, 15, 25, 36) and “But” (2, 16, 17, 27, 33, 38), for all that 

they are often attempts to reject the effect such judgements may have upon him, create the 

uneasy sense that the speaker may be protesting his indifference a little too strongly and 

unconvincingly. While the poem’s Stoicism suggests that the peace men long for in the midst of 

various troubles can be achieved and maintained through a straightforward commitment to the 

Stoic ethical ideal, the speaker’s constant use of the refrain “I am as I am” starts to sound more 

like a mantra repeatedly and nervously uttered in an attempt to remain calm in the midst of social 

pressures that are so hard to ignore that they merit a full ten stanzas of proclaimed indifference 

from the speaker in response to his detractors. It is perhaps the speaker’s excessive reliance upon 
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this refrain that makes the speaker’s supposed Stoic confidence sound less convincing as the 

poem goes on, potentially revealing a self that is, as with the speaker in the “internal debate” 

interpretation of “Most wretched heart”, sincerely trying to model himself upon Stoic ideals but 

facing much difficulty in doing so.  

 As my analysis of the preceding lyrics has illustrated, Frederic B. Tromly’s observation  

that “Wyatt seems to have been a Stoic by temperament as well as study” (383) is an astute one – 

Wyatt is not a mere dilettante dabbling in Stoicism, but someone who appears to have seriously 

attempted to internalize the ethical tenets of the philosophy, and in works such as the poems 

above such tenets are articulated in ways that show both a thorough understanding of Stoicism 

and an eagerness to put these ideals into practice. Yet, the realities of Wyatt’s life as a Henrician 

courtier and his great poetical gifts as an innovator in the representation of subjectivity inevitably 

combine forces against Wyatt’s Stoic tendencies, threatening to destroy the emotional serenity 

and inviolable selfhood Stoic doctrine celebrates. The lyrics above revolve around Stoic 

generalities and abstractions: a dialogue between unnamed speakers over a steadfast “heart”, a 

wry bargain struck with “Fortune”, a speaker turning the inviolability of the self into an almost 

numbing mantra repeated against a backdrop of Stoic clichés. But the potential tensions hinted at 

in “Most wretched heart” and “I am as I am” become more central in some of Wyatt’s other 

poems, for as his more openly ambivalent poems reveal, philosophical ideals are straightforward 

only in theory – the reality of intense lived experience in the midst of political and personal 

crises is another matter entirely.     

 

III. Wyatt’s Stoic Self in Crisis 

 No one with even a passing familiarity with Wyatt’s life and work can fail to note two  
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distinct trends: an astonishingly ill-starred tendency to land in serious political trouble, and an 

intimate lyric voice that suffuses both his poetry and prose with a sense of immediacy and 

psychologically complex selfhood. A fascination with Wyatt’s ability for creating lyric speakers 

that seem possessed of a three-dimensional subjectivity has been a persistent trend in the literary 

criticism surrounding his body of verse. Nancy S. Leonard notes that it is Wyatt’s ability to 

capture “the subjectivity of the speaker” that enables Wyatt’s lyrics to transcend the 

“conventional themes and attitudes” that feature in his work (6), resulting in a poetry that can 

“evoke inwardness in its full power” (17). However, Wyatt’s experiences as a courtier under 

Henry VIII often shape the depiction of subjectivity in his poems in interesting and unexpected 

ways, leading to the creation of lyric speakers that “exist in a pressurized, impossible state . . . 

Wyatt’s poetry consistently represents the self as the cynosure of meaning, but one formed 

entirely in the shadow of an arbitrary and violent power” (Betteridge 68; 75). Just as the Stoics 

advocated, Wyatt lived a life of dedicated political service as a courtier and sometime 

ambassador of the Henrician court, but his hair-raising experiences of sudden reversals of favour 

and near-fatal imprisonments under charges of treason left him, like Seneca before him, with an 

uncomfortably intimate understanding of the hazards of standing too close to a throne. The 

frequent inability of Wyatt’s lyric speakers to maintain the inviolability of the self in the face of 

external pressures, both political and personal, is therefore the object of my attention in this 

section, revealing how the ethical ideals of Stoicism are interrogated and undermined – 

sometimes inadvertently, sometimes directly – within the internal crises of the self. 

 The first Stoic ideal to wilt in the face of an inconvenient political reality is that of the  

unified self. As Michael Gass observes, “the Stoics argued that the harmonious integration of 

thought, feeling, and desire which constitutes virtue and which . . . is a necessary ingredient in a 
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happy life, is found only in persons who desire nothing more than to act appropriately” (23). It is 

perhaps no surprise that the Stoics, with their mania for arguing that the self is a unified rational 

unit, should extend such thinking into an insistence that there is always a seamless relationship 

between private thought and outward conduct, for “a glorious and virtuous deed [according to 

the Stoics] is one performed in, and resulting from, a state of psychological command and 

consistency” (Star 27). The very idea that social and political realities often demand compromise 

at best, or lead to an outright betrayal of one’s personal convictions at worst, was one which 

Stoic philosophy did not always seem to entertain with the subtlety these issues demand. Wyatt, 

on the other hand, repeatedly recognizes – and laments – the impossibility of maintaining perfect  

consistency between one’s values and one’s conduct within the world of the Henrician court.  

 In the sonnet “Each man me telleth” (Rebholz 86), the speaker begins by acknowledging 

the changeability of his behaviour, declaring, “Each man me telleth I change most my device / 

And on my faith me think it good reason / To change purpose like after the season” (1-3). There 

is immediately a tension found within these lines, signalled by the speaker’s use of an oath in the 

second line, for how can the addressee trust that the speaker is speaking truly (“on [his] faith”) 

when the topic under discussion is how changeable and insincere the speaker’s conduct often is? 

The effect of this seeming contradiction lends an uncomfortable, unsettled air to the poem’s 

opening, which is not alleviated by the speaker’s unabashed insistence that it is “good reason”, 

pure commonsense, to “change purpose like after the season” – or in other words, to adjust 

oneself to whichever way the political winds are blowing, probably for the sake of simple self-

preservation. The ideal of a unified self, and of a perfect marriage between staunch inward 

conviction and outward behaviour, is dismissed in the lines following, as the speaker shrugs, “in 

every case to keep still one guise / Is meet for them that would be taken wise” (4-5). Again, there 
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is something strangely unsettled in the speaker’s phrasing: on one hand, the lines appear to be a 

reluctant nod towards those who dare to prize the consistent conduct (“keep[ing] still one guise”) 

characteristic of the truly “wise” – a commitment to the highest good, that of unflinching virtue, 

which the Stoics themselves champion; on the other hand, the speaker describes such consistency 

as “meet” or fitting for those “that would be taken wise”, which slyly suggests that this apparent 

constancy is perhaps a kind of insincere moral posturing, indulged in by those who would like to 

“be taken”, or thought of by others, as virtuous or wise, more out of vanity than actual moral 

conviction. Even those who take pride in apparently not changing or dissimulating, the speaker 

seems to suggest, might not be any more honest at heart than the most openly dubious amongst  

us.  

 The speaker then shifts into discussing the reasons for his slipperiness, blaming his  

changeability on the uncongenial environment he finds himself in by claiming, “I am not of such 

a manner condition / But treated after a diverse fashion / And thereupon my diverseness doth 

rise” (6-8). The problem, as the speaker depicts it, is not merely a matter of his own personal 

conduct, but is a broader problem of the morally questionable behaviour of everyone around him, 

and the atmosphere of dissimulation and instability this endemic dishonesty creates. The solution 

the speaker offers is that, rather than chiding or “blam[ing]” the speaker for his “diverseness” 

(9), the addressee should instead first model the honest behaviour he hopes to find in others: 

 Change you no more, but still after one rate  

 Treat ye me well and keep ye in the same state; 

 And while with me doth dwell this wearied ghost, 

 My word nor I shall not be variable 

 But always one, your own both firm and stable. (10-14; italics mine) 
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These lines are interesting in the way in which they ground ethical behaviour not in the 

inviolability of a proudly detached self, but in a reciprocal relationship between two people: 

truth and morality, the speaker argues, is a team effort, something that exists not in isolation but 

in the active exchanges between two or more people. If the addressee conducts him/herself with 

probity towards the speaker, “treat[ing] . . . [him] well” and maintaining the “same state” of 

personal affection and reliably honest conduct over time, then the speaker will in turn feel 

willing and able to model the same decency in respect to the addressee: “My word nor I shall not 

be variable”. The sonnet’s final line is perhaps the most thought-provoking, for the speaker’s 

potential for maintaining perfect unity, “Be[ing] always one”, in the speech and action (“My 

word nor I”) mentioned in the penultimate line, is equated with being the addressee’s “own”: 

“your own both firm and stable” (14). This closing phrase of “your own” takes on a potentially 

deeper and more poignant meaning when considered within the context of the poem as a whole: 

just as the speaker has argued earlier that a dishonest environment creates dishonest men, here he 

suggests once again that reciprocity is the key to creating not only good interpersonal 

relationships, but good people, for the speaker will become “firm and stable” not through 

cultivating a detached and inviolable inner code that exists intact apart from the world and 

others, but through belonging to someone else within a mutual relationship – in this case, 

through belonging to the addressee. 

 The same preoccupation with the inescapable connections between one’s outer 

environment and the state of the internal self is also found in “It may be good” (Rebholz 120-

121). The poem is filled with a strong sense of foreboding, and describes a speaker in a state of 

tension induced by the unstable circumstances in which he finds himself. The poem’s opening 

line is a self-contained statement, “It may be good, like it who list” (1), which is immediately 
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undermined in the succeeding lines: “But I do doubt. Who can me blame? / For oft assured yet 

have I missed / And now again I fear the same” (2-4). As with “Each man me telleth”, the effect 

of the tensions within the opening lines of the poem is to create an unsettling ambience, placing 

the reader in a position in which he will have no choice but to attempt to gradually piece together 

a sense of what is being discussed through the accumulation of clues and hints that the speaker 

will provide line by line – reading and interpreting the poem thus becomes an active process, one 

which mirrors the process the speaker himself is having to undergo in his hesitant efforts to  

navigate the situation he is trying to describe. By the closing lines of the first stanza, the  

speaker’s gnawing sense of uncertainty is once again traced to the dissimulation and  

changeability of the people that surround him, for the speaker soon makes ominous mention of,  

“The windy words, the eyes’ quaint game” (5) which “Of sudden change maketh me aghast” (6). 

The stanza closes with what will appear as a refrain at the end of the poem’s other two stanzas: 

“For dread to fall I stand not fast” (7, 14, 21). By this point in the poem, the reader has been 

given some sense of the precariousness of the speaker’s status within his environment, and what 

is more, there is an unambiguous gesture towards the fact that the situation could be genuinely 

dangerous: the speaker is left “aghast” at the unpredictable “sudden change” that could possibly 

overtake him at any moment, which leads him to still “dread to fall” and fret over how secure or 

“fast” his position is – an explicit emphasis has been placed on the importance of external 

circumstances. The speaker cannot cultivate a sense of inner serenity, even in a situation that at 

the outset of the poem was entertained as possibly a “good” one. There is here, just as in “Each 

man me telleth”, a stubborn insistence upon the impossibility of ignoring and standing apart from  

the actions of others and the reality of one’s situation.    

 In the poem’s second stanza, the speaker describes in more detail the inner crisis of the  
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self that the instability of his circumstances fosters in him. While the Stoics depict the self as a 

refuge from the vagaries and cruelties of the world, Wyatt’s speaker cannot resist again blurring 

the boundaries between the self and the external world, transforming his inner mental state into a 

mirror that both reflects and endlessly dramatizes the problematic atmosphere in which it dwells: 

“Alas, I tread an endless maze / That seek to accord two contraries” (8-9), he frets, replacing the 

serenely unified self found in Stoicism with a self that is complex and riven with division, one 

that can “hope still, and nothing haze / Imprisoned in liberties” (10-11), while being, “Always 

thirsty yet naught I taste” (13). The power of the speaker’s paradox, in the image of 

imprisonment in the midst of ostensible freedom, lies in its ability to both capture the experience 

of a self plagued by uncertainty while also suggesting that the very idea of liberty – whether it be 

of political status, or an inner state as the Stoics see it – is illusive, and perhaps not as 

straightforward as some political or philosophical creeds might suggest. The third stanza 

continues to dwell upon the speaker’s conflicting impulses and emotions, with the speaker again 

reverting to a paradoxical manner of speaking in “Assured I doubt I be not sure” (15), while 

lamenting the untrustworthiness of all that surrounds him (16-19). Ultimately, the inner and outer 

crises the speaker is caught within leads him to “waste” (20) his life in perpetual tension and 

dread (20-21), leaving the speaker at the poem’s end without any resolution – the poem ends 

more or less exactly where it began, with the speaker in a political and mental limbo from which 

he cannot escape, but which he is confronted with and tortured by even in the privacy of his own 

psyche.   

 The suggestion in “Each man me telleth” and “It may be good” that the speaker cannot  

always hope to stand apart from, and remain indifferent to, the external realities of a  

treacherously tight-knit court is vividly realized in one of Wyatt’s Petrarchan adaptations, the  
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sonnet, “The pillar perished is whereto I leant” (Rebholz 86). The sonnet is also, fittingly 

enough, about a once-reciprocal relationship between two men that has now been severed – not 

by the deliberate betrayal of either party by the other, but by a political tyranny that chooses its 

victims almost arbitrarily. Critics generally tend to agree that the work “expresses [Wyatt’s] 

sorrow concerning the fall and execution of Henry VIII’s chief minister, Thomas Cromwell” in 

1540 (Ahnert 145), an event which not only left Wyatt personally bereft – Cromwell had been a 

good friend of several years’ standing – but also threatened his own, already-fragile position at  

court (Heale 13). Although the sonnet is at base an adaptation, Greg Walker writes,  

 Wyatt is not merely borrowing Petrarch’s sentiments to mark his own loss. His   

 translation characteristically recreates his source to do new work in a new context.  

 Whereas Petrarch had spoken merely of the loss of joy and the horror prompted by a 

 realization that even the most precious things are mutable and transient, Wyatt adds a 

 sense of the devastating psychological impact of the loss he is describing. (280) 

The “devastating psychological impact of . . . loss” in Wyatt’s poem is rooted in the emotional 

realities of the very sort of reciprocal relationship the speaker of “Each man me telleth” extolled 

as ideal. The speaker equates Cromwell to a “pillar”, a sturdy figure he “leant” against while 

Cromwell was alive (1), suggesting that his friend was a source of support and comfort in an 

unstable world. The speaker goes on to further describe his lost friend in similar terms elsewhere, 

calling him, “The strongest stay of mine unquiet mind” (2), and decrying the loss as having “rent 

/ Of all my joy the very bark and rind” (5-6). Such imagery suggests that, as was formerly 

expressed in “Each man me telleth”, interpersonal relationships – particularly in high-pressure 

environments such as the Henrician court – inevitably lead to an intertwining and degree of  

interdependency between two people, a state of affairs in which it is impossible for a man to  
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stand alone as an inviolable and indifferent self.  

 Furthermore, the Petrarchan origins of this sonnet have an added significance insofar as 

they also present a rival conception of selfhood to the Stoic ideal. While the Stoics counsel the 

negation of the self’s subjective feelings and experiences, advocating detachment, the conception 

of selfhood offered by the Petrarchan sonnet tradition is rooted in the recognition and privileging 

of one’s emotions. In writing of bereavement in pieces intended to comfort two grieving ladies, 

“Consolation to Marcia” (53-84) and “Consolation to Helvia” (163-187), Seneca generally 

adopts a tactic of urging the mourners to accept the Stoic doctrines on cultivating indifference to 

externals, learning to imitate the wise man who relies “predominantly on himself, and . . . 

derive[s] all joy from himself” (166) so that the loss of others will cease to induce pain, and 

counselling the bereaved to seek refuge in the bosom of philosophy (183). The speaker in “The 

pillar perished is whereto I leant” has other ideas on the subject of grief: “What can I more but 

have a woeful heart / My pen in plaint, my voice in woeful cry / My mind in woe, my body full 

of smart” (10-12), he asks, with the repetition of “woeful” and “woe” stressing the circular, all-

encompassing nature of private grief. The speaker places his emotional responses to external 

circumstances at the centre of the poem, not only refusing to disown or negate such unruly 

feelings, but even going so far as to stress their validity: the phrase “What can I more” speaks to 

the helplessness of the speaker’s situation (i.e., I could not save my friend, therefore all I can do 

is grieve for his loss), and yet also to his defiance in honouring his own feelings in the first place 

– from this angle, “What can I more” also takes on the connotation of, “What else could anyone 

expect from someone who has been bereaved?”, emphasizing the naturalness and inevitability of 

such a strong emotional response. There is not the faintest trace of Stoic fortitude and 

indifference to be found anywhere in the poem, suggesting that the loss of the man who brought 
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the speaker joy and comfort in life simply cannot fail to induce a sense of pain and displacement 

in the speaker – the sonnet therefore enacts the emotional reality that to become involved with 

another, in any capacity, is to cultivate a degree of attachment.  

 Walker describes how in this sonnet, “Wyatt talks . . . of a subject left both desperate and  

divided” (280), and this is certainly true of the speaker’s mental state, which is depicted towards 

the poem’s close as a self at war with itself: “And I myself myself always to hate” (13). In place 

of a serene, unified self that the Stoics place their trust in, with the self responding as a whole to 

external circumstances by giving or withholding assent to impressions, the speaker here is indeed 

“divided” in his inward state, struggling not with whether or not to assent to something external,  

but with finding a way to adequately respond to the conflict within himself. As previously noted, 

while Seneca counsels his bereaved addressee to model herself on the sage who relies “on 

himself, and . . . derive[s] all joy from himself” (“Helvia” 166), the speaker in this sonnet poses 

the question as to what becomes of someone when their self is not a source of Stoic “joy” but of 

further agony and distress, leading the speaker to “hate” not just something external but 

something internal as well. The Petrarchan ethos the sonnet adaptation provides allows Wyatt to 

explore a facet of selfhood that the Stoics tend to smooth over or deny, which is that the self, far 

from being unified, can often be torn apart and divided not just by how one responds to 

something external but by how one views one’s own inward helplessness or personal complicity 

when caught up in a major crisis – the phrase “myself always to hate” gestures towards a 

potential sense of guilt, as though the speaker feels not just anger at the unjust circumstances that 

have snatched away his friend, but also anger turned toward himself for his failure to effectively 

intervene. The complex relationship between self and external environment explored above in 

“Each man me telleth” is therefore also subtly hinted at here in this sonnet, as the reader is left 
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with the uncomfortable – and ultimately unanswered – question as to precisely why the speaker 

“hate[s]” himself, raising the possibility that the speaker feels complicit in the state of affairs that 

made his friend’s downfall possible in the first place. The relationship between self and external 

circumstances becomes far more complicated when, as Wyatt suggests in both the present sonnet 

and the poems analyzed above, we do not just respond to external circumstances but also play an 

active role in creating those circumstances, as would be the case for any courtier entangled with 

courtly intrigues and politics. In such circumstances, the lines between self and environment 

become blurred, leading to a crisis that is both outside of ourselves and within our own sense of 

self.    

 To further underline the impossibility of cultivating indifference within oneself toward  

bereavement, comfort, such as it is, is not sought or even considered in terms of a turn to 

edifying philosophy, for the speaker insists that his grief will only cease when his life does, 

claiming, “I, alas, by chance am thus assigned / Dearly to mourn till death do it relent” (7-8, 

italics mine), a conviction that is reiterated in the rhetorical question that frames the last five 

lines of the poem: “What can I more but have a woeful heart / . . . Till dreadful death do cease 

my doleful state?” (10, 14, italics mine). What is more, even though the speaker is driven to 

acknowledge, “that thus it is by destiny” (9) that he should be bereaved, there is no indication 

anywhere that the “destiny” of which the speaker writes is the kindly, divinely-ordained cosmos 

the Stoic philosophers envision as carefully structured to ensure that everything will work out for 

the ultimate good – rather, there is a strong sense in the poem that this sudden loss is an injustice, 

something that cannot be placed as a necessity within the broader schemes of Fate but which is  

merely terrible and pointless, and must be mourned as such.  

 If the Stoic ideal is conspicuous by its absence in “The pillar perished is whereto I leant”,  
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the long shadows cast by Stoicism in general and Seneca in particular are of central importance  

in one of Wyatt’s most justly famous poems, “Who list his wealth and ease retain” (Rebholz  

155). Much scholarly ink – including my own3 – has been spilt on analyzing this poem in the  

context of the dramatic events surrounding Anne Boleyn’s downfall in 1536, and so in the  

present instance I will confine my analysis to discussing the speaker’s complex relationship with  

Stoic ethics and the Senecan allusions he employs. From the very opening of the poem, the Stoic 

ethic is challenged, for the speaker announces in the first two lines, “Who list his wealth and ease 

retain / Himself let him unknown contain” (1-2). There is, as in the poems analyzed above, 

immediately a tension signalled within these lines: since the Stoic ideal counsels that a man 

should submit himself to dedicated public service, the speaker’s urgent suggestion that it is 

perhaps better to remain “unknown” after all flies in the face of conventional Stoic ethics. The 

invocation of “wealth and ease” in the first line, and the implication that such supposedly 

“indifferent” externals might actually be worth preserving, is likewise highly problematic within 

the context of Stoic philosophy, but as we shall soon see, the speaker may have good reason for 

using this tack.  

 In the second stanza, anonymity and withdrawal from the wider world is again urged 

upon the reader, for “The high mountains are blasted oft / When the low valley is mild and soft. / 

Fortune and Health stands at debate” (6-8). As in the first stanza, the speaker argues that daring 

to draw too close to the seat of power – “Where the return stands by disdain” (4) –  is to invite 

trouble: “The fall is grievous from aloft” (9). To further complicate matters, both the first and 

second stanzas feature the refrain that will conclude every stanza in the poem: “circa Regna 

tonat” (5, 10, 15, 20, 25). The Latin tag is a line from Seneca’s tragedy Phaedra, and describes 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$!I offer a detailed analysis of the poem as a depiction of the trauma of imprisonment in my MA thesis (“These 
Bloody Days: Poetry, Treason, and the Birth of Literary Witness in the Poetry of Sir Thomas Wyatt”, 9-14).     
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how Jupiter, the supreme god who wields thunderbolts as a symbol of his invincible might, 

thunders around thrones. Wyatt’s decision to allude directly to Seneca serves both a political and 

personal purpose. It is, first, an indirect comment on the dark blossoming of Henry VIII’s 

tyranny in 1536, as Seneca is one of history’s famous victims of a powerful tyrant, thereby 

drawing a connection between Henry VIII’s reign and that of the Emperor Nero. But 

furthermore, Wyatt’s alluding to Senecan tragedy instead of a Senecan philosophical treatise is in  

and of itself significant, for as Christopher Star writes of the tragedies, 

 These tragedies function in terms of the Stoic dichotomy between the ideal good of 

 consistency of action and mind (constantia) and the psychological fluctuation and 

 inconsistency that afflicts humanity. Seneca’s tragic characters battle for constantia. They 

 work to gain this paradoxical and contradictory form of consistency and . . . self-

 fulfilment through the language, specifically the commands, they direct at themselves. 

 (63). 

Christopher Gill makes a similar observation about Phaedra in particular, remarking, “Self- 

division is a central theme throughout Seneca’s Phaedra; indeed, it is, arguably, the key to the 

characterization of the central figure” (“Seneca and Selfhood” 68). Fittingly, then, self-division 

is the hallmark of Wyatt’s speaker in this poem, as the speaker acknowledges the tragic 

impossibility of piecing back together a self irrevocably divided by the terrible things he has 

experienced and seen: 

 These bloody days have broken my heart. 

 My lust, my youth did them depart . . . 

 The bell tower showed me such a sight  

 That in my head sticks day and night. (11-12, 16-17).  
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It is in these lines that the speaker’s insistence upon the desirability of an anonymous life lived 

far from the reach of power begins to make perfect sense: the only way to remain 

psychologically indifferent to, and directly unaffected by, the upheavals of political life, is to 

station oneself as far from it as possible. The self is not an inviolable refuge in the midst of 

tyranny, as Epictetus would have us believe, but is rather the site where Fortune’s blows are most 

keenly and inescapably experienced. It is within the self that political tyranny becomes 

internalized and is therefore experienced in an endless series of repetitions: the “bloody days” 

the speaker has witnessed have not only “broken [his] heart”, but have become absorbed into his 

psyche, further terrorizing him through the repetition of his trauma, which “in [his] head sticks 

day and night”. Furthermore, it is also important to note that, contrary to what the Stoic theory of 

assent in the matter of “impressions” consistently argues, the experience the speaker depicts here 

is one of an involuntary experience of external impressions – the issue of assent is rendered 

irrelevant in the midst of trauma, for the speaker cannot choose to remain unaffected by what he 

has lived through and seen, regardless of how desperately he might wish he could will it to be 

otherwise. These lines are indicative of, to borrow Jeff Dolven’s phrase, “a self not in control of 

itself” (86), and this self-division has been created not through voluntarily assenting to a false 

impression, but through the sheer power of a shocking reality that has taken over the speaker’s 

psyche without any conscious deliberation at all.         

 Star’s insight that Seneca’s tragic characters attempt to “gain [a] paradoxical and 

contradictory form of consistency and . . . self-fulfilment through the language, specifically the 

commands, they direct at themselves” (63) is likewise relevant to the traumatized self depicted in 

Wyatt’s poem, for much of the poem’s first two stanzas takes the form of commanding language 

that attempts to offer maxims for a life lived securely out of the reach of power – as though this 
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advice could offer an effective antidote to tyranny, not in a broader sense of effective political 

reform, but for merely preserving the individual man. The speaker seems to suggest that self-

preservation is the only thing a man can realistically attempt to achieve in life – political service 

as an ethical ideal is a dead-end, a pathetic chimera, for in the final stanza the speaker concludes 

of his experiences, “By proof, I say, there did I learn: / Wit helpeth not defence to yerne / Of 

innocency to plead or prate” (21-23). The Stoics’ belief in the nobility of public service, and of 

the possibility for creating just societies which could mirror the highest Natural Law of the 

divine, is here defiantly given the lie by a man whose bitter reality has forced him to “learn” a 

much harsher lesson: there is no place for the intelligent and pure-hearted in the world of the 

court, and so anyone with any sense might as well just stay away. The allusion to Seneca’s 

writing in the refrain once again seems to serve to justify the speaker’s irony, for any reader 

familiar with Seneca’s life would be forced to recognize that even a Stoic philosopher – who had 

personally tutored Nero, no less – is powerless to effect real and lasting political good. The 

message is clear: the Stoic ideal of public service is a false one, and as the speaker’s own 

traumatic experience proves, the self will never manage to transcend the tyranny that surrounds it 

– it will instead become infected. Finally, the speaker’s parting advice at the poem’s close, “Bear 

low, therefore, give God the stern / For sure, circa Regna tonat” 24-25), once again subtly calls 

into question, just as “The pillar perished is whereto I leant” did, the Stoic assumption of a 

kindly divine Providence that turns everything to the good: as in the sonnet on Cromwell’s 

execution, Wyatt here represents the tragedies of his life as cruelly pointless, creating an 

uncomfortable juxtaposition between the supposedly just will of “God” and a portrait of a world 

in which power is unstoppable, misfortune is rampant, and everything seems entirely arbitrary 

instead of divinely ordained for the best. One of the most haunting aspects of the poem, then, is 
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the brilliant way in which it throws an unforgiving light on the gaping distance between 

philosophical ideals and lived reality 

 To end my analysis in this section on a slightly more light-hearted note, I will conclude  

by considering how Wyatt’s searching critiques of Stoic ethical ideals and selfhood apply even to  

the more personal issue of erotic love. In “It was my choice, it was no chance” (Rebholz 128-

129), Wyatt again creates a speaker who reveals the impossibility of maintaining an inviolable 

self indifferent to externals within the context of an interpersonal relationship. In this poem, the 

complications ensue not in a relationship between two male friends, or between a disgraced 

prisoner and his tyrannical monarch, but between a lover and his beloved. The first stanza opens 

with the speaker apparently accepting responsibility for having compromised the inviolability of  

his self, acknowledging that it was, as the Stoics would have argued, an act of will to do so: 

 It was my choice, it was no chance 

 That brought my heart in other’s hold. 

 Whereby it hath had sufferance 

 Longer, perdie, than reason would. (1-4)   

The speaker is careful to admit that placing his “heart” under the power of his beloved was a 

matter of “choice”, not “chance”, and that the resulting “sufferance” he has endured is therefore 

the logical outcome of his own, presumably wrong-headed, decision. Yet, in the lines that 

follow, the speaker both again accepts his responsibility – “Since I it bound where it was free” 

(5, italics mine) – and then suddenly complains anyway of his misfortune, arguing that his heart 

should “of right . . . / Accepted be” (6-7) by his beloved. In the second stanza, the speaker 

continues this tactic of gradually shifting blame away from himself, deciding to make a culprit of 

“Fortune”, who “hath the power / All right of love for to abuse” (9-10), and who sometimes will 
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“lour” (13) without just cause. Yes, the speaker seems to say, it was my choice to enter into a 

courtship, but since love is inherently complicated and unpredictable, it is well-nigh inevitable 

that a lover’s willingness to become involved with someone else will lead to emotional  

entanglements that cannot be evaded: 

 What vaileth right if this be true? 

 Then trust to chance and go by guess. 

 Then who so loveth may well go sue 

 Uncertain hope for his redress. (15-19) 

Such a candid assessment of the risks lovers run, gambling their emotional well-being on flimsy 

“chance[s]” and “by guess” for the sake of an “Uncertain hope” could potentially be the set-up 

for an endorsement of a Stoic-style detachment from externals, as the way is now left open for 

the speaker to once again refer to the act of will he assumed responsibility for in the first stanza – 

counselling the reader to exercise better self-control and more perfect detachment than the 

speaker has done could make for a tidy and self-deprecating ending. The speaker, however, 

comes to quite a different conclusion: whatever the realities of the emotional price of 

interpersonal relationships may be, the speaker announces in the final stanza that although “It 

lasteth not that stands by change / Fancy doth change, Fortune is frail” (29-30), one might as 

well take the chance on love anyway, relinquishing detachment in favour of trying to inspire the 

beloved to requite one’s affection through modelling honest, open-hearted vulnerability instead: 

“There is no way that is so just / As truth to lead though t’other fail / And thereto trust” (33-35). 

Detached self-containment and love are irreconcilably at odds with one another, the poem 

suggests, and so a man is just going to have to choose between one or the other – with the 

speaker coming down, playfully and yet rather touchingly, on the side of love. Yet again, as so 
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often demonstrated in the political poems analyzed above, Stoic philosophy may stake 

everything on the inviolability of the self in theory, only for a person’s lived experiences in 

politics and love to reveal an inconvenient reality – the self, in practice, is a radically different  

story.  

 

IV. Conclusion 

 It is one of the delightfully strange paradoxes in English literary history that a poet so 

long celebrated for his gifts for creating a vivid sense of subjectivity in his works should have 

nevertheless revealed to his readers, time and time again, that even the most intensely-felt 

personal subjectivity can never hope to stand apart from the external circumstances that surround 

it. Through placing the recreation of the self’s intense subjective experience at the centre of his 

poetic technique, and in vividly realizing an intimate poetic voice that breathes of psychological 

verisimilitude, Wyatt draws the reader into a highly individualized world that is often so realistic 

and so memorable precisely because it recognizes how outer pressures shape the world within 

ourselves. Selfhood is not often experienced as a unified state, but is rather, as Wyatt represents 

it, a mass of contradictions, warring feelings, and perpetually shifting boundaries between one’s 

self and others. The mark of true selfhood is not a static state of negation, as the Stoics argued, 

but a dynamic one that is forever in flux.  

 What, then, of Wyatt’s Stoicism? In returning to the letters to Thomas the Younger with 

which I opened this chapter, it seems reasonable to conclude that Stoicism remained, for all of its 

flaws, a touchstone for Wyatt on matters of ethical conduct. The contrast Wyatt draws for 

Thomas the Younger between the two opposing examples represented by his grandfather and his 

own father, in which Wyatt appears in the most unflattering of colours as someone who has been 
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hopelessly foolish, while Thomas the Younger’s grandfather is eulogized as the very model of 

virtue – someone who could be called almost Stoic in his constancy and wisdom – is instructive. 

Thomas the Younger’s grandfather is reduced to an ideal, with the terms in which he is described 

veering close to hagiography: “ther was no man more piteful, no man more trew of his word, no 

man faster to his frend, no man diligenter nor more circumspect” (Muir 39). This idealizing 

language subsumes the complex experience of an actual man, reducing him to a simple catalogue 

of his supposed virtues. It is also highly reminiscent of the language used by the Stoic 

philosophers when describing the attributes of a wise man, of the true Stoic: there is something 

bland, perfectly unified, and uncomplicated about it. This is not to say that it is a ridiculous or 

uninspiring portrait, merely that it is, again, an idealized one – and ideals are, as Wyatt’s poetry 

testifies, rather liable to bend or even break in the cold light of reality. The reality of the self, 

both in its relationship to others and in the circumstances of external experience, is at the very 

heart of Wyatt’s best poetry, just as the dramatic rises and falls in the trajectory of his biography 

offer the curious observer the most vivid glimpses of the man himself. Wyatt, as both man and 

poet, is worthy of our attention and so generously repays careful and repeated study precisely  

because he was not an ideal, but a flesh-and-blood individual. 

 What is more, as my analysis throughout this chapter has demonstrated, Wyatt is also an 

important figure in the history of early English neo-Stoicism, and deserves to be better 

recognized as such. His desire for Thomas the Younger to keep Seneca and Epictetus “euir in 

[his] bosome” (43) is not empty advice, just as the Stoic allusions in his poetry are not the mere 

scholarly pretensions of a typical courtier. Instead, the beliefs concerning selfhood and service to 

the state found at the centre of Stoic ethical philosophy become in turn an integral part of 

Wyatt’s own poetic sensibility, both in the ways in which he attempts to embody it, and the 
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myriad ways in which he cannot help but challenge it. We as readers should be grateful for 

Wyatt’s failure to be a good Stoic – the man may have suffered, but the poet triumphed.       
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Chapter II 
“I Am a Little World”: John Donne’s Erotic and Devotional Selfhoods 

 “The world is a great Volume, and man the Index of that Booke; Even in the body of 

man, you may turne to the whole world; This body is an Illustration of all Nature”, John Donne 

once told a crowd of mourners attending the funeral for Sir William Cokayne, alderman of 

London, on December 12th, 1626 (Sermons 234). The passage, and the imagery it contains, 

encapsulates in miniature a reoccurring preoccupation in Donne’s poetic and theological 

imagination: the way in which the human and particular mirrors the greater whole. Donne’s 

fascination with the nature of the connection between the individual man and the world at large 

also opens for us a window onto an important aspect of Donne’s work: his conception of the self, 

in both its erotic and devotional aspects, and how the self functions in relational contexts.         

 The complicated nature of the self and the way in which it negotiates connection with 

others are thematic threads that run throughout Donne’s entire oeuvre, from the sly seductive 

lyrics of his Songs and Sonnets to the searing spiritual inquiries of the Holy Sonnets and the 

Sermons, providing a particularly rich opportunity for critical analysis. In examining the various 

aspects of both the erotic and devotional self, we can gain insight into the ways in which 

Donne’s conception of selfhood influences his depictions of relationships between individual 

persons (especially a man and a woman in love), and between the Christian believer and God. As 

I will argue in my analysis throughout the present chapter, such careful examination reveals the 

extent to which Donne believes that the self is a highly interdependent entity: whereas the 

Stoicism Wyatt struggled to follow advocates a self that can stand alone as a self-contained, 

immoveable refuge, indifferent to the various external factors that surround it, Donne’s 

conception of the self is repeatedly revealed as being necessarily forged through external context 

and the relationships with others every context inevitably requires. Thus, while Wyatt’s lyrics  
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frequently centre upon the difficulty of creating an ideal self that can define itself against 

external factors, Donne’s lyrics explicitly explore the ways in which selfhood depends upon 

negation and the blurring of various boundaries in order to achieve meaningful communion with 

others.        

 There are three main analytical sections in this chapter. In the first section, I explore 

Donne’s depiction of the erotic self in his love poetry, examining how the self repeatedly 

attempts to create a connection with a Beloved through the privileging of a private world, a 

world that attempts to function as an alternative to the pressures of the public realm. In doing so, 

the speakers of these poems assert and negate selfhood simultaneously, creating the paradoxes 

that will animate Donne’s celebration of reciprocated love and all of the complications such a 

connection entails. In the second part, I will turn to the intense struggle between the devotional 

self and God, as the speaker of the Holy Sonnets struggles to construct a relationship with God 

that can offer a fulfilment greater than that of human erotic connection, only to find that his quest 

for private communion with God merely leads him into increasing isolation. In my third section, 

I propose that Donne finds a resolution of sorts to the Holy Sonnets’ spiritual crisis of loneliness 

and dissatisfaction through promoting the fulfilment of the devotional self through assimilation 

into a wider Christian community, one that can rise above denominational divisions and hatreds 

and reconcile the self to God. It is communion, Donne repeatedly argues, and not detachment, 

that is truly essential in our experience of selfhood.            

        

I. The Erotic Self, the Beloved, and the Private/Public Divide 

 John Donne’s love poetry, with its rejection of idealized Petrarchan conventions in favour 

of explicit eroticism and a persistent emphasis on the superiority of a mutual connection between 
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lovers, serves as an interesting case study for examining changing conceptions of erotic selfhood 

in the Renaissance. Anthony Low writes, “Donne was a chief actor and influence in what may be 

called ‘the reinvention of love’, from something essentially social and feudal to something 

private and modern” (Reinvention 33), and claims that this shift “mark[s] not just the discovery 

but, in a real sense, the invention of an inner space, a magic circle of subjective immunity from 

outward political threat and from culturally induced anxiety” (51, italics mine). As appealing as 

this theory may be, Low’s enthusiastic assertions crediting Donne with the “invention of an inner 

space” that can stand apart from social pressures should be open to dispute – after all, both 

Catullus and Ovid spring immediately to mind as having celebrated just such an “inner space” 

and convention-defying love in their own lyric poetry, and both predate Donne by about a 

millennium and a half. And yet, what Donne may lack in out-and-out originality he more than 

makes up for in skill and interpretive prowess, for while I do not see him as having invented the 

type of subjectivity or conception of love Low assigns to him, I certainly do see him as having 

succeeded in further deepening and complicating our understanding of the relationship between 

the private erotic self and the outer world, particularly in his exploration of the tensions between 

the private and the public realms.  

 Privacy was, as Cecile M. Jagodzinski explains, a concept that still carried very different 

connotations in Donne’s time than it does in ours. While privacy is now often conceived of as 

something valuable or even essential to one’s human dignity and well-being, this was often not 

the case for many of Donne’s contemporaries: “If privacy as we think of it existed at all, it was 

regarded as a negative – as the absence of station, of authority, of the divinely bestowed right or 

ability to lead a nation. Being a public person, on the other hand, seemed automatically to confer 

these qualities on individual persons” (23-24, italics mine). What is more, such privileging of  
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social status and public involvement in terms of identity and self-worth exercised a strong  

influence on conceptions of selfhood: 

 In time, the persona one assumed in private life came to be seen as the ‘real’ self and 

 public authority was less often equated with personal authenticity . . . The traditional 

 view was that one was most ‘real’ when performing in public – in the pulpit, in court or 

 Parliament, or even in the local alehouse . . . It would be some time before our late 

 twentieth-century notion of private authenticity swept out those earlier ideas, but the 

 process had certainly begun by the end of the sixteenth century, and privacy became the 

 nurturer of this new ‘individuated ego’. (4)    

Donne therefore lived and wrote during a time in which privacy as we understand it may have 

begun to develop in a nascent form, but it was a concept developing in the shadow of traditional, 

public values that were very slow to give way. Furthermore, Christopher D’Addario draws  

attention to some of the structural complications that stood in the way of privileging  

privacy, reminding us that, “The lines between public and private in early modern London were 

not so easily drawn” (436), since even the physical spaces men and women inhabited were not 

conducive to withdrawing from the world: “spaces that seem entirely private to us – the 

bedchamber, the upstairs room with a fireplace, even the closet – were in fact far more open and 

shared than we would imagine”, which in turn “led many inhabitants of the city to live in 

‘structural codependency’, never entirely secluded from their neighbours” (431). In other words, 

even if one did long for a private space away from the demands of public duty or the prying eyes 

of others, it was not easy to achieve for the majority of people in Donne’s day. As we will 

shortly see, it is the tension inherent in wanting a private sphere of one’s own and the difficulties 

of preserving it in the face of public pressures that serves as a recurring thematic preoccupation  
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in Donne’s erotic verse, and which does much to shape Donne’s exploration of the experiences  

of the erotic self and the nature of communion with a Beloved.  

 Erotic selfhood in Donne’s poetry is often characterized by challenging the public realm 

and its usual values, and this tendency is embodied in the ways in which Donne’s lyric speakers 

have frequent recourse to the imagery and language associated with religious or political power, 

as the speaker typically appropriates these elements to elevate the self and valorize its private 

affections at the expense of the public realm. To begin with the subversion tactic of utilizing 

religious tropes, Meg Lota Brown observes how “critics . . . have noted the poet’s rendering of 

sexual love in sacred terms” (100), while Anthony Low describes love as often becoming a form 

of – or even replacement for – religion in Donne’s work (58). What is of most interest to me here 

is how Donne’s creation of a quasi-religion out of the private experience of love not only 

manages to blend together elements of the erotic and the religious, but how imbuing erotic 

connection with this power implicitly challenges the conventions of the public realm by 

rendering the private sphere sacred and superior. Two poems in particular will serve as examples 

to illustrate the subversive sacralising impulse in Donne’s love poetry and its role in his 

depiction of erotic selfhood and the construction of the private realm: “The Relique” and “The 

Canonization”.  

 In “The Relique” (Shawcross 142-143), the speaker weaves a fanciful hypothetical 

portrait of what might become of his remains after his death, “When my grave is broke up againe 

/ Some second ghest to entertaine” (1-2). The poem creates an immediate juxtaposition between 

the private and public realms through its framing device, as the speaker decides to speak of his 

love in posthumous, retrospective terms, and opens with the image of his grave – perhaps the 

most private place of all – getting “broke up againe” in order to inter a more recent corpse. The 
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opening of this private space naturally involves another interloper besides the “second ghest”, 

and it is therefore the gravedigger who notices, “A bracelet of bright haire about the bone” (6) 

amongst the speaker’s earthly remains, and who becomes entranced by the thought that the grave 

contains “a loving couple” who hope to use “this device” of the bracelet to ensure a second 

meeting of “their soules, at the last busie day” at the grave site (9-10). Within this very first 

stanza, the speaker has already managed to playfully subvert a few religious conventions in order 

to elevate the private sphere of love. In sporting a bracelet of hair from his Beloved, the speaker 

suggests that it is she, and not God, who has been the supreme object of his devotion in both life 

and death, and that it is the remains of her that is worthy of veneration as a “Relique”, granting 

her a saint-like status. Although the hoped-for reunion at the “last busie day” suggests a Christian 

belief in the Day of Judgement, the speaker only acknowledges the gravedigger’s fond 

interpretation of the lovers’ hopes of a reunion at the grave, suggesting that once again, the real 

preoccupation is with human love and the continuation of the private bond between the speaker 

and the Beloved, not between the speaker and the God who could presumably send him to 

heaven or hell. The act of sporting this “bracelet” will, however, potentially serve a particular, 

practical purpose: “Will he [the gravedigger] not let’us alone” (7), the speaker wonders, when 

confronted with this token of love? The bracelet becomes not just a means of signalling the 

speaker’s devotion to his Beloved even in death, but also a sort of talisman that could ward off 

any intruders into the private space of the grave and to prevent the violation of the couple’s 

sacred bond, leaving them in peace until the Resurrection.      

 The second stanza continues in the same irreverent vein, but the speaker now begins to 

speculate that if this discovery of his grave is made “in a time, or land /Where mis-devotion doth 

command” (12-13), the gravedigger will not leave the remains of the speaker and his Beloved in  
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peace after all, but will instead bring the remains he has found to “the Bishop, and the King / To  

make us Reliques” (15-16). The remnants of the speaker’s private sphere are thus brought into 

the public eye, exposed to the gaze of the two supreme religious (“Bishop”) and political 

(“King”) authorities for inspection. Although the speaker’s little joke that his Beloved “shalt be a 

Mary Magdalen, and I / A something else thereby” (17-18) sometimes attracts scholarly notice 

for Donne’s apparent blasphemy in coyly suggesting he could be taken for a “something else” – 

that is to say a second Jesus, as companion to his Beloved’s role as a “Mary Magdalen” – I 

would suggest that the real power in this stanza lies in how Donne boldly begins to elevate this 

private love into something to which the public realm is compelled to pay adoration and homage. 

A mere lock of hair can convert the mouldy bones of two ordinary people into “Reliques”, which 

are sanctified with the express permission of both “the Bishop, and the King” because the 

personal devotion it embodies renders the remains important and fascinating. The speaker goes 

on to speculate that their followers will, naturally enough, be hungry for “miracles” (20) that will 

further solidify the legitimacy of their adoration, and so the speaker proposes that his poem will 

serve as a sort of Scripture: “I would have that age by this paper taught / What miracles wee 

harmlesse lovers wrought” (21-22, italics mine). The “miracles”, in their turn, are simple 

enough: that the lovers loved one another “well and faithfully” (23), becoming chastely united as 

one in a genderless unity that is all the more miraculous for having been achieved without, 

apparently, any sexual intercourse (29-30), and the poem culminates in the speaker’s proud boast 

that, “All measure, and all language, I should passe / Should I tell what a miracle shee was” (32-

33). In claiming that his Beloved is herself  “a miracle”, and that to do justice to her would 

require surpassing all limits, the speaker credits his Beloved with having a nature as ineffable 

and sublime as God’s. The hyperbole of the speaker’s language in depicting the ordinary as 
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extraordinary is all the more amusing when one considers how the posthumous reception of the 

lovers forms such a contrast to how their lived experience actually was: while living, the lovers 

were, in the speaker’s words, “harmlesse”, and loving in a way that seemingly attracted no 

notice, and the very fact the discovery of the bracelet takes place because the speaker’s 

anonymous grave is being opened to admit a “second ghest” (2) suggests that neither the speaker 

nor his Beloved enjoyed any particular renown or importance while they were alive. And yet, 

even though the poem opens with the public realm intruding into the private sphere via the 

invasion of the gravedigger, the implication here is that it is ultimately the private sphere that 

triumphs over the public and proves itself superior, as once brought out into the public eye the 

“Reliques” will become some strange new religious fad for the women and men of the future, 

thereby proving what a true “miracle” the Beloved herself and the love the speaker felt for her 

was.      

 The holy transformation of the speaker and his Beloved in “The Relique” elevates the 

erotic self and his love for a Beloved into a position of power in the public realm, and in “The 

Canonization” (Shawcross 96-98), a similarly defiant sacralising metamorphosis is put to work 

again in the service of love, for in this poem, “Society’s values and obligations are set in 

opposition to those of love, and the speaker must establish which claim exerts greater force” 

(Brown 120). As with “The Relique”, the very title of “The Canonization” gestures towards a 

religious significance, but while the lovers in the former become miracle-working relics, they are 

destined for the glory of sainthood in the latter poem, and an oppositional elevation of the erotic 

self and its love by subverting the traditional public realm will once more prove to be the vehicle 

for their posthumous victory.   

 Just as “The Relique” was framed by the intrusion of an outsider into the private realm,  
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“The Canonization” opens with the speaker jeering at an unspecified audience of one or more  

naysayers who disapprove of his love and are seemingly attempting to interfere in his private 

world of erotic connection: the poem begins with an exclamation that creates an immediate sense 

of in medias res for the reader, as though the speaker is abruptly interrupting someone else’s 

objections: “For Godsake hold your tongue, and let me love” (1). As Christopher D’Addario 

notes, “in the love lyrics, Donne cannot imagine the intimate privacy of his lovers without also 

worrying over the constantly intruding outside world” (433), and in this poem the unnamed 

addressee becomes a sort of stand-in for the public realm that poses a threat to the private world 

of the speaker and his Beloved. The first stanza is preoccupied with challenging the values of the 

court and the Inns by mocking the supposedly respectable pursuits a conscientious man should 

engage in, as the speaker urges his detractor to, “With wealth your state, your minde with Arts 

improve / Take you a course, get you a place / Observe his honour, or his grace” (4-6). Instead of 

honouring the pursuit of riches and educational refinement, the speaker seems to dismiss the 

quest for personal improvement or social advancement via the court or patronage system as 

trivial, and only worthwhile insofar as such activities will distract the speaker’s critic and leave 

the speaker to love in privacy and peace (9). In the second stanza, the speaker shifts to a 

humorous defense of his own refusal to engage with the public realm himself, and tries to deny 

any connection between his love and the outer world, asking rhetorically, “What merchants ships 

have my sighs drown’d? / . . . When did the heats which my veines fill / Adde one more, to the 

plaguie Bill?” (11, 14-15). The speaker here attempts to demarcate a dividing line between the 

public and private realms by denying that his love has any ill effects upon the normal functioning 

of society, be it economically or socially, therefore underlining his conception of love as an 

alternative sphere of activity that is exclusive and private, and elevating it above the humdrum 
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concerns of others. When he adds, “Soldiers finde warres, and Lawyers finde out still / Litigious 

men, which quarrels move / Though she and I do love” (16-18), the speaker continues his line of 

reasoning, once more gesturing to the public affairs of others as operating separately from the 

realm of love: soldiers fight battles, and slick lawyers encourage strife between subjects by 

encouraging a steady stream of lawsuits through the courts, unhindered by the workings of the 

speaker’s personal emotions. The implication here is that business as usual is still possible, 

“Though she and I do love”, with the added implication that there is nothing particularly noble or 

virtuous about the pursuits supposedly respectable men pursue anyway, as the speaker’s 

withdrawal from, and dismissive stance toward, the public realm suggests that the “love” he and 

his Beloved are peacefully engaged in is by far the better use of time and energy. 

 By the third stanza, the speaker begins to openly address the superiority of the private 

love the public realm around him dares to censure, and as in “The Relique”, the speaker shifts 

from trying to merely preserve the sanctity of his private sphere – as when it was initially hoped 

that the gravedigger would simply leave the lovers “alone” in their grave – into a hyperbolic 

depiction of how the private sphere can ultimately assert its superiority over the public realm. 

Ronald Huebert, in his reading of “A Valediction: Of the Book”, remarks upon how,  

 it is as if, once he has established that only his ‘dear love’ and he are of any importance, 

 he then cannot resist the temptation to figure out if the rest of the world agrees . . . This is 

 a pattern that happens repeatedly in Donne, and it is especially noticeable in those poems 

 most ardently concerned with intimacy. (6)  

“The Canonization” conforms to this pattern, as the speaker’s language turns from pleas born of 

a humble desire to be left in peace by busybodies to proclaiming the powers of erotic 

communion, once again endowing the erotic self and the Beloved with a mythological power and  
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significance by explaining, “wee in us finde the Eagle and the dove / The Phoenix ridle hath  

more wit / By us, we two being one, are it” (22-24). True to form, subversive religious imagery 

then begins to appear in the lines, “Wee dye and rise the same, and prove / Mysterious by this 

love” (26-27), with the use of “dye” playing on the slang for sexual climax, while also 

suggesting a sort of profane Resurrection, in which the speaker’s self and his Beloved are 

invincible and able to “rise” intact and unchanged after each symbolic death, and thus made 

“Mysterious” or quasi-miraculous through their act of loving. As in “The Relique”, in which the 

speaker dreams of transforming his poem into a sort of Scripture for posterity, the speaker of 

“The Canonization” likewise envisions a means of harnessing the power of secular verse to 

immortalize his own doings into a type of holy writ, vowing, “And if no peece of Chronicle wee 

prove / We’ll build in sonnets pretty roomes” (31-32), assuring his audience that “by these 

hymnes, all shall approve / Us Canoniz’d for Love” (35-36). Again, just as the anonymous grave 

being broken open in “The Relique” embodies the lowly status of the speaker in life, so too does 

the acknowledgement that he and his Beloved will probably seem unfit for the “Chronicle” of 

their times suggest a degree of social isolation and unimportance while living that their love will 

ultimately rectify posthumously. The recasting of his sonnets as “hymnes” that will eventually 

charm all readers and hearers into declaring the speaker and his Beloved saints for love neatly 

complements the power the speaker attributes to his “paper” to spread the tale of their miracles in 

“The Relique”. Crucially, the final stanza of the poem is a vision not of the speaker’s 

reconciliation of his private world with the public realm, but of his elevation of the private above 

the public, turning the tables by transforming the speaker and his Beloved into superior beings 

that will be the objects of fevered awe and devotion in the public realm in times to come. In the 

future, the descendents of the same sort of busybodies who chided the speaker in his lifetime will 
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instead “invoke” the speaker and his Beloved, recognizing that their love supplanted all of the 

superfluous “Countries, Townes, Courts” (44) and, instead of jeering or criticizing, will instead 

end up humbly, “Beg[ging] from above / A patterne of your love!” (44-45). In life, the speaker 

and his Beloved stood apart from the public realm, and in death, they will reign over it, asserting 

the superior value of the private and the personal over the public.       

 While the erotic self can adopt an oppositional stance toward the public realm in  

Donne’s love poetry, it is, nevertheless, intriguingly complicated by the inherently 

interdependent nature of the connection with the Beloved, which leads to certain implications for 

Donne’s conception of erotic selfhood. Constance Furey writes, “In thinking about both human 

and divine love, Donne imagines that the power of love comes from [its] capacity to create 

another world, to turn the individual into a relational being, part of a unity that transcends 

particularity” (481), but as she acknowledges elsewhere in the same essay, “Donne’s sense of the 

rewards gained through union is tempered by his awareness of the troubles we encounter when 

we try to overcome distance and difference” (472). The relationship between the erotic self and 

the Beloved is an altogether more ambiguous and vulnerable dynamic in Donne’s love poetry, as 

the boundaries between selves tend to become blurred, and the closer and more exclusive the 

speaker and his Beloved are, the greater the dependency that develops. In continuously 

celebrating a love dynamic that is reciprocated and often openly sexual, Donne’s speakers are 

able to stand apart from the public realm only through creating an alternate sphere that requires 

the active participation of another party. Some of the insights offered by critical studies into 

Donne’s rejection of the usual Petrarchan tropes of an unrequited love and a perpetually pensive, 

unfulfilled suitor have been especially rich, such as Theresa Dipasquale’s observation that 

Donne’s poetic lovers explicitly disavow the isolation and defeatism inherent in the Petrarchan 
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love dynamic (147), or the general recognition that Donne’s treatment of Petrarchan themes in 

his secular verse is usually highly ironic (Kuchar 542-543). For my part, what I will examine in 

more detail in my own analysis is the form this mutual, anti-Petrarchan dynamic frequently 

takes, and its consequences for the relational context of the erotic self.  

 There is perhaps no fitter rebuttal to the chaste, frustrated longing of the typical  

Petrarchan lover than Donne’s “Elegy: Going to Bed” (Shawcross 57-58), in which the speaker,  

already unabashedly reclining naked upon the bed, encourages his Beloved step-by-step in her 

disrobing in front of him. The sense of the erotic self’s love creating a private alternate world, 

apart and superior to the usual workings of the public realm, is here expressed in the rich 

imagery of both religious significance and worldly exploration. The speaker mocks “th’ eyes of 

busie fooles” that admire his Beloved’s “spangled breastplate” (7-8) during the day, rejoicing in 

the fact that he alone can see the figure hidden beneath. Her “girdle” is compared to “heavens 

Zone glittering” (5), while their “soft bed” is transformed into “loves hallow’d temple” (18), 

worthy of “A heaven like Mahomets Paradice” (21), all of which once again uses hyperbolic 

language to sacralise the speaker’s love and to elevate the private world their connection creates. 

The Beloved is herself conceptualized as a type of New World ready to be explored, as 

expressed in the speaker’s exclamation, “O my America! my new-found-land” (27) and his 

christening of his Beloved as “My Emperie”, which he has been “blest” to discover (29-30). As 

in “The Canonization”, in which examples of harried activity in the public realm serve as a sort 

of foil to define and demonstrate the superiority of private love, so too in this poem do the 

invocations of important, worldly activity – such as transatlantic voyages of discovery and 

empire-building – imbue the private sphere with a grandeur and importance that is usually denied 

to it, once more elevating the private world of love over the public world by appropriating the  
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language of public power to eulogize the private worth of erotic communion.  

 Such imagery in this poem has, of course, attracted much critical comment, not all of  

which approves of the dynamic depicted. As Low writes, “Most obvious is the attitude of male 

dominance and the reduction of the mistress to an object or series of objects: he is the king, she 

the kingdom; he is the explorer, she the land explored. We may recognize imperialistic 

tendencies that are both literal and sexist” (39). Nevertheless, as Low goes on to recognize,  

 At the same time, vestiges of courtly convention remain: she must be, implicitly, the 

 queen, since she retains the right to ‘license’ his ventures; and throughout the passage, his 

 eagerness to dominate and his apparent confidence in his power to do so is 

 counterbalanced by a syntax that shows he must ask permission before proceeding. (39,  

 italics mine) 

While I agree with Low’s observation that the Beloved is granted a degree of independence and 

privilege in this poem through her ultimate power to accede to or refuse the speaker’s requests, I 

would go further by quibbling with his nod to “vestiges of courtly convention”, arguing that 

Donne’s speaker is less invested here in “courtly convention” than he is in the earthy erotic 

realities of a mutual encounter, and in the blurring of boundaries between male and female 

selves. The speaker can only succeed in creating his alternate private world or “new-found-land” 

through the presence and active participation of his Beloved, and his exposed, reclining posture 

upon the bed is a more typically feminized stance, subverting traditional gender dynamics by 

being less suggestive of outright dominance than it is of openness and casual vulnerability. In 

detailing his Beloved’s stripping away of various articles – her “girdle” (5), her “spangled 

breastplate” (7), her “busk” (11), her “gown” (13), her “Coronet” (15) – the speaker is 

documenting the liberation of his Beloved from the reserved, womanly role she must play daily 
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in the public realm, symbolized by the layers of restrictive clothing that confine her, and 

contrasting that with the joyful freedom that comes from entering the private alternate world of 

their sexual love: “Full nakedness! All joyes are due to thee / As souls unbodied, bodies 

uncloth’d must be / To taste whole joyes” (33-35). The alternate world of the lovers is created 

only through a dynamic interaction in which both male and female can finally free themselves 

from the restrictions and the prying eyes of the “busie fooles” that oppress them by day in the 

outer world of the public, with the playful striptease of the Beloved being far less an act of male 

power than it is the playful interaction of two lovers celebrating their private moments of 

intimacy. No Petrarchan self and his untouchable Laura could ever dream of such an encounter; 

the profane Donnean self and his Beloved, by contrast, embrace such bedtime rituals as their 

lovers’ birthright, and in doing so achieve an act of greater importance, so the poem suggests, 

than all the world-making powers of actual monarchs and explorers invoked in the speaker’s 

imagery.  

 The erotic self is not merely carnal in Donne’s love poetry, either, and the blending 

between selves on metaphysical as well as physical levels is explored in such poems as “The 

Extasie” (Shawcross 130- 132), which offers a portrait of a mutual connection that is firmly 

rooted in a meeting of the souls as well as the intertwining of bodies. As Nancy Selleck reveals 

in an insightful article, deeper understanding of how and why Donne depicts the blending of 

selves is facilitated through considering the theory of the humoral body, which provided Donne 

with a model of selfhood far more fluid than many contemporary conceptions of the self: 

 the body Donne invokes – explicitly and knowledgeably – is a humoral body. As such, it 

 is often at odds with the model of individual selfhood implied in these discussions [in 

 literary criticism]. While it prevailed, humoralism offered a radically different model of 
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 physical selfhood than we are accustomed to – particularly, a different sense of the 

 relationship between the body and the external world. Highly permeable and thus subject 

 to – even composed of – its environment, the humoral body suggests a material 

 embeddedness of self and surround. (149-150) 

The influence of a humoral conception of the self upon Donne’s poetic imagination reveals itself, 

she adds, when we consider how “Donne’s humoralism makes his physical imagery not the 

means of self-involvement or self-assertion, but a way of representing the self’s connection and 

subjection to other bodies and minds” (150). Instead of conceiving of, and depicting, the self as a 

solid and independent entity that can be defined apart from external factors, Donne repeatedly 

depicts the inherent fluidity of the self (157), and how blending with another in both emotional 

and physical ways changes and shapes the erotic self in its relational contexts and experiences.    

 When “The Extasie” opens, the speaker and his Beloved, lying together upon a bank, are 

still two separate people, “we two”, albeit “one anothers best” (4). Soon, however, they begin to 

achieve a quasi-spiritual unity as their moments of silent intimacy develop. The connection 

begins with the simple “entergraft[ing]” of their hands (9), which “as yet / Was all the meanes to 

make us one” (9-10), while their loving looks “did thred / Our eyes, upon one double string” (7-

8). With this basic physical intimacy achieved, the speaker then imagines their two souls meeting 

and mingling in the air above their reclining bodies in a mirror image of the physical intertwining 

that is taking place upon the ground, with the souls “negotiat[ing]” (17) while the speaker and his 

Beloved remain wordless: “And wee said nothing, all the day” (21). It is this “Extasie” (29) that 

enables the speaker and his Beloved to blur the usual boundaries between their separate selves in 

order to become one, with a repeated emphasis placed throughout the poem on the notion that the 

speaker’s self and the self of his Beloved have soon blended together so entirely that there is no 
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longer any separation between them at all: “Love, these mixt soules, doth mix againe / And 

makes both one, each this and that” (35-36, italics mine); “When love, with one another so / 

Interanimates two soules” (41-42, italics mine); “Wee then, who are this new soule” (45, italics 

mine). Donne’s sacralising impulse is here on full display yet again, as once more it is love, and 

not a conventional religious experience with God, that has produced this sacred unity, with his 

use of the notion of “soules” in this context being particularly apt for stressing the blending of 

the erotic and the religious in his depiction of the lovers’ spiritual and emotional intimacy. The 

sacralised erotic transformation that has taken place blends together two selves into one, creating 

a private world that is unified, mutual, and greater than the sum of its requisite parts: “Donne’s 

emphasis on the fluid body figures not just change, but exchange – not just personal flux, but 

interpersonal flux. Change usually takes place in the context of the encounter with another 

person, or text, or consciousness, and the point is not just the fluidity of the self, but how much it 

is made up of the other, and what that can mean” (Selleck 157-158). For Donne, the self is 

realized through these moments of connection, replacing the Petrarchan convention of a self 

defined by isolation and thwarted desire with an erotic self dependent upon the dynamic 

interplay between the self and other.      

 There are two other elements in the poem worthy of special notice: the degree of negation 

demanded of the erotic self in order to achieve this unity with the Beloved, and the sense that, as 

in “The Relique” and “The Canonization”, the speaker and his Beloved set an edifying example 

for others to follow in the public realm. In blending so seamlessly with his Beloved, the speaker, 

in essence, escapes from the constraints of his separate, individualized self, and celebrates the 

sense of emotional well-being and stability this unity can bring. The “abler soule” that is created 

by the union of the two previously separated souls has a special power, in that it “Defects of  
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lonelinesse controules” (43-44), and it can also can resist the changeability and transience of all  

other material forms: 

 Wee then, who are this new soule, know 

 Of what we are compos’d, and made, 

 For, th’Atomies of which we grow, 

 Are soules, whom no change can invade. (45-48) 

Passages such as this are, I would suggest, crucial to understanding the most important 

characteristic of Donne’s depiction of erotic selfhood. Frederick J. Ruf writes, “The self fills 

nearly the entire stage in Donne’s poems, which makes his notorious self-absorption [in his own 

life] not so surprising” (305), but Donne’s love poetry nevertheless singles out the self for 

detailed notice not in order to celebrate it as an entity sufficient unto itself (as in Wyatt’s 

attempts at Stoicism), but to stress that the self’s greatest achievement lies in its negation through 

the mutual, all-consuming communion shared with another, not through a stubborn insistence on 

its own separateness. It is only through unity with the Beloved that the erotic self is spared the 

pains and disadvantages threatened by “loneliness”, while the speaker’s insistence that “no 

change can invade” the realm of the united “new soule” he and his Beloved have created 

proclaims a victory against earthly mutability. Such a valorisation of loving connection is a far 

cry from both the self-sufficient grandeur of Stoicism or the sort of other-worldly renunciation of 

the erotic self demanded by Christianity – it is, instead, a vision of wholeness and contentment 

achieved through the connection between an ordinary man and woman, who are rendered 

extraordinary, as in “The Relique” and “The Canonization”, by the sheer power of their love and 

their ability to erase the usual boundaries between selves. 

 True to typical Donnean form, however, the private love of the speaker and his Beloved  
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is also ultimately depicted as a worthy example for others, and therefore the public realm is once  

more invoked within this private realm in order to assert the superiority and importance of the 

world of love. The speaker twice conjures up the figure of a hypothetical third party who could 

serve as an audience for their special unity, conforming to the “triangular situation of lovers and 

observer” so frequently noted in Donne’s work (Jagodzinski 90). The speaker imagines that if 

“any, so by love refin’d / That he soules language understood” (21-22), were to espy the lovers 

on the bank and should “Within convenient distance” stand by, he would overhear the 

communion of the intermingling souls and would not be able to differentiate between them, 

“Because both mean, both spake the same” (26). Witnessing the example of such perfect unity 

would in turn enable the observer to “part farre purer then he came” (28), as though the love of 

the speaker and his Beloved could “pur[ify]” a third party in a manner usually only ascribed to 

an actual religious “Extasie”. The figure of the potential observer is invoked a second time in the 

poem’s final stanza, when the speaker again imagines that if someone else has “heard this 

dialogue of one / Let him still marke us, he shall see / Small change, when we’are to bodies 

gone” (74-76). The speaker’s closing claim is a fitting finale, for even death will not succeed in 

working anything beyond a “Small change” in the speaker and his Beloved, since their perfect 

unity has made them invincible to the ravages of time and mere material states of being. The 

unified nature of this erotic love not only defies physical limitations and death itself but also, 

through the figure of the observer as an imagined audience, marks a contrast between the private 

sphere created by the erotic self and his Beloved and the outer, public world that stands at a 

distance from them. Donne’s sacralisation of love is, as ever, dependent upon taking an 

oppositional stance towards the public realm, which serves only as an inferior backdrop to the 

world the speaker and his Beloved can enjoy all by themselves.  
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 Finally, I would like to briefly note that although this poem celebrates the metaphysical  

dimensions of a quasi-mystical spiritual and emotional connection between the speaker and his 

Beloved, the speaker in nowise entirely rejects the physical side of intimacy. Instead, the speaker 

openly exclaims against the idea that he and his Beloved could neglect or “forbeare” their bodies 

for “so long, so farre” (49-50), and acknowledges that, “We owe them thankes” (53) for how 

they “Yeelded their forces, sense, to us” in these special moments, insisting that their bodies 

“Nor are drosse to us, but allay” (55-56). The speaker rejects the strict body/soul duality 

encouraged by Christianity, reuniting the soul and the flesh by claiming, “So must pure lovers 

soules descend / T’affections, and to faculties / Which sense may reach and apprehend” (65-67), 

for if the “soules” remain too detached too long from the physical side of intimacy, “a great 

Prince in prison lies” (68). In Donne’s depiction of mutual love, the soul and the flesh are not 

antagonists but complementary components that are equally essential in the experience of love, 

as his speaker imagines how outward physical affection can “reveal” to “Weake men” ignorant 

of the hidden inner depths of the speaker and his Beloved’s intimacy that there is indeed “love” 

present between them (70), a state of affairs that the speaker regards as entirely fitting: “Loves 

mysteries in soules doe grow / But yet the body is his booke” (71-72). It is Donne’s emphasis on 

mutual connection and the easy-going integration of the spiritual and the physical sides of 

intimacy that forms the very foundation of his anti-Petrarchan love and his conception of erotic 

selfhood.                   

 The emphasis on reciprocity and a full intimacy in Donne’s love poetry raises the 

question as to whether or not there are risks attendant upon such an exclusive connection, and on 

the high degree of interdependency created between selves. Furey argues, “Donne returns again 

and again to the problems of dependency and vulnerability that inhere in relationships” (472), 
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and it is true that there are some other poems in which the speaker adopts a pose of world-weary 

cynicism towards all affairs of the heart, as in “Goe, and catche a falling starre” (Shawcross 90), 

“Womans constancy” (Shawcross 91-92), or “The Indifferent” (Shawcross 94-95). Yet there is a 

special power to be found in many of Donne’s best love lyrics in terms of the sort of mutual love 

they portray, a persistent vein running through his work that is often attributed to the influence 

exercised upon him by his marriage to Anne More (Low 48). It is therefore fitting to conclude 

my analysis in this section by examining a poem that walks a fine line between the risky 

vulnerability noted by Furey and the sense of loving intimacy that the negation and blending of 

selves can achieve: “The Anniversarie” (Shawcross 108-109).  

 In “The Anniversarie”, the metaphorical tactics used by the speaker to create the sense of 

a private world of love is more political than religious in nature, drawing upon the monarchical 

imagery that is often prevalent in Donne’s body of work (Brown 109). The poem opens by once 

again creating a sense of opposition between the erotic self and his Beloved’s love on the one 

hand, and the public realm on the other, by declaring, “All Kings, and all their favorites / All 

glory’d of honors, beauties, wits” (1-2) as well as “The Sun it selfe” (3) are “elder by a yeare, 

now, then it was / When thou and I first one another saw” (4-5). The speaker trivializes the 

power of the political order and the dictates of time itself, both by the way in which he insists 

upon measuring time by using the day he and his Beloved first met as a marker, and by his 

insistence that while, “All other things, to their destruction draw / Only our love hath no decay” 

(6-7). As in the poems analyzed above, the speaker and his Beloved can assert their superiority to 

the public realm around them by invoking their love as an alternative force that defies the usual  

constraints external elements impose upon them. Their love alone manages to rise above 

everything else, even the usual passage of time, for “This [our love] no to morrow hath, nor 
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yesterday. / Running it never runs from us away / But truly keepes his first, last, everlasting day” 

(8-10). While even the most seemingly powerful in society – the monarchs and their favourite 

courtiers – are helpless in the face of time’s power to bring them to decay and ultimate 

“destruction”, the speaker and his Beloved have once again discovered the means by which they 

alone may elevate their erotic selves to untouchable heights. 

 In the second stanza, the defiance of the natural order continues, for the speaker asserts 

that death, although capable of dissolving the matter of which their bodies are composed (15-16), 

is nevertheless “no divorce” (12), for what the body is incapable of maintaining forever, the 

“soules” of the speaker and his Beloved will succeed in continuing: “This, or a love increased 

there above” (19). As in “The Relique” or “The Canonization”, the posthumous triumph of the 

speaker and his Beloved has little or nothing to do with conventional religious sentiment or a 

spiritual union with God, for the speaker is primarily preoccupied with the eternal endurance of 

the earthly love that has brought him such joy in the temporal sphere. His one concession to the 

scruples of a more standard piety is his acknowledgement that, “wee shall be thoroughly blest / 

But wee no more, then all the rest” (21-22) in the heavenly afterlife, but in the wake of his prior 

claims about the immortal and decay-defying nature of his love, this seems more of a reluctant 

afterthought than a genuinely-held conviction that he and his Beloved shall be “no more” blessed 

than anyone else after death. Rather, the overall impression is again that of a love that can 

transform and valorize the private erotic self in ways denied to so many others, even the most 

powerful, and what is most sacred in the poem is not the thought of any heaven, but the 

connection the speaker and his Beloved share. 

 The poem concludes with an interesting shift towards addressing the risks and  

vulnerabilities inherent in love that Furey noted, for the final stanza reveals the speaker  
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addressing and working through the unique demands such a love places upon both himself and  

his Beloved. The monarchical imagery is used again when the speaker proclaims, “Here upon 

earth, we’are Kings, and none but wee / Can be such Kings, nor of such subjects bee” (23-24), 

which solidifies the sense of an oppositional dynamic between the private world of love and the 

public realm, as the speaker claims for himself and his Beloved a kind of ultimate sovereignty, 

one that is, as in the poem’s first stanza, superior to that which monarchs believe themselves to 

possess. The spectre of infidelity does, however, heave itself abruptly into view, in the lines, 

“Who is so safe as wee? where none can doe / Treason to us, except one of us two” (25-26). The 

question, although rhetorical, is not entirely satisfying in its implications of safety: after all, 

although the speaker may be gesturing to how an actual monarch has as many potential traitors 

as he does subjects, the fact remains that the speaker’s intense investment in his Beloved leaves 

him particularly exposed in a different way – with everything depending upon one person, such 

exclusivity can bring swift and total ruin to the speaker should he ever lose the Beloved through 

death or betrayal. The speaker himself seems to recognize these dangers, for although his use of 

a rhetorical question is a tactic that leaves no room for objections, he nevertheless lets slip an 

oblique reference to the manner in which they need to conduct themselves if they are to avoid 

relational “treason”: “True and false feares let us refraine / Let us love nobly” (27-28), he insists, 

although the very conflation of “True and false feares” suggests a potentially uneasy awareness 

that even the best of loves is not entirely invincible to outer or inner pressures after all. It is little 

more than a glancing moment at the riskier side of love, since the speaker finishes with 

triumphantly encouraging his Beloved to join him in “add[ing] againe / Yeares and yeares unto  

yeares” to their love, for “this is the second of our raigne” (30). In light of the generally 

optimistic tenor of this particular poem and of the persistence of a celebratory stance towards 
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mutual love that features in many of Donne’s major love lyrics, it seems that Donne, while 

certainly aware of the pitfalls of such an exclusive, self-negating connection, nevertheless 

minimizes their threat to a union between a man and a woman. The only real threat that often 

seems to go inadequately recognized in the poetry is the devastating power death can wield in a 

scenario in which the Beloved is snatched away, while the speaker remains alive. A love that 

Donne’s lyric speakers often claim can triumph beyond the grave takes on a slightly different 

aspect when that love is divided between parties separated by the temporal and heavenly spheres.  

 An exception to this general thematic rule of death-defying love is “A nocturnall upon St. 

Lucies day” (Shawcross 155-157), with the speaker of the poem facing a negation of the erotic 

self that is total and all-consuming in a different way. Instead of a self that is negated through 

merging with the Beloved in a satisfying private communion, there is now a self that has been 

obliterated by grief. The loss of his Beloved has left the speaker in a state of the most terrible 

kind of non-being, as he returns again and again throughout the poem to the imagery of absence: 

“For I am every dead thing” (12), he says, claiming that the power of love, which once made 

everything possible through its “Alchimie” (13) has now performed its usual magic in reverse by 

the loss of the Beloved: “He [love] ruin’d mee, and I am re-begot / Of absence, darkness, death; 

things which are not” (17-18). Death’s power is now recognized, for instead of the proud denial 

of time and decay found in “The Anniversarie”, the speaker here concedes, “I am None, nor will 

my Sunne renew” (37), and perceives the fundamental division that has now taken place between 

himself and his Beloved, for while “shee enjoyes her long nights festivall” (42) in the heavenly 

realm beyond the grave, the speaker is left alone and disconnected from her, left with nothing to 

do but “prepare towards her” and the inevitable hour of his own death.      

 Yet, strangely enough, the intensely satisfying private connection so readily and  
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satisfyingly enjoyed by the erotic self in Donne’s love lyrics often proves hauntingly elusive in  

the religious poems that centre on the devotional self’s relationship with the divine. While the 

love poetry frequently celebrates a connection achieved, the Holy Sonnets document the 

unending struggle of the devotional self to feel a fulfilling sense of communion with God, whose 

ineffable nature and supreme power introduces a series of irresolvable complications into the 

dynamic. It is therefore Donne’s Holy Sonnets that serve as the best introduction to the 

“problem” of connection for the devotional self, a problem that can only be resolved – as my 

third section will later demonstrate – through once again seeking a self-negating connection 

through other humans, this time within a Christian community. 

 

II. The Struggle of the Devotional Self in the Holy Sonnets 

 Out of all of the unanswerable questions that vex scholars on Donne and his work, 

perhaps none is so maddeningly persistent in their inquiries as the question of Donne’s religious 

affiliation. As Jeanne Shami writes, “Scholarly assessment of Donne’s religious identity. . . 

mirrors the crises and uncertainties of these historical conditions and the rhetorical practices that 

emerged to deal with these pressures, producing a full range of Donnes: Donne of the Puritan 

imagination; Donne the ‘Calvinist episcopalian’; Donne the conformist; Donne the avant-garde 

conformist; Donne the Arminian” (19-20). The sheer variety of allegiances scholars attempt to 

fix upon Donne is in and of itself indicative of how slippery an exercise this can be, and while 

the desire to somehow unearth Donne’s definitive religious identity is understandable, it often 

does more harm than good in terms of understanding his literary art. I am in general agreement 

with Jeffrey Johnson, who points out that the stubborn “critical impulse” to determine “Donne’s 

sectarian allegiance . . . by and large ignores Donne’s own desire to rise above the divisive 
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wrangling that characterized the church in his day” (x). While the tolerant, unifying impulse 

present in much of Donne’s religious thought will become of crucial importance in my third 

section, for my present purposes I would like to base my analysis of the Holy Sonnets upon two 

premises. First, while I will refuse to identify which Christian sect Donne was most closely 

aligned with, I still find value in several scholarly studies that attempt to trace the influence of 

certain strands of Christian thought within Donne’s poetry, and am pleased to draw upon such 

insights insofar as they prove useful for elucidating Donne’s depiction of the devotional self. 

Second, it is worth bearing in mind that works of poetry are fundamentally works of art, not 

theology, and so my own interest lies primarily in how Donne constructs the relational 

experience of the devotional self as a poet, not a theologian. I am therefore far less concerned 

with “proving” what Donne did or did not believe than I am with exploring the ways in which his 

Holy Sonnets depict the devotional self and its struggles to form a meaningful connection with 

God.       

 To begin, it is worth returning momentarily to the crisis induced by the loss of a Beloved 

with which I closed the preceding section, as one of the later Holy Sonnets, “Since she whome I 

lovd” (Shawcross 349), provides a convenient opening into the struggle Donne’s speakers will 

encounter in attempting to recreate in religious form the sense of satisfying private communion 

enjoyed by the erotic self and the Beloved in the love lyrics. The very first word of the sonnet, 

“Since” (1), sets up an entire cause-and-effect structure for the poem that emphasizes how the 

speaker’s turn to God has been fostered first by the Beloved’s influence and then her untimely 

death: “Since she whome I lovd, hath payd her last debt / . . . Wholy in heavenly things my mind 

is sett” (1, 4), the speaker explains, acknowledging that it is only through the total loss of the 

Beloved that the speaker’s mind is now free to be “Wholy”, and not just intermittently, set upon 
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spiritual matters. The speaker then goes on to admit that it was through his love of the Beloved 

that a path to God was first forged, for “Here the admyring her my mind did whett / To seeke 

thee God; so streames do shew the head” (5-6). This is a curious admission to make, for instead 

of crediting his interest in salvation or piety to the mysterious workings of God within his soul – 

which would perhaps be the more conventional stance of a believer – the speaker instead claims 

it was his “admyring” of his Beloved, a mere fellow sinner, that brought him to God, as though 

she were a stream flowing from the higher source. As so often in the dynamic examined above in 

Donne’s love lyrics, the love between the erotic self and the Beloved is still what is most sacred 

and celebrated even in this context, and what is more, the speaker goes on to imply that such a 

love was more satisfying than that now offered by the divine connection: “But though I have 

found thee, and thou my thirst hast fed / A holy thirsty dropsy melts mee yett” (7-8). The use of 

But in the former line, much like the opening use of Since, sets up an immediate qualification for 

all that the speaker says about his connection with the divine, for just as it was his erotic love that 

first inspired in him any interest in God at all, so here is the inadequacy of the divine connection 

once bereft of the Beloved intermediary revealed, since the speaker is still “thirsty” in  

spite of having supposedly “found” God. As Ronald Huebert remarks, “[the poem] creates a love 

triangle in which God has to compete with Donne, and has apparently won” since the Beloved is 

now in heaven (18), and yet this bereavement not only fails to resolve the conflict between the 

erotic and devotional aspects of the self, but rather, further exposes the tensions that exist 

between them.   

 This haunting sense of inadequacy in the divine connection is only aggravated in the  

sestet following, for once again the speaker opens with But, this time launching into the  

rhetorical question, “But why should I begg more Love, when thou / Dost woe my soule, for hers  
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offring all thine” (9-10). Why, in other words, is the speaker still feeling “thirsty” and  

unsatisfied, if God is offering himself as a replacement for the object of the speaker’s affection? 

In the last lines of the sonnet, the speaker portrays the divine relationship as one of jealousy and 

fundamental struggle, for it turns out that there are still many potential rivals for the speaker’s 

love after all, such as his “Love to Saints and Angels” (12), with the invocation of “Saints” 

hinting at a residual Catholic impulse that could be conceivably frowned upon by a more 

Protestant-leaning God, while “the World, fleshe, yea Devill” could also usurp God’s place in 

the speaker’s heart, and thus “putt thee out” (14). God’s “tender jealousy” (13) appears in this 

sonnet to be oppressive, with the adjective tender ringing slightly false, as though the speaker 

himself cannot reconcile what God’s love should feel like in theory with what the speaker is 

actually experiencing in practice. Whereas in “The Anniversarie” the speaker could bat away all 

“True and false feares” in the sanguine belief that he and his Beloved were “safe” from a 

“treason” only one or the other of the two could commit, the speaker in this sonnet is far less 

assured that the necessary fidelity between himself and God will hold out, and the sources of his 

“feares” seem far more numerous in the context of the divine relationship than they ever were 

within the confines of his erotic love. Although it may indeed have been his love for the Beloved 

that made a connection with God possible in the first place, the relationship between the 

devotional self and God as depicted in the Holy Sonnets will stress again and again how radically 

different this divine connection will be. The problem raised in this sonnet, with its uneasy 

revelation of the inadequacy of the divine connection in comparison with erotic love, is rarely 

satisfactorily resolved in the Holy Sonnets whenever the speaker depicts the relationship between 

the devotional self and God. The basis for the devotional self’s inability to feel a truly stable and 

meaningful direct connection with God seems to be twofold: the hierarchical nature of the 
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relationship and mysterious – often frightening – nature of God himself; and the supreme 

isolation that the devotional self often experiences even in all of his attempts to achieve a holy 

communion with the divine.  

 It has been noted by critics in the past that many of Donne’s love poems feature  

resistance towards paternal or other authoritative figures that seek to constrain the erotic self  

and thwart the fulfilment of his desires (Low 38), while Arthur Marotti claims of the Holy 

Sonnets,  

 These emotionally charged and intellectually tortuous poems enact personally and 

 socially the contradictory attitudes of assertion and submission that were basic to 

 Donne’s temperament, but that were heightened by the desperateness of his ambition in 

 the early Jacobean period . . . Whereas fathers and other authority figures are portrayed 

 negatively, often derisively, in Donne’s erotic and satiric verse . . . in the divine poems 

 the basic attitude is changed. (“Social Exile”, 84)  

I agree with Marotti in his description of the Holy Sonnets as “tortuous” and with his insight that 

the tensions between “assertion and submission” are a prominent theme throughout most of 

them, but profoundly disagree with his assertion that authoritative figures are depicted in a softer 

light in them, at least in the case of the most authoritative figure of all, God. As Low notes, 

“Three of the significant ways in which Donne relates to God in the divine poems are as king, 

master, and father” (68-69), and all three roles emphasize God’s supremacy and the speaker’s 

corresponding subservience. Absolutely none of these roles allow for the mutual, emotionally 

satisfying connection enjoyed by the erotic self and his Beloved, and as we shall see, this often 

results in a tortured spirituality marked by fear and violence instead of uncomplicated comfort. 

 The devotional self’s sense of abjection and helplessness before a terrifying God and the  
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lingering threat of eternal damnation is a marked element in several of the Holy Sonnets. In  

“Batter my heart, three-person’d God” (344), one of the most justly famous (and perhaps 

infamous) of the Holy Sonnets, the speaker rejects the idea that he can achieve communion with 

God through any gentle means, “for, you / As yet but knocke, breathe, shine, and seeke to 

mende” (1-2) to no real effect, he confesses to God. Instead, the speaker can only conceive of a 

successful relationship with the divine in terms of sheer brute force, and violent imagery is 

interwoven throughout the poem, from the speaker’s insistence, “That I may rise, and stand, 

o’erthrow me and bend / Your force, to breake, blowe, burn and make me new” (2-4), to the 

closing lines that have attracted much scandalized notice in literary criticism over the years: 

“imprison mee, for I / Except you’enthrall mee, never shall be free / Nor ever chast, except you 

ravish mee” (12-14). The emphasis on violence creates the impression of a connection with the 

divine that must be forced, a union that only God’s might can bring about since the speaker 

himself seems hesitant and weak, despite all his supposed “Labour to’admit [God]” (6) and his 

protestation that, “dearly I love you, and would be lov’d faine / But am betroth’d unto your 

enemie” (9-10). The easy-going, mutually-achieved union of the erotic self and the Beloved in 

poems such as “The Extasie” is absent, replaced instead by a connection that can only work if 

dictated from the top down, while the plea for a divine “ravish[ment]” or rape serves as a symbol 

of the speaker’s ultimate abasement before the divine.  

 The most striking feature of this sonnet, as summarized above, is its unabashed 

physicality. In the love poetry, we often witness Donne’s impulse to use sacralising language to 

elevate the erotic self’s connection with the Beloved, even – or perhaps especially – in regard to 

their sexuality; here in “Batter my heart, three-person’d God” the tendency is inverted, with the  

speaker attempting to make the abstract and purely metaphysical experience of the divine into  
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something brutally earthy and tangible. While Nancy Selleck provides incisive comments on  

how the theory of the humoral body impacts Donne’s conception of the self in general, Kimberly 

Anne Coles writes with a special focus on how Donne’s belief in the humoral body impacts his 

experience of faith: “For Donne, belief posits bodily consequences. The operation of the rational 

soul, reason, is subject to the body’s influence, but the body conversely responds to the 

conditions of the mind and soul” (905). What I would like to emphasize in my own reading is 

how the speaker of this sonnet has such a marked longing to experience faith in a way that is 

primarily physical, as though he simply cannot conceive of a communion with God that is based 

purely on the exercise of spiritual contemplation and reason, and longs for the sort of direct 

bodily experience that is so easy to achieve with the Beloved in an erotic relational context. It is 

therefore no surprise that his language is highly charged with eroticism, both in his insistence 

upon construing the dynamic between the devotional self, God, and the temptations of the devil 

as a love triangle in the line “dearly I love you, and would be lov’d faine / But am betroth’d unto 

your enemie” (9-10), and in the paradox he offers in claiming he will only achieve a state of 

being “chast” if God will “ravish” him (12-14). The erotic self’s frequent reliance upon bodily 

experience to channel or enhance communion with the Beloved is transferred to the devotional 

self’s attempts to connect with God, but of course, the devotional self’s desire for such a 

definitive experience is destined to be forever thwarted. The figure of the Beloved, whose self 

can blend effortlessly with the speaker’s through physical connection, has instead been replaced 

in the Holy Sonnets by a divine figure who is stern, mysterious – and maddeningly incorporeal 

and remote.     

 The sense that the speaker is caught within a hopelessly hierarchical relationship, and that  

God is a distant, threatening figure suited to violence is stressed elsewhere in the Holy Sonnets.  
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In “Thou hast made me, And shall thy worke decay?” (Shawcross 346), the speaker once more 

emphasizes his pitiful weakness, decrying how, “I dare not move my dimme eyes any way / 

Despaire behind, and death before doth cast / Such terrour, and my febled flesh doth waste” (5-

7), voicing his fears that his “sinne” will drag him “t’wards hell” (8). In many of the Songs and 

Sonnets, death is often characterized as offering posthumous victories for the erotic self and his 

Beloved, or is otherwise seen as almost an indifferent thing in light of the strength of the bond 

the erotic self and his Beloved will continue to enjoy even beyond the grave. For the devotional 

self, by contrast, death is terrifying, and carries with it the promise not of eternal reunion with the 

Beloved but the threat of endless suffering in “hell”. The only solution the speaker can imagine 

for these terrors is once again divine force in response to his submission, as he admits, “not one 

houre I can my selfe, sustaine” (12) and asks for God’s direct intervention: “Thy Grace may 

wing me to prevent his [Satan’s] art / And thou like Adamant draw mine iron heart” (13-14). We 

witness the same dynamic at play in “As due by many titles I resigne” (Shawcross 338-339) as 

well, for the speaker begins by trying to lay out the groundwork for establishing a connection 

with the divine, only to concede the inadequacy of all his own efforts. He tries to reassure 

himself, “I am thy sonne, made with thy selfe to shine / . . . Thy sheepe, thine image” (5, 7), but 

can only give way to despair in his admission, “I betray’d / My selfe, a temple of thy Spirit 

divine / Why doth the devil then usurpe in mee?” (7-9). As in “Batter my heart”, the only 

recourse available in light of the speaker’s intransigence and enduring taste for sin is to have God 

forcibly intervene, for “Except thou rise and for thine owne worke fight / Oh I shall soone 

despaire, when I doe see / That thou lov’st mankind well, yet wilt not chuse me” (11-13, italics 

mine). In other words, for all of his good intentions, the speaker cannot bring himself to  

piety and resignation through his own efforts, and thus creates a dynamic with God that is both  
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unremittingly hierarchical and based entirely on God’s power. Any chance at a mutual  

connection, or at least a connection based on easy surrender and a reassuring belief in one’s  

emotional safety, is repeatedly recognized by the devotional self as an impossibility.  

 In considering the relationship between the devotional self and the divine in these Holy 

Sonnets, I believe certain scholars are somewhat justified in attributing some elements within the 

poems to the influence of Calvinism. Paul Cefalu recognizes the stern paternal nature of God in 

these works, writing, “I believe that a fundamentally Calvinist view of the significance of filial 

fear as a precondition for the regeneration of the justified sinner runs throughout the Holy 

Sonnets” (76, italics mine), while another critic writes of how “the speaker of the Holy Sonnets 

abjectly expresses godly sorrow at his bondage to sin and repeatedly confesses his complete 

helplessness to relieve it without the intervention of God’s irresistible grace and the ‘hammers’ 

that godly preachers used to drive its necessity home” (Gimelli Martin, “Experimental 

Predestination”, 356, italics mine). It is, I think, undeniable that many of the speakers in the Holy 

Sonnets sometimes tend to lean more towards the idea of a Lutheran justification by faith or even 

a Calvinist taste for predestination, for as John Calvin writes in his seminal treatise, Institutes of 

the Christian Religion, 

 [T]he consciences of believers, while seeking the assurance of their justification before 

 God, must rise above the law, and think no more of obtaining justification by it. For 

 while the law, as has already been demonstrated (supra, chap. xvii. sec. 1), leaves not one 

 man righteous, we are either excluded from all hope of justification, or we must be loosed 

 from the law, and so loosed as that no account at all shall be taken of works . . . 

 Therefore, laying aside all mention of the law, and all idea of works, we must in the   

 matter of justification have recourse to the mercy of God only. (Volume II, Book III,   
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 131, italics mine).     

Echoes of this Calvinist precept are found in the sonnets examined above, as in “Batter my  

heart” when the speaker cries out, “I, like an usurpt towne, to’another due / Labour to admit you, 

but Oh, to no end” (5-6), or when in “As due by many titles I resigne” the speaker admits that his 

own efforts at piety have only resulted in him “betray[ing]” (7) himself and getting entangled 

once again with the devil (9-10). This persistent sense of the futility of the speaker’s own efforts, 

and of his inherently fallen nature, therefore often results in a very Protestant conception of how 

grace and salvation may be obtained – that is to say, only through the workings of an all-

powerful God, not through a mutual connection with the devotional self as an equal partner.  

 It would not, however, be fair to categorize Donne as a Calvinist based on traces of these 

tendencies alone. Paul M. Oliver is particularly astute in his observation that “the Holy Sonnets 

are often melodramatic and histrionic” in their tone (106), and is right to caution his fellow 

scholars and readers that, “Deducing a Protestant world-view from the Holy Sonnets means 

ignoring what their speakers say about Protestant beliefs and their tone of voice when they 

express those beliefs” (141). Indeed, one of the strange ironies of the devotional self’s flirtation 

with predestination thinking in the Holy Sonnets is that Calvin himself often insisted that his 

doctrine was a cure for fear and trembling before the spectre of damnation, not a cause for panic. 

It was Catholic belief in good works or the older Judaic conception of “the law”, he argued, that 

filled believers with such a terrible sense of fear and inadequacy, while his own doctrines on 

predestination and the inefficacy of works were supposed to have the opposite, salutary effect: 

“if freed from this severe exaction [of good works], or rather from the whole rigour of the law, 

they [the believers] hear themselves invited by God with paternal lenity, they will cheerfully and 

alertly obey the call, and follow his guidance” (Volume II, Book III, 133). Calvin’s portrait of his 
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liberated Christian believers, who are gently “invited” by a God who is characterized by a 

“paternal lenity”, is a far cry from the desperation and violence that marks the devotional self’s 

relationship with God in the Holy Sonnets, and Calvin’s insistence that said believers will be 

“cheerfully and alertly” receptive to God’s grace sounds more like a cruel joke in the context of 

how the experiences of Donne’s speakers are usually riddled with terror and sorrow. Therefore, 

while it is essential to recognize the Protestant (and especially Calvinist) elements in the way in 

which Donne’s speakers tend to conceptualize their faith, Oliver is right to stress that these 

beliefs are not accepted readily or with equanimity. Rather, the portrait we receive of the 

devotional self throughout most of the Holy Sonnets is one of conflict, doubt, fear, and 

dissatisfaction.   

 The underlying dissatisfaction that runs throughout many of the Holy Sonnets frequently 

leads to an emphasis on the isolation of the devotional self, who, torn between a rather 

frightening paternal God and a gnawing sense of his own hopeless inadequacy, is deprived of the 

sense of unity he so longs to possess in his communion with the divine. Once again, Oliver’s 

insights prove instructive, for he notes, “In nine of the nineteen Holy Sonnets the speaker 

addresses himself or his soul. Even when Donne’s speakers sound as if they think that they are 

addressing God, the addresses to the divine person have a hollow, amplified ring, as if those 

speaking are not at all sure that anyone is listening” (8, italics mine). Many of Donne’s love 

lyrics are enlivened by the tactic of directly addressing the Beloved, or imagining a third party as 

a witness responding in some way to their love, but this poetic technique rarely translates well 

into the Holy Sonnets at all. Perhaps this is because the devotional self is so often marked by 

uncertainty or fear instead of the erotic self’s saucy confidence, but it could also be that the 

choice of addressee is simply too complex and remote to create any real sense of dialogue: raised 
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in a climate marred by religious persecution and the endless squabbling of competing sects, 

Donne may have found it especially challenging to form a clear conception of God and the 

relationship of the devotional self with the divine, a misgiving that is of course openly expressed 

in “Show me deare Christ, thy spouse, so bright and cleare” (Shawcross 349), in which the 

speaker wonders which sect is the true Church of Christ. Donne’s speakers, for all of their 

desperation to feel a loving communion with God, fail repeatedly in their quest for connection, a 

circumstance perhaps born of, or at least aggravated by, the sense that the speakers are not even 

sure what exactly it is they are supposed to be loving, or how best to do so. 

 These unsteady and unsatisfying circumstances frequently have an interesting side-effect 

in many of the Holy Sonnets: the role of the Petrarchan lover, and all of the attendant 

conventions of Petrarchan love so robustly mocked and rejected by the speakers in the love 

poetry, suddenly comes into play in the devotional self’s quest for the divine. As noted by 

various critics, Petrarchan imagery permeates many of the sonnets and Donne’s other religious 

poetry (Marotti “Social Exile” 88; Dipasquale 102; Kuchar 537), while “Much of the dramatic 

power of Donne’s Holy Sonnets emerges as a result of the psychological ambivalence articulated 

through the complexly intersecting discourses of Protestant regeneration and Petrarchan sorrow” 

(Kuchar 541). The fusion between the traces of both Protestant and Petrarchan influences in the 

Holy Sonnets is made possible through the strange isolation found at the centre of both: while 

Protestantism emphasizes the supremacy of the individual believer’s direct relationship with God 

and “individually interpreted devotion” (Wilcox 14) above all other things in the quest for 

salvation, making faith an intensely private affair at heart, the conventional pose of the Petrachan 

lover is that of a man in lonely, endless pursuit of an unattainable feminine ideal. Dipasquale 

makes a similar point when she writes, “In most of the Holy Sonnets . . . the poet/speaker is a  
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man alone. His voice – like that of Petrarch in the Rime Sparse – rings out in a desolate space  

inhabited only by himself and the projected image of his Beloved; and, like Petrarch, he often  

speaks as much to himself as to the object of his devotion” (102). This intense Petrarchan 

isolation and the profound dissatisfaction found in the love for a remote object of affection is 

particularly vivid in two of the Holy Sonnets, “Oh, to vex me, contraryes meete in one” 

(Shawcross 350) and “O Might those sighes and teares returne againe” (347-348).     

 In the first of these two sonnets, Donne’s speaker begins by explicitly invoking the 

famous Petrarchan trope of the paradox: “Oh, to vex me, contraryes meete in one: / Inconstancy 

unnaturally hath begott / A constant habit” (1-3), the speaker complains, accusing himself of 

“chang[ing] in vowes, and in devotione” (4) in his relationship with the divine. In another neat 

reversal of the sacralisation of erotic love in the Songs and Sonnets, the speaker even goes on to 

secularize the unsteady affections he has toward God, admitting, “As humourous is my 

contritione / As my prophane Love, and as soon forgott” (5-6, italics mine). The Petrarchan 

paradoxes continue in the lines immediately following, in which the speaker speaks of himself 

as, “ridlingly distempered, cold and hott; / As praying, as mute; as infinite, as none” (7-8). The 

speaker then conceives of his relationship with God as akin to those of a lover attempting to woo 

a mistress when he explains how, “In prayers, and flattering speeches I court God” (10), with the 

mention of “flattering speeches” and “court[ing]” more seemingly suited for a seduction of a 

woman than for forging a truly pious connection with the divine. That God is more terrifying 

than a disdainful mistress is, however, acknowledged in the speaker’s occasional fits of 

“quak[ing] with true feare of his rod” (11), and his closing assertion that, “Those are my best 

dayes, when I shake with feare” (14). The repetition of feare emphasizes the fact that, as is the 

case in almost all of the Holy Sonnets, the devotional self’s experience of God is one deeply 
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rooted in foreboding and anxiety over potential damnation – indeed, the speaker’s insistence that 

his “best dayes” in terms of his faith are those on which he “shake[s] with feare” seems to 

underline the speaker’s belief that a connection with the divine cannot feel easy, pleasant, or 

even remotely mutual in character, but is instead only made possible through the recognition of a 

rigid hierarchy and the sense that a vengeful God could strike him down at any time. Throughout 

this sonnet, the speaker does indeed seem to be engaged in, to borrow Dipasquale’s phrase, 

“speak[ing] as much to himself as to the object of his devotion” (102), and what is worthy of 

particular notice is how God remains silent: there is not even an attempt to construct the poem in 

terms of a dialogue, for it is not God who is rebuking the changeable devotion of the speaker, but 

the speaker himself. The devotional self stands alone, pursuing a futile holy courtship of a 

remote figure he fears, thereby enacting the dramatic highs and lows of the connection entirely 

within himself instead of through a give-and-take interaction with the divine party.  

 In “O Might those sighes and teares returne againe”, the speaker adopts the pose of a 

pensive and long-suffering Petrarchan figure trying desperately to conjure up and maintain the 

proper feelings for the divine object of his devotion, wishing, 

 That I might in this holy discontent 

 Mourne with some fruit, as I have mourn’d in vaine; 

 In mine Idolatry, what showers of raine 

 Mine eyes did waste? what griefs my heart did rent? 

 That sufferance was my sinne, now I repent (3-7).  

There are two ways to read this passage, both interesting. The most straightforward reading 

suggests that, as with the “prophane Love” in the sonnet analyzed above, the speaker’s fears that 

his feelings for God are mere “Idolatry” instead of genuine devotion speaks to the struggle  
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of the devotional self to experience a genuine love for the divine. The only thing that the speaker  

seems to actually feel, in spite of all of his efforts, is no more than a “holy discontent”, which is 

more or less the one reliable emotion to be found in most of the Holy Sonnets. But read another 

way, the passage makes a rather poignant point in a different respect: perhaps the “Idolatry” 

mentioned could also be interpreted as a reference to the loves the erotic self enjoyed in the past, 

with the “showers of raine” and the “griefs” that “[his] heart did rent” referring to the way in 

which strong emotion was either readily enough felt or passably feigned when the object of the 

self’s affections was a human mistress and not an unknowable deity. Such a reading seems 

plausible when considered in light of the Petrarchan situations and tropes the sonnet evokes as a 

whole, with even the opening line with its “sighes and teares” so openly reminiscent of the 

conventions of suffering and pining found in the lyrics of both Petrarch and his later imitators.  

 Once again, the utilization of Petrarchan elements within the context of the devotional 

self’s relationship with the divine is highly revealing, for in the words of Dipasquale, “Donne is 

concerned less with the gap between the sacred and the profane than with the gap between the 

effectual and the ineffectual . . . For him, Petrarchism is problematic even in a sacred context 

precisely because it is the poetics of an eternally suffering, definitively frustrated longing, rather 

than of love’s fruition” (146). I entirely endorse Dipasquale’s assessment of the fundamental 

problem with Petrarchan poetics that Donne’s Holy Sonnets brings to the fore, but would also 

suggest that the absence of “love’s fruition” constitutes the very essence of “the gap between the 

sacred and the profane” as Donne understands it in his secular verse. In Donne’s love lyrics, 

Petrarchism is one option amongst many that can be rejected simply through the lovers’ choosing 

to forge a reciprocated and mutually satisfying connection with one another; in the relationship 

between the devotional self and the divine, by contrast, Petrarchan isolation and “definitively  
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frustrated longing” is the inescapable default. The devotional self may attempt to construct his  

relationship with God in terms of a love affair, perhaps in an effort to make the divine seem more 

knowable and reachable, but virtually all of Donne’s speakers in the Holy Sonnets come up 

against the same problem whenever they attempt to do so: inevitably, this is a love affair that, 

due to its hierarchical nature and the terrifyingly sublime character of the beloved object, can 

never exist outside of the dynamic of a never-ending, fruitless courtship. Therefore, while the 

erotic self always enjoys the possibility – and quite frequently, the reality – of “love’s fruition”, 

the devotional self enjoys no such respite, and is left struggling in isolation and doubt.  

 There is, however, a possible way out of the “tortured religious interiority” (Sweetnam 

11) documented to such memorable effect throughout the Holy Sonnets. As explained above, in 

“Since she whome I lovd” Donne’s speaker admits that his love for God was first facilitated only 

through his  “admyring” of his Beloved, and frets over his uneasy recognition that, deprived of 

his Beloved as spiritual intermediary, he is left feeling “thirsty” by the God who is supposed to 

be able to quench his spiritual longings directly and exclusively, but who is failing to do so. In 

his role as the Dean of St. Paul’s Cathedral, Donne offers an alternative to the problem of the 

devotional self’s isolation, which becomes a dominant theme in his Devotions and sermons: it is 

through human connection that the devotional self can find spiritual nourishment and a pathway 

to God, only this time in the form of an entire Christian community instead of just the figure of 

the Beloved. Rejecting the austere individualism of the more severe Protestant sects in favour of 

a spirituality that leaves room for both the private devotional self and for the role of the 

communal, Donne’s religious prose works reconcile the gaps between erotic and devotional 

selfhoods, and the human and the divine. 
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III. The Devotional Self and the Christian Community 

 Donne’s fraught familial history and the tense religious climate in which he lived made  

Donne uniquely sensitive to the pressures of his day, and doubtless goes a long way in 

explaining his courageous commitment to promoting religious toleration between the competing 

sects of Christendom. Donne’s younger brother Henry died in prison on charges of harbouring a 

Catholic priest, while two of his maternal uncles became Jesuit missionaries in England, with 

tragic results (Valbuena, “Casuistry” 49-50). In an oft-cited prefatory passage of Pseudo-Martyr, 

his treatise written in support of the Oath of Allegiance ushered in by King James I in the wake 

of the failed Gunpowder Plot (Questier 1134-1135), Donne acknowledges the history of his own 

family’s suffering for Catholicism:  

 [A]s I am a Christian, I have beene ever kept awake in meditation of Martyrdome, by 

 being derived from such a stocke and race, as, I beleeve, no family (which is not of farre 

 larger extent, and greater branches) hath endured and suffered more in their persons and 

 fortunes, for obeying the Teachers of Roman Doctrine, then it hath done. I did not 

 therefore enter into this [writing of the treatise], as a carnall or over-indulgent favourer of 

 this life, but out of such reasons, as may arise to his knowledge, who shall be pleased to 

 read the whole worke. (Pseudo-Martyr 8)  

Donne’s self-conscious protestation that he writes not as “a carnall or over-indulgent favourer of 

this life” in his stance against Catholic martyrdom, but rather, as someone who has lived as a 

witness to the tragedies of persecution and death for religious reasons within his own family, 

signals to the reader not only his hard-won experience, but also his sympathetic understanding 

towards those who feel deeply conflicted between their loyalty to their faith and to the state. As 

Valbuena recognizes, “Precisely because his own kinsmen were tortured and executed under  
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Henry and Elizabeth, Donne takes pains to acknowledge the sincere if misguided conviction of  

certain martyrs even though he does not accept the authenticity, less so, the necessity of their  

martyrdom” (Subjects, 64). She goes on to observe that, “Donne holds a sceptical view of 

martyrdom under all circumstances and in any historical period. Even where he recognizes the 

authentic fervour of early Christians living under the religious persecutors of the Roman Empire, 

he nevertheless limits his praise of their martyrdom” (ibid). It seems certain that it was largely 

the haunting legacy of these family tragedies that led Donne to advocate for Christians to adopt a 

more pragmatic view of the divisions between temporal and spiritual affairs, instead of 

conflating the two to such deadly effect. As Valbuena explains, Donne’s main tactic in Pseudo-

Martyr was to argue for “the plausibility of a mixed allegiance, one that can maintain an internal 

truth different from the external gesture that protects it” (“Casuistry, 66) – that is to say, Donne 

tries to persuade his Catholic readers that one can take the Oath for the sake of temporal 

obedience even if one does not privately agree with all of the state’s religious precepts or actions. 

 Furthermore, it is not just in Pseudo-Martyr, but even in his public sermons that Donne 

stresses that stability and harmony within a kingdom are of paramount importance, and can only 

be achieved – so he argues – through conformity with the dictates of the state: “God hath 

commended our spirits, not onely our civill peace, but our Religion too, into the hand of the 

Magistrate. And therefore when the Apostle says, Studie to bee quiet . . . the just discharge of the 

duties of our severall places, is no disquieting to any man” (Psalms and Gospels, 77). Even 

under the worst of governments, which may reject Christianity wholesale, Donne still counsels 

his congregation to accept oppression as the will of God, encouraging them to once again find 

comfort in the private internal convictions of the devotional self:     

 [H]owever there may be Circumstances which may prevaile either upon humane   
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 infirmity, or upon a rectified Conscience, or howsoever God in his Judgements may cast   

 a cloud upon his own sunne, and darken the glory of the Gospel, in some place, for some  

 time, yet, though we lose our Ranan, our publique Rejoycing, we shall never lose our   

 Shamach, our inward gladnesse, that God is our God, and we his servants for all this. 

 God will never leave his servants without this internall joy. (Psalms and Gospels, 68, 

 phrase italics mine) 

Donne’s advocacy for believers to concentrate upon the “inward gladnesse” and the “internall 

joy” inspired by their faith, as opposed to rebelling against any state in the name of religious 

fidelity, is a hugely important step on the long road to religious toleration in England. Instead of 

viewing the state as a sort of battleground, in which the government must reflect the views of the 

One True Church (whatever church that may be), Donne instead dares to suggest that the faith of 

believers can still be pure and true even if they are unable to practice the sort of “publique 

Rejoycing” that they would wish. In positing the devotional self as the ultimate refuge for an 

individual’s faith, Donne forges a path for calming the unbearable tensions between the 

competing sects conflating political dominance with the practice of their religion.  

 Donne is not content with merely speaking out against needless martyrdom, either: in 

some of the most astonishing passages he ever wrote for his Sermons, Donne uses his pulpit at 

St. Paul’s to condemn the torture of religious dissidents (Psalms and Gospels 211-212), and calls 

upon his hearers to cease their merciless persecution of one another. Donne repeatedly argues 

that the competing individual Protestant sects, and even the two great rival camps of Catholicism 

and Protestantism, are still united in terms of the essential fundamentals of Christian belief, and 

asserts, “Except it were in fundamentall Articles of Faith, our selves should not be so bitter 

towards one another, our Adversarie [Rome] should be not bee so uncharitable against us all” 
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(82). Any differing opinions on matters apart from the fundamental articles of the faith are what 

Donne dubs the “inessentials” in religion, and are more a matter of preference, particularly in 

terms of rituals and devotional practices, than they are of foundational doctrines (90). It is only in 

denying the fundamental articles of faith – such as, for example, the redemptive quality of the 

death and resurrection of Jesus – that one can commit heresy, and even then, Donne counsels 

caution: “It is a fault to say, Alas, let him alone, he is but a Heretique; but, to say, Alas, hope 

well of him, till you bee better sure, that hee is a Heretique, is charitably spoken. God knows, the 

sharpe and sowre Name of Heretique, was too soone let loose, and too fast spread in many places 

of the world” (79), adding, “the Righteous lookes to Foundations, before hee will be scandalized 

himselfe, or condemne another” (80). In challenging his congregation to look upon their fellow 

Christians with charity and tolerance, Donne dares to reject the persecutions and widespread 

religious warfare of his time, offering an alternative in the form of a Christian community that is 

truly trans-denominational and universal, regardless of sectarian allegiances. Even when 

referencing the two extremes most mistrusted in the Jacobean era, Catholicism and the radical 

“Puritan” Calvinists (Lunderberg 115), Donne chooses self-identification in the name of 

fundamentals in place of condemnation: “Men and Brethren, I am a Papist, that is, I will fast and 

pray as much as any Papist . . . Men and Brethren, I am a Puritan, that is I wil endeavour to be 

pure, as my Father in heaven is pure, as far as any Puritan” (Sermons IX 66, qtd in Sweetnam 

89). Donne’s vision of Christianity is thus firmly rooted in a commitment to creating a sense of 

unity across divisions, and his pleas from the pulpit for charity and understanding instead of 

hatred and rivalry are all pressed into the service of combating the unending tensions of his day.  

 Donne’s longing for a healing of religious divisions and his stubborn belief in the 

brotherhood of all Christians is reflected in his conception of the relationship between the 
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devotional self and the Christian community. While the Holy Sonnets frequently chronicle the 

devotional self in perennially frustrating isolation, struggling alone to forge a connection with the 

divine, Donne’s Sermons and Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions suggest that Donne, in his 

role as clergyman, recognizes that the conception of a universal community can offer a cure for 

the loneliness that threatens the devotional self. The Devotions, penned in 1624 while Donne was 

confined to his sickbed and in danger of his life, provide an instructive link between the private 

anguish of the Holy Sonnets and the developing thought of Donne in his role as a priest. One of 

Donne’s favourite metaphors, that of man as a “little world”, comes repeatedly into play in his 

reflections upon the nature of the devotional self, and in the Devotions is imbued with a special 

significance (Morrissey 37). Although still constantly aware of the fragility and changeability of 

man’s nature – he was, after all, very ill at the time of writing – Donne’s reflections upon the 

nature of the devotional self are tinged with a fresh optimism, which enables him to elevate the 

devotional self as a symbol of something that is greater than a mere sum of its parts: “It is too 

little to call man a little world; except God, man is a diminutive to nothing. Man consists of more 

pieces, more parts, than the world; than the world doth, nay, than the world is. And if those 

pieces were extended, and stretched out in man as they are in the world, man would be the giant, 

and the world the dwarf” (19). However, instead of dwelling obsessively upon the devotional self 

as a “little world” in isolation, riddled with sin and despair as in the Holy Sonnets (“I am a little 

world made cunningly”, Shawcross 347), the Devotions witnesses Donne making vivid links 

between the devotional self and the wider community that it represents in microcosm:  

 A man, that is a world, is all the things in the world . . . A man extends to his act and to 

 his example; to that which he does, and that which he teaches; so do those things that 

 concern him, so do these bells; that which rung yesterday was to convey him out of the   
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 world in his van, in his soul . . . and this continuing ringing after his entering [the church]  

 is to bring him to me in the application. (100) 

In arguing that a man, although enjoying the status of a “world” in the very nature of the self, is  

not confined to that self, Donne signals a shift from viewing the devotional self in isolation to 

regarding the self in connection with the wider Christian community. Since every individual 

“extends to his act and to his example”, and is in turn affected by “those things that concern 

him”, the self is not imprisoned all alone in a spiritual quest, a circumstance that is emphasized 

in Donne’s acknowledgement that the bells tolling for a deceased man “bring him to [Donne]” 

and remind him of their shared human nature. A similar passage stresses the same sort of point, 

in which Donne writes, “Here the bells can scarce solemnize the funeral of any person, but that I 

knew him, or knew that he was my neighbour: we dwelt in houses near to one another before, but 

now he is gone into that house into which I must follow him” (97). The loneliest of all human 

experiences – death – is here transformed in one stroke into the ultimate emblem of human 

community, as Donne’s linking of the earthly “houses” in which he and his neighbour lived with 

the otherworldly “house” of the dead emphasizes the shared experience of all human beings, and 

suggests that just as men dwell together on earth, so too shall we dwell together in the eternal 

“house” that awaits us beyond death. As Elena Levy-Navaro writes, “The tolling of the bells 

comforts pious readers with the assurance that they are a part of a larger communion of the 

saints. The vision of this larger heavenly communion at the heart of the Devotions requires that 

readers break down all of the numerous categories that divide Christian from Christian” (286-

287, italics mine). In passages such as these, Donne breaks down not just the “divide” between 

rival Christian sects, as Levy-Navaro argues, but also blurs the boundaries that separate the 

devotional self from the wider Christian community. The cure for spiritual struggle and isolation,  
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Donne suggests, lies in recognizing that we are never alone after all. 

 Finally, I wish to conclude my analysis in this section by briefly acknowledging the 

powerful way in which Donne’s conception of the devotional self as part of a greater whole lends  

itself to a poignant humanism, one that further erodes the isolation of the self by encouraging 

each individual to identify himself with others, just as the tolling of the bells reminds the ailing 

Donne of the “house” of death that will eventually reunite us all. In perhaps the most famous 

passage Donne ever wrote, Donne once again draws upon the inspiration of the tolling bells to 

emphasize the inherent interconnectedness of all human beings with one another: 

 No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, a part of the 

 main. If a clod be washed away by the sea, Europe is the less, as well as if a promontory 

 were, as well as if a manor of thy friend’s or of thine own were: any man’s death 

 diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind, and therefore never send to know for 

 whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee. (103) 

This, I argue, is the central revelation of the Devotions, and it reveals a highly important aspect 

of Donne’s conception of the self. In standing apart from the tortured isolation of the devotional 

self in the Holy Sonnets, and even moving beyond the anti-public exclusivity of the connection 

of the erotic self and his Beloved in the love lyrics, Donne here promotes the idea of each 

individual self playing an essential role in a wider, all-embracing community. What is more, the 

recognition of our shared humanity has important repercussions for the universal Christian 

community Donne dreamed of, leading him to encourage his congregation in one of his Sermons 

to use emphatic self-identification as a means to finding the path of spiritual fulfilment and true 

Christian charity:  

 God does all that he can for us; And therefore when we see others in distresse, whether   
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 nationall, or personall calamities . . . let us goe Gods way, all the way . . . Let us make   

 that Man according unto our image, let us consider our selves in him, and make our case 

 his . . . Let us, with all the power we have, remove or slacken those calamities that lie  

 upon them. (Psalms and Gospels, 56, italics mine)  

Here, then, is the solution offered for the problem of the devotional self’s struggle as depicted in 

the Holy Sonnets: to recognize our obligations to one another and our ineradicable connections to 

our fellow human beings, through learning to “consider our selves” in each another and to “make 

our case his” whenever possible. It is through this connection between the devotional self and the 

universal Christian community that all struggles and sorrows can be overcome, whether 

“nationall, or personall”. The devotional self, Donne seeks to reassure us, may often feel alone, 

but in reality, we are “little worlds” that belong to a larger world, and it is this that furnishes us 

with our spiritual purpose and our comfort. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

 Donne’s multi-faceted talents reflect a poet whose thought was as deeply complex and 

surprising as any of his metaphysical poems, and perhaps nowhere is this more evident than in 

his various conceptions of erotic and devotional selfhood. From the anti-Petrarchan love between 

the erotic self and his Beloved that challenges the supremacy of the public realm by valorizing 

the world of private emotion, to the unsatisfying struggle of the devotional self to commune 

alone with God, to the devotional self’s incorporation into a wider community, Donne’s poetry 

and prose offer one writer’s exploration of multiple contexts for selfhood. As ever, however, 

what remains most intriguing is not the answers, but the unanswered questions: can these 

competing conceptions of selfhood be integrated with one another? And what, if anything,  
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can the contrast afforded by the Holy Sonnets and the Devotions and Sermons teach us  

about Donne’s spirituality and overall sense of selfhood? 

 To begin with the former question, my answer is, “possibly”. In some ways, there are 

certain continuities that link Donne’s three main conceptions of selfhood. As noted above,  

the grieving speaker’s willingness in “Since she whome I lovd” to credit his Beloved with having 

nurtured his interest in God represents a thread between the erotic self and the devotional one, 

since the sacralised, exclusive love between the erotic self and his Beloved has in turn fostered 

his devotional self. The dissatisfaction and fears that grip the devotional self in the Holy Sonnets 

when left entirely alone to wrangle with God nevertheless suggests that, without an intermediary, 

the devotional self cannot find any spiritual peace. The reliance upon, and celebration of, a 

universal Christian community does, then, in some sense echo the role the Beloved plays in 

bringing the devotional self to God: it is only through human connection that spiritual connection 

becomes possible. In the face of the abstract and unknowable nature of the divine, we can only 

seek to understand something of the human condition and divine love through identifying with 

one another and seeking to unite ourselves into a single community. 

 What, then, do these findings tell us about Donne’s spirituality and selfhood? I opened 

my second section with the disclaimer that I do not seek to assign a strict sectarian allegiance to 

Donne, and I believe my stance is justified, since Donne’s consistency in blending Catholic and 

Protestant elements into his poetry and theological works throughout his life is well-documented 

(Todd 38; Morrissey 29; Martin, “Unmeate Contraryes”, 198). Levy-Navaro describes Donne as 

an “anti-polemicist” (274), a term that I find particularly apt, as Donne’s rejection of the endless 

religious divisions of his day forms the foundation for his promotion of Christian community. 

Ultimately, however, I remain most committed to Donne as a literary artist, and the portrait that 
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emerges of his sense of selfhood has one element that is ever-present: his belief that, for all that 

we are “little worlds” worthy of celebration, the defining characteristic of our selfhood is our 

craving for interdependent connection with others, in both erotic and religious contexts. In this 

respect, at least, the erotic and devotional selfhoods of Donne are forever united as one. 
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Chapter III 
“Thyself Not Free, But to Thyself Enthralled”: Selfhood and Conceptions of Liberty in John 

Milton’s Paradise Lost 
  

 “He went to travel about the year 1638 and was abroad about a year’s space, chiefly in 

Italy,” John Aubrey writes simply in his Minutes in the Life of Mr. John Milton (xxiii). Although 

Aubrey’s brief acknowledgement does little to impart a sense of the lasting legacy of this trip, in 

truth, the young Milton’s time spent travelling “chiefly in Italy” would provide him with 

intellectual inspiration that would last a lifetime. As Catherine Gimelli Martin reveals at length 

in her recent Milton’s Italy (2017), Milton’s 1638-39 journey planted the seeds of an ambitious 

quest: “Milton’s 1638 prose letter to Buonmattei clearly indicates his interest in uniting the 

strengths of the ‘barbarian north’ with the glories of the Greek and Italian past” (63). In order to 

achieve this, she writes, Milton believed that his native England should “strengthen its citizenry” 

by emulating various Italian practices, such as the “establish[ment of] private academies like 

those he was ‘favor’d to resort’ to in Florence, and entertain the masses with ‘artful’ public 

recitations like those he witnessed in Rome” (ibid). Even when back on English shores, Milton 

continued his love affair with Italy remotely via his arduous reading habits, in which he 

“extensively annotated Machiavelli, Guicciardini, [and] Paolo Scarpi” amongst other Italian 

giants, such as Ariosto (3). Furthermore, Martin tells us that he was still studying “Machiavelli 

and other Italian historians even after his blindness became complete in 1652” (4). Until the end 

of his life, Italy and its ancient culture remained an important feature of Milton’s intellectual 

landscape.    

 Although Milton’s admiration for Italy is well-documented in his biographical record, the 

full implications of the Italian influence in his own life and thought has been comparatively 

underrepresented in the scholarship surrounding his work (ibid). This neglect is all the more  
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puzzling when, upon careful investigation, the extent of the Italian influence upon Milton’s most  

iconic political beliefs becomes apparent. Milton’s reading of Italian political theorists such as 

Machiavelli was not “peripheral or belated” (4) in terms of its influence upon his ideas, as Martin 

recognizes many Milton scholars have traditionally believed, but rather, was central to the vision 

of ideal republicanism that he developed over the course of his political and literary life. Such 

republican beliefs shaped, in turn, how Milton conceived of key elements that are at the very 

heart of his politics, such as the nature of selfhood and liberty. In paying closer attention to the 

ideas propagated by the Italian republican tradition, we can better understand what Milton 

believed, and why, and how these ideas informed Milton’s greatest literary art. 

 This chapter explores the ways in which Milton dramatizes the tensions inherent in the 

relationship between selfhood and political community in Paradise Lost, tracing how a 

distinctively Italianate, positive conception of liberty ultimately emerges as the key to both a 

fulfilling sense of interdependent selfhood and as the cornerstone of a harmonious wider 

community. In my analysis, the competing conceptions of liberty depicted in Paradise Lost 

emerge both as a lucid testament to the complexities of selfhood and the human desire for self-

determination, while Milton’s Italianate political ideal consistently acts as a counterbalance to 

the dangers found at the very heart of Satan’s self-obsessed negative liberty. Thus, over the 

course of the epic, Milton offers his readers an attempted justification not just of the mysterious 

ways of God, but also a justification of a conception of liberty that places the self in a position of 

service and interdependence instead of one of self-sufficiency and domination.    

 I begin my analysis with a basic overview of Isaiah Berlin’s influential definitions of 

negative and positive liberty, explaining how these concepts apply to the republican political 

theories of Niccolò Machiavelli and Francesco Guicciardini. I argue that the Italian tendency to  
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favour a positive form of liberty gives rise to a conception of selfhood and community that  

proves crucial to understanding Milton’s portrayal of liberty in Paradise Lost. In my second 

section, I interpret Satan and his hellish community as the embodiment of a wholly negative 

conception of liberty, examining the ways in which Satan’s distorted understanding of selfhood  

leads both to his initial rebellion and his increasing isolation, turning his ostensible quest for 

liberty into a ruinous exercise in self-entrapment. In my third section, I turn to Adam and Eve, 

analyzing how their positive conception of liberty is first subtly undermined, and then ultimately 

destroyed, by their giving in to a false conception of the self, which threatens both their marital 

union and their relationship to God’s heavenly community after the Fall. Throughout this 

chapter, my analysis demonstrates that Milton does not fit easily into the role of progenitor of 

more modern liberal conceptions of selfhood and liberty, but rather, challenges many of the 

assumptions that underlie much of the political rhetoric we have grown accustomed to in 21st-

century democracies, especially in regard to the self. 

 

I. Conceptions of Liberty and Italian Republicanism  

 In one of his most famous essays, “Two Concepts of Liberty”, Isaiah Berlin attempts to 

divide political conceptions of liberty into two main camps: the negative conception of liberty, 

and the positive conception. The negative conception of liberty, he writes, is based heavily upon 

a principle of non-interference for the individual subject or citizen, for, “I am normally said to be 

free to the degree to which no man or body of men interferes with my activity. Political liberty in 

this sense is simply the area within which a man can act unobstructed by others” (122). 

Therefore, as Berlin explains,  

 [Negative] liberty in this sense means freedom from; absence of interference beyond the   
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 shifting, but always recognizable frontier . . . Every plea for civil liberties and individual   

 rights, every protest against exploitation and humiliation, against the encroachment of 

 public authority, or the mass hypnosis of custom or organized propaganda, springs from 

 this individualistic, and much disputed, conception of man. (127;128)  

Negative liberty is, in other words, a conception of liberty primarily preoccupied with the 

demarcations of the individual self within a political context, an attempt to create a space in 

which the self can operate more or less independently of external coercion and which asserts, to  

some degree, individual autonomy. Berlin also claims that “liberty in this sense is not 

incompatible with some kinds of autocracy, or at any rate with the absence of self-government . . 

. there is no necessary connexion between individual liberty and democratic rule. The answer to 

the question ‘Who governs me?’ is logically distinct from the question ‘How far does 

government interfere with me?’” (130). While I would dispute Berlin’s assertion,1 the general 

point that Berlin seems to make is that it is entirely possible to enjoy a form of liberty that is 

separate from one’s relationship to the state or to the wider community, and that there are 

perhaps some rights that can be exercised even under the most oppressive forms of rule. More 

interestingly, the conception of negative liberty as primarily a form of non-interference is one 

that continues to play a central role in the liberal tradition found in many modern democracies, 

for as David Harris Sacks writes,  

 the paradigmatic liberal treats the state as an artificial construction . . . the rights of 

 persons are formally protected against interference with their exercise, but their duties as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"!This claim is one of the occasions on which I would accuse Berlin of being slightly muddled in his thinking, 
insofar as an autocratic or more authoritarian form of rule tends to treat individual subjects’ liberty as expendable 
and severely limited, as too much autonomy for individuals is an inherent threat to the more totalizing nature of 
autocratic power. The fact that modern liberal democracies tend to grant individuals the greatest degree of non-
interference from the state would suggest that the question “Who governs me?” is directly related to the answer to 
the question, “How far does the government interfere with me?” 
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 citizens result only from their personal choices and consent, based on a calculation of 

 their costs and benefits to individual welfare . . . The result is that society is no more than 

 the sum of its component parts. (69-70) 

As Sacks illustrates in this passage, in liberalism, liberty is often defined in terms of negative 

liberty in the sense that the emphasis is consistently placed on the individual, who occupies a 

privileged and central place in liberal political discourse, while the state is viewed as an 

“artificial construction” which exists to formally safeguard individual rights. As Sacks  

also suggests here, this results in a political community in which participation is entirely  

voluntary and which is generally predicated more upon “individual welfare” than the welfare of 

the state itself or any kind of greater collective.       

 By contrast, the positive conception of liberty is, in Berlin’s definition, “not freedom 

from, but freedom to” (131). The positive form of liberty tends to place more emphasis on the 

communal good than on individual welfare, with the result that individual subjects or citizens 

must learn to sacrifice private self-interest for the sake of the political community, while having 

duties placed upon them that are more exacting and not necessarily voluntary. In Berlin’s 

analysis, positive liberty can sometimes have a utopian element to it, with individual rights being 

overruled for the good of the community in ways that Berlin depicts as slightly elitist: “The 

reason within me, if it is to triumph, must eliminate and suppress my ‘lower’ instincts . . . 

similarly (the fatal transition from individual to social concepts is almost imperceptible) the 

higher elements in society – the better educated, the more rational . . . – may exercise 

compulsion to rationalize the irrational section of society” (150, italics mine). In a positive 

conception of liberty, non-interference is not the main aim of liberty – rather, active participation 

in the best possible community becomes the end goal, and if this means that some citizens (“the 
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better educated, the more rational”, in Berlin’s phrase) are better equipped to make important 

decisions than others and must force those less rational than themselves to comply and improve, 

then so be it. What ultimately matters most in a positive conception of liberty, then, is not how 

freely the individual can act in accordance with his own whims, but how well the political 

community functions as a whole.    

 Elements of the positive conception of liberty can be traced in a nascent form throughout 

much of the republican political tradition, stretching all the way back to the ancients:  

 The republican holds, with Aristotle, that ‘the state is a creation of nature, and that man is 

 by nature a political animal’, and he believes, with Cicero, that ‘we are not born for 

 ourselves alone, [. . . ] but our country claims a share of our being, and our friends a   

 share’. Hence he equates virtue with citizenship and maintains that public service is a  

 positive duty to anyone equipped for it. Liberty here can only be found in a free state. 

 (Sacks 69) 

It is worth pausing to take special notice of a few of the most important differences between the 

negative liberty of liberalism and the positive liberty of traditional republicanism, as some of 

these differences will later play a central role in my analysis of liberty in Paradise Lost. While 

liberalism views the state as an “artificial construction” that should interfere as little as possible 

with the individual’s actions and preferences, traditional republicanism sees the state as a 

“creation of nature” and stresses that man is “by nature a political animal”, as Aristotle asserts. 

The state, far from being an artificial and sometimes even irrelevant abstraction, is viewed as a 

natural phenomenon within republican thought, and political duty is likewise depicted as 

something inherent in human nature, not an invented activity that one can choose to either accept 

or forgo in accordance with one’s wishes. The quotation from Cicero serves as a good illustration 
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of some of the rationale behind the idea that active political participation ought to be demanded 

of “anyone equipped for it”, as Cicero’s maxim that we are not born just for the sake of our own 

selves and for the fulfilment of our private desires, but also for the sake of our country and wider 

social communities, stresses that the individual can only be understood within a larger political 

context, and that he must therefore live and act not just for his own benefit, but for the benefit of 

others and for the good of his country as a whole. Positive liberty therefore takes as its central 

tenet not the liberty to privately act as one wishes without interference, but the liberty to 

participate within a political community in whatever capacity one has, in order that each 

individual may find fulfilment and purpose through actively and publicly contributing to the 

good of that community. This is, to borrow a phrase from Jonathan Scott, “a vision of liberty not 

from government, but through it” (599, italics mine). 

 With Berlin’s two general definitions of negative and positive liberty in mind, I would 

like to turn to the Italian republican tradition of the Renaissance, which exercised an influential 

role in the development of Milton’s own conceptions of liberty. As Catherine Gimelli Martin 

writes,  

 ‘Positive liberty’ with its theories of equal civic participation and individual self-

 fulfilment did not yet exist in Milton’s era, but [Quentin] Skinner and Philip Pettit 

 persuasively argue that Machiavellian forms of classical republicanism come close. 

 Emphasizing that personal virtù and citizen participation were essential to any properly 

 balanced or ‘mixed’ government . . . [republican] theories were grounded in Polybius, 

 Livy, Cicero, Aristotle, and their later, mostly Italian republican commentators from 

 Dante through Machiavelli. (200-201) 

In offering a preliminary overview of some of the Italian conceptions of liberty most relevant to  
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my analysis of Paradise Lost, I have chosen to focus on the political thought of Machiavelli and  

Guicciardini, as the influence of both Italian political theorists can be traced with certainty 

throughout Milton’s Commonplace Book (Martin, 34; Worden 232-233). Furthermore, Wyman 

H. Heredeen emphasizes the active and dynamic relationship Milton had with these Italian 

thinkers, noting how “[Milton’s] citations of Machiavelli in the Commonplace Book are 

functionally different from those of his other, more modern native sources in that they are used 

to state political theories or to buttress Milton’s own essential polemical points,” adding, “Milton 

obviously viewed Machiavelli not as the source of the satanic rebel of stage and screed, but as a  

political historian dealing with the fundamental questions of freedom, social covenants, and  

reform. With similar purposefulness, he cites Guicciardini to illustrate historical limitations on 

monarchical authority” (436). In considering some of the main tenets regarding the nature of 

liberty and the relationship between the self and the political community in the works of these 

two Italians, we can begin to excavate some of the ideals that were to prove fundamental to 

Milton’s depiction of competing notions of liberty in Paradise Lost.          

   Of fundamental importance is the consistent emphasis both Machiavelli and 

Guicciardini place upon the good of the community as being the ultimate end of liberty in a 

republic, and their corresponding insistence upon the necessary participation of virtuous citizens 

in order to achieve that good. As David Norbrook explains, “The ‘civic humanism’ that 

originated in the Italian city states, and became widely diffused in northern Europe . . . [placed] 

strong emphasis on the vita activa, on public service” (11), with the result that “Early modern 

republicanism differed from modern liberalism in being concerned with civic virtue and 

responsibility more than with individual rights” (19, italics mine). This belief in civic service is 

one of the hallmarks of Milton’s thought, for “Milton insists .  . . [that] unless individuals were  
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willing and able to place their capacities at the disposal of the commonwealth . . . the  

commonwealth would collapse” (Dzelzainis, “Classical”, 21). Likewise, for Italian republicans 

such as Machiavelli and Guicciardini, the communal good must always take precedence over the 

needs and wants of the private individual, who must sacrifice and serve in order to support his 

community. Machiavelli writes, “it is not the particular good but the common good that makes 

cities great. And without doubt this common good is not observed if not in republics, since all 

that is for that purpose is executed”, before adding, cheerfully and unapologetically, “and 

although it may turn out to harm this or that private individual, those for whom the aforesaid 

does good are so many that they can go ahead with it against the disposition of the few crushed 

by it” (129-130, italics mine). Guicciardini, in considering the virtues of a republican political 

system, remarks, “One good thing about government by the people is that while it lasts there can 

be no tyranny. Laws are more powerful than men, and the proper end of all decisions is the 

safeguarding of universal well-being” (“Considerations”, 65-66, italics mine). He writes 

elsewhere that, “popular government must tread the path of justice and equality. From these are 

born the security of all and, as a rule, general satisfaction” (Maxims, 46-47, italics mine). In 

neither Machiavelli nor Guicciardini do we see a preoccupation with individual rights in a 

modern liberal sense, and the idea that one could place an individual’s personal liberty at the 

centre of political life is alien to them: “Machiavelli . . . never employs the language of rights; he 

always limits himself to describing the enjoyment of individual freedom as one of the profits or 

benefits to be derived from living under a well-ordered government” (Skinner, Liberty, 18). In 

the Italian republican tradition, securing general well-being and stability for the political 

community as a whole is the main objective, not allowing individuals to freely pursue their own 

aims. 
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 Since the good of the political community is paramount in the thought of Machiavelli and  

Guicciardini, it is no surprise that both writers regard citizenship as a state that confers many 

responsibilities upon the individual, who must be prepared to act selflessly for the good of his 

city-state or country. In her analysis of Areopagitica, Lewalski notes, “Milton underscores . . . 

[how] only citizens possessed of civic virtue can value and sustain freedom in the state” (37), 

and virtuous citizenship is a concept with a distinctly Italian pedigree. In his Discourses on Livy, 

Machiavelli revisits again and again the theme that a virtuous citizenry is the defining 

characteristic of a successful republic, never failing to seize an opportunity to idealize the ancient 

Romans for their selfless service to the state. In a discussion of Marcus Regulus as an example of 

old Roman virtue, Machiavelli stresses how the combination of honest poverty and civic 

dedication helped to keep the Roman republic free: “Here one sees two very notable things: one, 

poverty, and the fact that they were content with it, and that it was enough to those citizens to get 

honour from war, and everything else they left to the public” (272). He paints an idyllic picture 

of the Romans as, having once overthrown their kings, “govern[ing] themselves according to the 

laws ordained by them, placing the common utility before their own advantage” (12, italics 

mine). It is these ancient Roman virtues that Machiavelli wishes to see emulated by the republics 

of his own time, and he turns to Germany as an example, solemnly hectoring his readers that, 

“where there is not this goodness, nothing good can be hoped for . . . In the province of Germany 

this goodness and this religion are still seen to be great in those peoples, which makes many 

republics there live free” (110, italics mine). Guicciardini shares Machiavelli’s belief in the 

crucial link between honest poverty and a virtuous citizenry, fretting over how in his native 

Florence, “The people are generally poor. But our style of living is such that everyone wants 

very much to be rich. And so it is hard to preserve freedom in our city, for this appetite makes 
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men pursue their personal advantage without respect or consideration for the public honour and 

glory” (Maxims, 102). Guicciardini here interprets the pursuit of riches as a direct threat to the 

liberty of the Florentine republic (“it is hard to preserve freedom”) because it leads to men caring 

only for their “personal advantage”, which leads them in turn to neglect the “public honour and 

glory” that should be the actual aim of any truly virtuous citizen. For Machiavelli and 

Guicciardini, the obsessive accumulation of wealth is a sign that someone is prepared to neglect 

his political duties and enrich himself at the expense of the public good.  

 One of the safeguards offered by both Italians against the threats to republican liberty 

posed by the avarice or ambition of individuals is the idea that emphasis should always be placed 

on achieving honour and glory through service to one’s community, an emphasis shared by 

Milton (Sacks 73; Creaser 54). Machiavelli firmly believes that virtuous service by the citizenry 

is the surest protection against tyranny and corruption (237), and suggests,  

 One needs to order oneself so that the citizens are reputed for a reputation that helps and 

 does not hurt the city and its freedom . . . The public modes [by which this can be 

 achieved] are when one individual by counselling well, by working better in the common 

 benefit, acquires reputation. One ought to open to citizens the way to this honour and to  

 put up rewards both for counsel and for works so that they have to be honoured and  

 satisfied with them. (276)    

Guicciardini echoes this sentiment, writing, “Citizens who seek honour and glory in their city are 

praiseworthy and useful, provided that they seek it not by faction or usurpation but by striving to 

be considered wise and good, and by serving their country . . . In a republic the people love a just 

citizen” (Maxims, 99-100, italics mine). Interestingly, Guicciardini even suggests that republics 

are more robust than monarchies when it comes to resisting any harmful effects that may arise 
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from the private grievances of individuals, for the communal, interdependent spirit of 

republicanism ensures that any individual “by harming the city . . . harms his relatives, friends, 

all his own interests, and himself, and that with discredit to his own reputation” (120), which 

serves as a useful deterrent to any who might consider doing the city harm. For Machiavelli and 

Guicciardini, a republic can function harmoniously and well whenever citizens have the 

opportunity to serve their communities with distinction, and so long as the good of the individual 

is subsumed and overridden by the good of the whole. In the words of Lana Cable, “the 

republican politics of virtue strives to anchor ethical life outside of self-serving claims for 

individual freedom, so as to pursue practical reforms that would also promote common interest 

in universal human good” (269).  

 Finally, it must be stressed that in the positive conception of liberty offered by the Italian 

republicans, hierarchy and inequality are not depicted as a threat to the liberty of the political 

community. The strong emphasis placed on the importance of virtuous citizens brought with it an 

understanding that since some people are more virtuous and capable than others, not everyone 

would be able to participate politically to the same degree. Susanne Woods writes, “Milton’s 

meritocratic republicanism, like that of many of his contemporaries, rejected tyranny in favour of 

rule by the best and wisest, those educated rightly” (143, italics mine). As with Milton, so too 

with the Italians he admired, for the Italian idealization of the vita activa could sometimes bring 

with it the previously-noted streak of elitism Berlin associates with positive conceptions of 

liberty. As Norbrook admits, “this emphasis made it possible to dismiss the political participation 

of those deemed unworthy” (19). While ever-ready to extol the virtues of republicanism, 

Machiavelli and Guicciardini do not have any nascent democratic impulses, and their belief that 

true citizenship requires virtue makes them cautious or even dismissive when it comes to the idea 
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of “the people” as a whole. Machiavelli warns that the general populace can often be mistaken 

when it comes to matters of state (105-106), but is quick to point out that, “there are and have 

been many princes, and the good and wise among them have been few . . . Therefore, the nature 

of the multitude is no more to be faulted than that of princes, because all err equally when all can 

err without respect” (116-117). The remedy for the defects that the more ignorant commoners 

can demonstrate in political practice is to recognize that the republic “always has need of reputed 

citizens, as did the Romans in their first times” (255), who can help to guide the people in their 

role as honoured statesmen. Machiavelli, as ever, places great faith in the power of a virtuous 

citizen, and ultimately his republican sympathies run so deep that he declares,  

 The desires of free peoples are rarely pernicious to freedom because they arise either 

 from being oppressed or from the suspicion that they may be oppressed. If these opinions 

 are false, there is for them the remedy of assemblies, where some good man gets up who 

 in orating demonstrates to them how they deceive themselves. (17, italics mine) 

Guicciardini, for his part, casts a more jaundiced eye upon the general populace, believing them 

to often be weak (“Considerations”, 103), and remarking, in one of his less generous moments, 

“To speak of the people is really to speak of a mad animal gorged with a thousand and one errors  

and confusions, devoid of taste, of pleasure, of stability” (Maxims, 76). His remedy for this is 

similar to Machiavelli’s, in that he believes liberty can be maintained and a republic flourish so 

long as virtuous and capable citizens are the ones holding the reins of power: “The fruit of 

liberties and the end for which they were instituted is not government by everyone – for only the 

able and deserving should govern – but the observance of just laws and order, both of which are 

more secure in a republic than under the rule of one or few” (Maxims, 69, italics mine). He also 

assures us that, “The equality of men under a popular government is by no means threatened if 
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one citizen enjoys greater reputation than another, provided it proceed from the love and 

reverence of all, and can be withheld by the people at their pleasure” (Maxims, 100). For both 

Machiavelli and Guicciardini, their conception of liberty is so deeply suffused with a sense of the 

heavy responsibilities of civic service that they cannot afford to gloss over the very real demands 

they place upon a citizen to be conscientious and worthy, and they therefore accept with 

equanimity the idea that such responsibility necessarily means that power and influence will 

have to be exercised most strongly by the most deserving, and that not everyone – in fact, 

probably not the majority – will be able to exercise power on an equal footing within the 

republican system. 

 In light of the hierarchy of virtue that must be in place in a good republic, Machiavelli 

and Guicciardini even go so far as to warn their readers against anyone who seems to preach 

excessive liberty to the people, warning that this is often a way of disguising the ambitions of a 

would-be tyrant. Milton warns his British countrymen against the dangers of loving “not 

freedom, but license, which never hath more scope or indulgence than under tyrants” (Tenure, 

272); for his part, Machiavelli warns against men who, in their desire for wealth and glory, pose 

a threat to the republic due to their self-serving avarice (111), while also cautioning the republics 

to remain vigilant so “that its citizens cannot do evil under shadow of good” (96), by actually 

harming freedom under the cover of supposedly virtuous service. Guicciardini is even more 

explicit, declaring, “Don’t believe those who so fervently preach liberty. Nearly all of them – 

probably every single one of them – has his own particular interests in mind. Experience proves 

beyond any doubt that if they thought they would be better off under an absolute government, 

they would rush into it as fast as they could” (Maxims, 58). He also writes in his 

“Considerations” that, “usually the usurper of freedom, so as to cause the people less despair . . . 
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keeps as far as he can to the appearance of liberty, and on the surface tries to conduct his tyranny 

under the forms of a republic” (84, italics mine). The emphasis Machiavelli and Guicciardini 

place upon honest poverty and virtuous, selfless conduct on behalf of the state and the 

community appears justified in response to the threats they see as very real and pressing in the 

form of self-serving individuals who claim to love liberty, but who in actuality desire only their 

own advancement and power. In the works of both of these writers, the liberty found in a 

republic is hard-won and must be diligently guarded by the citizenry if it is to remain intact.  

 As I will demonstrate in the following two sections of this chapter, the central tenets of 

Machiavelli and Guicciardini’s conception of liberty explored above come to life in Milton’s 

Paradise Lost in ways that are particularly vivid in regard to the issues surrounding selfhood and 

community in the epic. As Barbara Lewalski writes, “These terms – freedom, liberty, servile, 

slavish, tyranny, liberation, and their cognates – echo throughout Milton’s prose and poetry” 

(31), and these are, of course, all concepts that are fundamental to the republican political ideal 

Milton cherished. There are, however, longstanding complications and controversies surrounding 

Milton’s conception of freedom, as Susanne Woods acknowledges:  

 It is a commonplace among Miltonists to see freedom and liberty as central concepts in 

 both the author’s poetry and prose. Over the course of critical history there has been less 

 agreement, however, in what Milton means by those terms . . . Scholars consider whether 

 Milton’s idea of freedom is primarily political (as Quentin Skinner and others argue) and   

 derived from ‘neo-Roman republicanism’ generated by early sixteenth-century  

 humanists, or something more radically individual, deriving from Milton’s theology. (1-

 2)   

It is my contention in the analysis that follows that Milton’s understanding of “liberty” and what  
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it ought to mean for the individual self is strongly Italianate in character, and that a positive 

conception of liberty is what is ultimately championed in both the political and spiritual realms 

of the epic. In choosing to centre my analysis upon Paradise Lost rather than Milton’s prose 

polemics more generally, I believe that the underlying Italianate ideal present in his political 

thought comes into sharper focus, as the imaginative realm of the epic allows Milton to explore 

and dramatize the debates around liberty in a way that ultimately transcends the minutiae and 

idiosyncrasies of any specifically English political scene. The principles that Machiavelli and 

Guicciardini sought to instil in their republican readers – the pre-eminence of the communal 

good over the individual good, the crucial importance of virtuous conduct and selfless service, 

the necessity of a meritorious hierarchy, and the dangers of an ostensible love of liberty that is 

ultimately tyrannical and self-serving – were absorbed by Milton in his own conception of what 

true liberty entails, and these principles are what lies at the heart of his most famous work. And 

since the greatest challenge that faces fallen mankind is, as Milton tells us, that “of knowing 

good by evil” (Areopagitica, 187), I will begin my analysis of the poem with an examination of 

an entirely negative conception of liberty, one driven by a distorted understanding of the self and 

championed by an arch-individualist with republican pretensions: in other words, liberty 

according to Satan. 

 

II. Satanic Selfhood and Negative Liberty 

 Milton’s Satan is not only one of the most famous villains in all of English literature, but 

may perhaps be the one that can boast the most distinguished fan club. As Anthony Low wryly 

observes, “in the figure of Satan, Milton provides his readers not only with a contrast to heroic 

behaviour, a negative exemplar . . . but also with what amounts to almost the invention and 
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embodiment of modern autonomous individuality. Not for nothing do Blake, Shelley, Byron, and 

the rest of the Romantic-Modernist line take Satan as their hero” (Aspects, 143). Indeed, Satan 

does much in the epic to present himself through his rhetoric and feats as more of an antihero 

than a villain, as an almost Promethean figure struggling to assert the worth of individual liberty 

in the face of a tyrannical monarch who seeks to thwart and crush his attempts at self-

determination. Matters are further muddied by the fact that some readers and scholars have found 

Satan’s republican self-presentation so convincing that it has provoked much debate as to how 

closely Milton himself may have identified with his satanic creation. In the words of Roger 

Lejosne, readers sometimes “believe that in Paradise Lost Milton reneged on his old principles 

and consigned rebels and republicans, including Cromwell, the regicides, and perhaps his own 

former self, to Hell in company with Satan. Or conversely that being himself an old unrepentant 

rebel he must have had some lurking sympathy for Satan’s politics” (106). David Norbrook 

writes in a similar vein:  

 Milton’s first republican readers must have been endlessly perplexed as to how to read 

 Satan’s speeches. Later criticism has been equally perplexed. Pro-Satanists, from Shelley 

 to William Empson, point to the analogies between Satan’s language and Milton’s 

 republican prose, and find him to have been sympathetic to Satan’s rebellion against the 

 heavenly king. Anti-Satanists retort that Satan’s republicanism is merely specious, a 

 mask for tyrannical ambition. (445)   

My own position is that Satan’s rebellion and conception of liberty is not meant as some literary 

stand-in for Oliver Cromwell or the Republican cause in the English Civil War, nor is he meant 

to function as a means of either renouncing Milton’s republican views or a covert method of 

continuing to propagate them after the disappointment of the Restoration. Rather, I propose that 
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the key to understanding Satan’s conception of liberty lies in a close examination of Satan’s 

conception of selfhood, and that this in turn enables us to understand what Milton hopes to 

achieve in dramatizing the conflict that arises between Satan and God’s heavenly hierarchy, and 

later, between Satan and Adam and Eve. I argue that the overarching struggle that takes place 

between Satan and his foes is not a struggle between republicanism and monarchy, or between 

freedom and obedience more generally, but is instead a struggle between a wholly negative  

conception of selfhood and liberty and a positive one.   

 Before I turn to the epic itself, however, I would like to first explain what I mean when I 

invoke the concept of negative liberty in regard to Satan. While I am not attempting to claim that 

Milton was in some way prophetic, and therefore able to fully anticipate the conception of 

selfhood that evolved out of the liberalism belonging to a later historical era, I nevertheless 

believe that the 17th century witnessed the beginnings of the historical conditions that would 

eventually make liberal individualism possible, and that Milton recognized in these conditions a 

potential threat to the traditional Italianate republicanism he championed. In Milton’s time, these 

historical conditions were both economic and political, and are rooted in two related phenomena: 

the embryonic commercialism taking root in England at the time, and the political debates 

surrounding English “liberties” in the struggle between Parliament and the Crown. As Ellen 

Meikins Wood explains, it was during this era that England began to witness a growing emphasis 

upon private property rights, which in turn initiated shifts in conceptions of community and 

communal interests in the face of encroaching private initiatives: 

 Between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, there was a growing pressure to 

 extinguish customary rights – for instance, disputing communal rights to common land 

 by claiming exclusive private ownership . . . eliminating various use rights on private 
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 land; and so on. This meant the establishment of property that was literally exclusive – 

 excluding other individuals and the community, eliminating various kinds of restrictions 

 on land use imposed by custom or communal regulation. (12) 

We can trace here, in the growing emphasis on private property interests and the exclusivity 

Wood attributes to this era, the sort of individual pursuit of wealth and property that Italians such 

as Machiavelli and Guicciardini believe pose such a threat to true republicanism, as the 

enrichment of individuals in the private sphere always comes, they argue, at the expense of the 

public realm. Furthermore, this economic shift had political implications as well, for as Wood 

emphasizes, the struggle between king and Parliament in the years before and during the Civil 

War was a struggle between a monarch and a wealthy, propertied elite who tended to 

increasingly favour a constitutionalism that would protect their private privileges and interests 

from royal interference. As Wood observes, “corporate principles were weak”, which in turn 

rendered England a place where “the primary political relationship was not among competing 

jurisdictions but between individual and state” (23). Wood stresses that Parliament’s zealous 

assertion of English liberties was often merely a way for the elite to consolidate their own power, 

not as a means of representing or creating a greater communal ideal:  

 Even when the conflicts between them came to a head, as the king threatened the 

 partnership with Parliament, parliamentarians were very slow to invoke their own 

 sovereignty as representatives of the people. To assert the sovereignty of Parliament 

 against the king on behalf of the people threatened to unleash more dangerous claims to 

 popular sovereignty from the truly radical forces mobilized by the Revolution. (23)     

What I would like to propose, then, is that the character of the English Revolution and its  

ultimate, disillusioning failure brought into sharp relief the various ways in which a developing,  
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quintessentially English conception of liberty differed starkly from the Italian one, and what is 

interesting to note is how the parliamentarians’ concern with asserting their ancient privileges 

and “liberties” in the face of royal power was based on a more pragmatic, negative conception of 

liberty than a positive one. As Victoria Kahn discusses in her study Wayward Contracts: The 

Crisis of Political Obligation in England, 1640-1674, it was the Parliamentarians’ growing 

attachment to the idea of the Common Law that “contributed to the creation of the 

individualized, denaturalized subject” (41), and which led to the frequent conflation of private 

property and commercial interests with the idea of liberty (42). The economic and political 

developments initiated by the parliamentary elite were, therefore, more about creating and 

protecting a sphere of private interest safe from both the royal prerogative above and the more 

radical, unruly elements of the classes below, rather than realizing the sort of communal 

republican ideal of honest poverty and selfless public service that the Italians and Milton 

believed in.  

 In other words, what is most striking about Milton’s era is how a burgeoning interest in 

property rights developed alongside an English conception of liberty that was highly pragmatic 

and legalistic in nature, designed to safeguard private interests from royal power and maintain 

privileges for an elite that often had little to no interest in conceiving of liberty in more positive, 

communal terms – such communal dreams were only the preserve of the “truly radical forces of 

the Revolution” who did not, of course, ultimately win out. Although Milton’s original 

commitment to the English Revolution is certainly not in question, I do believe that the economic 

and political circumstances of his times and – most crucially – the ultimate failure of the 

Revolution itself did provide an opportunity for Milton to closely examine how the English 

republicanism of Cromwell and the increasingly mercantile character of the economic sphere had 
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created a political ideal rooted in principles of privilege, non-interference, and private self-

interest that were in direct conflict with the older, Italianate republican tradition. Therefore, 

while I must repeat that Satan is not, in my view, meant to represent English Republicanism 

itself in any direct way, and that Paradise Lost uses the imaginative realm of epic poetry to 

freely explore conceptions of selfhood and liberty more broadly, I do assert that the key 

ingredients for liberalism’s conception of selfhood and liberty were already present in nascent 

form in Milton’s time, and that these more negative and self-interested conceptions of liberty 

began to pose a potentially worrisome alternative to the Italianate ideal to which Milton adhered. 

If, indeed, Milton’s depiction of Satan can indeed be considered “almost the invention and 

embodiment of modern autonomous individuality”, as Low claims in the passage I quoted above, 

it is because Satan embodies the flaws Milton recognized were inherent in a republican 

conception of liberty based more in negative self-interest and self-aggrandisement than on 

interdependence and elevating the true public good.   

 It is therefore worthwhile to begin by exploring how the heavenly community functions 

in contrast to the hellish community that Satan and his demons create during and after their 

unsuccessful rebellion. Although technically a monarchy, in descriptions of heaven and in the 

rhetoric of God’s loyal angels we repeatedly witness an emphasis on many of the traits that the 

Italians associated with a just republic in their conceptions of liberty. First, there is a close-knit 

community in which each individual is expected to devote himself to serving the higher good as 

opposed to individual self-interest, and it is instructive to consider just how often notions of unity 

are explicitly invoked within the heavenly context. In Book V, God announces to the angelic 

assembly the elevation of the Son, intoning,  

 Under his great viceregent reign abide  
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 United as one individual soul  

 For ever happy: him who disobeys 

 Me disobeys, breaks union . . . (V. 609-612, italics mine) 

In this speech, God does not present the status bestowed upon the Son as a means of dominating  

the heavenly community, but as a means of bringing them even more closely and perfectly 

together: the divine community will be “United as one individual soul”, not fragmented or 

diminished by their differing degrees or roles, and this will result in them being “For ever happy” 

together. To rebel against the Son is, as God warns, to break the “union” that is of the  

utmost importance in heaven, and the key to its stability. This reasoning is accepted by the loyal 

angels, as best represented by Abdiel, who reacts with outraged incredulity when confronted by 

Satan’s plans to rebel, and uses the same emphasis upon unity when attempting to counteract 

Satan’s arguments, insisting,  

 . . . of our dignity  

 How provident [God] is, how far from thought  

 To make us less, bent rather to exalt 

 Our happy state under one head more near 

 United. (V. 827-831, italics mine) 

Abdiel rejects the idea that the Son’s elevation is an insult to his personal status, as Satan would 

have it, instead remaining serenely confident in the enduring “dignity” God has granted the 

angels and stressing, as God himself does, that the heavenly community is not more fragmented, 

but “more near / United” by the Son’s reign, with his invocation of the angels’ “happy state” 

echoing God’s promise that obedient unity will make the angels “For ever happy”. Abdiel cannot 

conceive of the Son’s special rank as a threat because Abdiel does not think in terms of 
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individual self-interest or personal status, instead persistently invoking the idea that in heaven, 

everyone’s interests are the same and all benefit equally from the unity they enjoy: “His laws our 

laws, all honour to him done / Returns our own” (V.844-845). The same rhetoric of unity also 

appears when God envisions the eventual blending of the heavenly realm with the earthly one he 

has created, imagining a time in which “under long obedience tried / . . . earth be changed to 

heaven, and heaven to earth / One kingdom, joy and union without end” (VII. 159-161, italics 

mine). Within the heavenly community, then, the whole truly is greater than the sum of its parts, 

with the angelic host accepting differences in degree and status because they are wholly 

committed to the communal good they can achieve through living in harmony with the just laws 

God has set forth, and in serving in whatever capacity they are called to do so. Furthermore, as 

Abdiel and Raphael reveal in their speeches, to devote oneself in obedience to the greater good is 

not a diminution of oneself, but a means of finding genuine fulfilment: Raphael speaks, just as 

Abdiel does, of “Our happy state”, and proudly tells Adam that the angels “Our happy state / 

Hold, as you yours, while our obedience holds” (V.536-537), while also depicting this obedience 

not as an unwelcome or unfair imposition upon their liberty, but as a direct expression of the 

liberty the angels enjoy: “Freely we serve / Because we freely love, as in our will / To love or 

not” (538-540). For the loyal angels, liberty is not a form of non-interference, let alone unfettered 

self-determination – it is a means of participating in a communal project that will achieve the 

greatest degree of harmony and happiness for all. 

 Satan, of course, tends to interpret liberty rather differently. Whereas Abdiel’s rhetoric 

tends to centre upon the images of unity and the communal good so frequently found in the 

theories of positive liberty, Satan’s rhetoric places emphasis on the idea of a highly 

individualistic selfhood, with a liberty devoted to enhancing personal status to match. When 
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Abdiel jeers, “Shalt thou give law to God, shalt thou dispute / With him the points of liberty, 

who made / Thee what thou art” (V. 822-824), Satan retorts, 

 We know no time when we were not as now; 

 Know none before us, self-begot, self-raised 

 By our own quickening power . . . 

 Our puissance is our own, our own right hand 

 Shall teach us highest deeds. (V. 859-861; 864-865, italics mine) 

When Abdiel tries to remind Satan of his origins and true status – that he was created by God,  

and is part of a wider community – Satan counters with a rhetoric that depicts the angels as  

entirely free agents beholden to no one. According to Satan, they are “self-begot, self-raised”, as 

though they came into being entirely independent of God, “By our own quickening power” 

instead of by the will of the heavenly maker. Satan’s use of “self” twice as a prefix in the same 

line and of “our own” three times in near succession in this speech reveals that Satan’s 

conception of liberty is one that is centred upon selfhood and individualized effort, and that the 

glory of the “highest deeds” with which he tempts the legions to rebel are aimed at breaking with 

the unity of heaven, not upholding it. As Steven Jablonski observes, “Satan usually imagines 

‘servility with freedom to contend’ (6.169) because his conception of liberty is almost 

exclusively negative . . . For Satan and his followers, one is free to the extent that one is not 

immediately subject to God” (112-113). Where Abdiel depicts liberty in terms of participating in 

a communal project greater than oneself, Satan depicts liberty as a means for unapologetic self-

aggrandisement and self-determination, rejecting the divine degrees that he sees as interfering 

with the status he associates with himself and with the quest for personal glory he is determined  

to take. 
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 Just as God’s rhetoric of unity and the joys of being a part of an obedient community is  

accepted and echoed by loyal angels such as Abdiel and Raphael, so too is Satan’s rhetorical 

preoccupation with unfettered selfhood swiftly imitated by the legions of fallen angels. Satan’s 

insistence on the “self-begot” origins of the angels and on the primacy of “Our own puissance” 

in his speech to Abdiel is absorbed by his rebel legions, who begin to assimilate Satan’s negative 

conception of liberty and selfhood into their own habits of mind and speech. When the rebel 

angels finally manage to rouse themselves and escape from the burning lake they have fallen into 

after being driven from heaven, Milton describes them as “glorying to have scaped the Stygian 

flood / As gods, and by their own recovered strength / Not by the sufferance of supernal power” 

(I. 239-241, italics mine). In this passage, the fallen angels fall into the same trap Satan falls into 

in his argument with Abdiel. While Satan chooses to ignore the fact that God created him in 

favour of propagating the comforting myth that he was “self-begot”, his fallen legions flatter 

themselves by seeing themselves “As gods” as opposed to the defeated rebels they are, and that 

they have escaped the lake “by their own recovered strength” instead of through the mercy or 

“sufferance” of God’s power. This is, of course, not strictly true either: since God has managed 

to maintain his supreme authority in heaven, and has thereby proven his omnipotence, everything 

the fallen angels do is indeed by his “sufferance”, as he could choose to interfere with their 

actions – including their recovery and leaving of the lake – if he wanted to.  

 Mammon also models Satan’s language of selfhood and negative liberty when he speaks 

to the demonic assembly in an attempt to persuade his fellow rebel angels to neither launch any 

further offensives against heaven nor submit once more to their former “splendid vassalage” ,  

urging them instead to:  

 . . . rather seek 
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 Our own good from ourselves, and from our own 

 Live to ourselves, though in this vast recess, 

 Free, and to none accountable, preferring  

 Hard liberty before the easy yoke 

 Of servile pomp. (II. 252-257) 

Mammon uses the same rhetorical patterns that Satan uses in Book V, placing heavy emphasis  

on the idea of self-determination by twice using the phrase construction of “our own . . . 

ourselves” to encourage the demons to look inward for fulfilment as opposed to outwards. 

Instead of seeking fulfilment through participating in a communal good by serving God, the 

rebels will seek “Our own good from ourselves”, and they will likewise “from our own / Live to 

ourselves”. To do so, Mammon insists, is to be “Free”, for it is in this obsessive inwardness and 

ability to do as they please that they will find the “Hard liberty” they crave. Mammon’s speech 

proves, one could say, a bit of a crowd-pleaser: “He scarce had finished, when such murmur 

filled / The assembly”, which soon leads to “such applause”, for “his sentence pleased” (II. 284-

285; 290-291). Mammon and the other fallen angels – so recently part of the heavenly 

community – have begun a swift descent not just into hell, but into the wholly self-obsessed and 

wholly negative conception of liberty with which Satan initially seduced them into rebellion: 

“Despite their residual goodness . . . the demons love only themselves, not God, his children, or 

even their fellow sinners, although they idolize the leader who represents their own false self-

image” (Martin, 254, italics mine). As the reader is informed in Book I, “of their names in 

heavenly records now / Be no memorial, blotted out and razed / By their rebellion from the 

books of life” (361-363). Through choosing to serve themselves over contributing to a greater 

communal good, the fallen angels have erased themselves from the “heavenly records”, and are 
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“blotted out” not just from the “books of life” but from the life of unity and purpose those books 

represent. In hell, the communal ideal of positive liberty has now been fully usurped by the 

proud and self-serving ideal that the fallen angels believe will enable them to “Live to  

[thems]elves” instead of living for others and for the good of a wider community.2 

 Having created a creed of “Hard liberty” centred only upon the self, the fallen angels  

cannot hope to recreate in their own subterranean world the unity that is found in heaven, and the  

mission they select for themselves reflects their own permanently fractured state. Convinced of  

God’s omnipotence after their failed rebellion, and accordingly no longer believing that any 

further offensive to seize control of heaven would be worth it, the fallen angels cannot conceive 

of any greater purpose than that of causing further misery and fragmentation as much as lies in 

their power to do so. While the power of God and his loyal angels is creative in nature, devoted 

to building new worlds and leading to dreams of ever-greater unity, the power the fallen angels 

claim for themselves is merely destructive. Satan promises, “To do aught good never will be our 

task / But ever to do ill our sole delight” (I. 159-160), while Mammon seeks to reassure the fallen 

angels that, “We can create, and in what place so e’er / Thrive under evil” (II. 260-261). 

Beelzebub, in delivering his own speech, admits that though, “War hath determined us, and 

foiled with loss / Irreparable” (II. 330-331), all is not lost, if only because the fallen angels can 

use “to our power hostility and hate” (336) to further trouble heaven, not because this will result 

in any lasting or even particularly meaningful change of cosmic regime but because this way 

“the conqueror least / May reap his conquest, and may least rejoice / In doing what we most in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
%!Anthony Low writes beautifully and insightfully on the tragic contrast between Satan’s relationship with his 
followers before the rebellion – when he is still capable of speaking tenderly to someone else in a spirit of genuine 
friendship, as when he calls Beelzebub his “Companion dear” (V. 673) (Aspects of Subjectivity 178) – and the 
change that transforms these relationships once they are in hell: “Satan and Beelzebub consult with each other as 
fellow officers and politicians, as near equals in power, but not as friends . . . the devils can work together, can move 
in unison in perfect military order . . . What [Milton] shows us is not admirable: it is based on military and imperial 
convenience, not loving fellowship or community” (176-178, italics mine).    
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suffering feel” (338-340). To infiltrate the newly-created earth and destroy Eden is, Beelzebub 

insists, a great enterprise, urging the assembly to agree to, “Seduce them to our party, that their 

God / May prove their foe, and with repenting hand / Abolish his own works” (II. 368-370). 

What is most striking about all these demonic visions of revenge is just how petty they are, how 

strangely impotent. Being unable to claim the rule of heaven for themselves, the fallen angels – 

for all their bravado in thinking of themselves as “gods” and in spite of their proud boasts of the 

superiority of their “Hard liberty” – can think of nothing better than to continue waging guerrilla 

warfare against a heavenly power they know they will never succeed in defeating, and cannot 

even persuade themselves that the liberty they have gained leads to any actual happiness – rather, 

they only think in terms of how to best ensure others share the misery to which they are now 

subjected.  

 The liberty the fallen angels believe they have won for themselves not only leads to 

pettiness and personal misery, but also changes how the rebel legions experience the world they 

inhabit. James Kuzner writes,  

 The fallen angels’ publics . . . cannot be of much political interest; they are incapable of   

 communication with God’s sphere of true legislation. From such a perspective, the fallen 

 angels are socially and politically enfeebled because they cannot create a lasting future 

 for themselves, having lost a reliable horizon in the moment that they were swayed by 

 Satan. (197)  

Kuzner’s observations upon the fallen angels’ “enfeeble[ment]” and their inability to “create a 

lasting future for themselves” are especially relevant to my analysis here, as it is worth stressing 

just how limited their world has become by their adoption of a conception of liberty that is 

centred upon – and now limited by – the confines of their own selfhood. The heavenly 
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community they have rejected has, crucially, a sense of momentum, a sense of constructing a 

grand narrative that will allow their community to evolve and grow in ways that enhance that 

community: as God promises his heavenly host at the Son’s elevation, the creation of the earth 

and mankind is but the beginning of an ambitious undertaking that will lead to no less than the 

eventual blending of earth and heaven into “One kingdom, joy and union without end” (VII.161) 

in some era to come. The heavenly community can envision a future that is even better and 

grander than the present, and in having a future and a goal toward which all can work, heaven 

has, quite crucially, a linear and progressive sense of time. By contrast, the fallen angels’ 

pettiness ensures that they now live in a world that is now, essentially, pointless, and everything 

they will strive to do is not an actual enhancement of their own power or status but merely an 

attempted diminution of someone or something else’s. David Lowenstein notes that since he is 

“self-enclosed, the royalist or conservative rebel in Satan cannot imagine genuine historical 

change” (226), and I would suggest that what is most striking about Satan and his fallen angels’ 

predicament is not how “they cannot create a lasting future for themselves”, as Kuzner suggests, 

but how they cease to have any real future at all: the fallen angels will now experience time as 

more circular than linear, forever spending eternity seeking means of working various ills against 

God and his creation even in light of the knowledge that nothing they do can ever defeat God in 

the end, and all the while experiencing that “suffering” which Beelzebub acknowledges can 

perhaps be acclimatized to but never fully eradicated. It is indeed a “loss / Irreparable” (II. 330-

331), but in more ways than the fallen angels themselves seem able or willing to recognize. 

 The negative conception of liberty that has destroyed the unity of heaven and deprived  

the fallen angels of any worthwhile future or purpose also results in a conception and experience 

of selfhood that is likewise entirely unsatisfactory. As previously mentioned, Anthony Low 
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credits Milton’s Satan as representing “the embodiment of modern autonomous individuality” 

(Aspects, 143, italics mine), the very quality that he notes has won Satan so many admirers 

amongst the Romantics and their successors. And indeed, it must be admitted that at first glance, 

Satan’s presentation of selfhood is filled with a grandeur that is almost Stoic in nature, a selfhood 

that Satan, in perhaps his most famous speech in the epic, imbues with a heroic lustre. I am, he 

proclaims,  

 . . .  one who brings 

  A mind not to be changed by place or time, 

 The mind is its own place, and in itself 

 Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven. 

 What matter where, if I be still the same . . . ? (I. 252-256) 

In this speech, Satan asserts the invincibility of his own mind against external circumstances, 

claiming that the power of his mind is such that it “Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven”, 

as though everything that befalls him is a matter of indifference, so long as “I be still the same”. 

In having adopted a negative conception of liberty in which freedom resides within the confines 

of his own self and to the extent he can operate according to his own desires without divine 

interference, Satan attempts to represent this as a position of unassailable strength. However, just 

as the seemingly appealing “Hard liberty” and god-like stature the fallen angels attribute to 

themselves is but a mere façade disguising the truly wretched conditions in which they find 

themselves, so too are Satan’s attempts at valorizing the notion of selfhood a smokescreen for the 

nightmarish state of perpetual self-entrapment he will soon find himself in. David Reid notes 

that, while there is “an Edenic ideal of ‘apt and cheerful conversation’ . . . Satan’s talk is usually 

oratory” (455), and it is hard to overlook, as the epic progresses, how consistently Satan’s long 
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monologues tend to be about himself and his own state, which is – especially as the epic 

progresses – more and more often a state of deep misery as opposed to self-satisfied triumph. 

Satan’s rush to seize a liberty built entirely upon self-determination is, as Joshua R. Held notes, a 

kind of self-fulfilling curse: “Satan’s utterly selfish, inward-turning choices, combined with 

God’s curse and banishment, make him unable to penetrate beyond himself” (194-195, italics 

mine), and this state of affairs quickly becomes unbearable for Satan.  

 To this end, it is crucial to examine the ways in which, upon his arrival in Eden, Satan’s 

conception of selfhood transforms swiftly from the heroic, central ideal of his conception of 

liberty to the acknowledged source of his most acute suffering. We are told how, even after 

having seemingly escaped from the confines of hell in embarking upon his quest to corrupt man, 

Satan appears in Eden only to experience a rather frustrating sensation, when he “like a devilish 

engine back recoils / Upon himself” (IV. 17-18, italics mine). Instead of reaching within himself 

to find a source of defiance and strength, as he did when he first emerged from the lake of fire, 

Satan now realizes that his inner self is the site of “horror and doubt” occasioned by his 

“troubled thoughts” (18-19), and he is forced to confront, 

 The hell within him, for within him hell 

 He brings, and round about him, nor from hell 

 One step more than from himself can fly 

 By change of place. (20-23)     

Satan’s former boast that his mind is such that it cannot “be changed by place or time” (I. 253) 

becomes a curse and not a comfort, while his rhetorical question “What matter where, if I be still 

the same . . . ?” (256) takes on a dreadful new significance when he finds himself experiencing 

only “horror” in a place of earthly bliss: “Hell is in fact Satan’s own self-confinement and self-
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torture, not merely a location in which he is subjected to divine tortures: ‘Which way I flie is 

Hell; myself am Hell’ (4.75)” (Myers 60). This is the moment in which, as Susanne Woods 

points out, “[Satan’s] insistence that ‘the mind is its own place’ becomes ironic” (125). In having 

rejected a positive conception of liberty, in which one’s sense of self is an integral part of a wider 

whole and part of a greater purpose, Satan discovers just how impoverished a sense of self held 

in utter isolation actually is.  

 In this respect, Abdiel once again serves as a useful foil to Satan, both since he represents 

in his own person the virtuous ideal citizen of the heavenly community, and because when he 

once again encounters Satan face-to-face, this time on the battlefield, his speech perfectly  

encapsulates the bind Satan’s distorted conception of liberty has brought him into:  

 God and nature bid the same, 

 When he who rules is worthiest, and excels 

 Them whom he governs. This is servitude, 

 To serve the unwise, or him who hath rebelled 

 Against his worthies, as thine now serve thee, 

 Thyself not free, but to thyself enthralled. (VI. 176-181, italics mine) 

Abdiel represents heaven as a meritocracy, in which “he who rules is worthiest”, emphasizing 

the fact that both God and the Son hold the highest positions of honour not just as a matter of 

brute force – which is what Satan often likes to claim, e.g. “Whom thunder hath made greater” 

(I. 258) – but because they represent true virtue and justice, enabling “God and nature” to be in 

perfect harmony. To serve in an ideal community in which power belongs to the “worthiest” and 

which operates for the greatest possible good is not, Abdiel argues, a form of debasing servitude 

at all. Rather, what is indeed servitude is to belong to a faction headed by someone “unwise” or 
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so hungry for power that he cannot accept the rule of those who are “his worthies”. The passage 

culminates in Abdiel’s most devastating critique, one that hits at the very heart of Satan’s 

conception of liberty when he informs Satan that he is: “Thyself not free, but to thyself 

enthralled”. Lewalski writes, “Abdiel refuses the application [of servility] to the only rightful 

monarch, God, redefining serviliy in the familiar Miltonic terms of servility to a wicked self or an 

unworthy ruler” (47, italics mine). Abdiel has an insight into the true nature of Satan’s condition 

which Satan will not fully gain for himself until after his arrival in Eden: in idolizing his own 

selfhood, and placing his own glory and desires at the centre of his conception of freedom, Satan 

has not liberated but enslaved himself, and is, as Abdiel warns him, “to thyself enthralled”. 

Ultimately, in having chosen to serve himself instead of the interests of the wider heavenly 

community, Satan has confined himself to an eternity of torture that is, in the fullest sense of the 

term, self-inflicted. 

 The tragic distortion of selfhood and liberty that Satan represents is further brought into 

sharp relief by the contrast his isolation and self-enthrallment forms to the situation of the 

prelapsarian Adam and Eve. When Satan first glimpses Adam and Eve, they appear to him as an 

image of perfect companionship, walking “hand in hand” and clearly “linked in happy nuptial 

league” (IV. 321; 339). It is interesting that of all the things Satan could most begrudge the 

earthly couple – their home in the glories of Eden, their favoured position with God, or even the 

physical perfection of their forms – what seems to rankle him deepest and most painfully is their 

love. Satan is so struck by their happiness that he instinctively, physically recoils from it, turning 

“aside . . . / For envy” (502-503), and yet he cannot tear his eyes away from the scene, 

continuing “with jealous leer malign” to eye “them askance” (503-504). When he speaks, it is 

only to openly acknowledge the vast abyss that separates their situation and what it represents  
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from his own: 

 Sight hateful, sight tormenting! Thus these two 

 Imparadised in one another’s arms 

 The happier Eden, shall enjoy their fill 

 Of bliss on bliss, while I to hell am thrust 

 Where neither joy nor love, but fierce desire 

 Among our other torments not the least 

 Still unfulfilled with pain of longing pines. (IV. 505-511) 

Satan, entrapped within himself and enthralled to himself, is tormented by the sight of two 

beings who are able to transcend the confines of individual selfhood and enjoy such a perfect 

communion with one another, “Imparadised in one another’s arms”. Satan’s claim that the love 

Adam and Eve find within their mutual embraces is “The happier Eden” echoes thematically his 

earlier recognition of, “myself am hell” (IV. 75) while tying in with his current lament as to how, 

“I to hell am thrust”. Hell is, as Satan now knows to an uncomfortable degree, not just a region 

within God’s cosmos but also a state of being, and the same applies to the “Eden” that is both the 

setting in which Adam and Eve live and work and also the contented inner state their love grants 

them. Satan’s description of hell as a place “Where neither joy nor love, but fierce desire / 

Among our other torments not the least / Still unfulfilled with pain of longing pines” is also 

worthy of notice, for it evokes a sexual longing that is both chronically one-sided and also 

confined to the individual self: while Adam and Eve experience mutual joy and love, and a 

desire that can be fulfilled through the “bliss on bliss” their embraces bring them, Satan and his 

fallen angels have now been reduced to a state in which they can only suffer “fierce desire” as a 

“pain of longing” within themselves that can never find satiation. As Low notes, hell features 
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only “the perfectly disciplined unity of perfectly self-centred individuals”, and the fatally self-

centred and self-obsessed nature of all of the fallen angels means that “completely absent  from 

his hell are personal freedom, love, concern for others, and the possibility of personal 

relationships, such as any true community would allow and support” (Aspects, 178). While both 

the heavenly and Edenic communities are places in which individuals can truly connect with one 

another , hell is a place where individual selves exist alongside one another without forming any 

real bonds. Adam and Eve, and loyal angels such as Abdiel and Raphael, are indissolubly linked 

together through ties of love and a sense of greater purpose; Satan and his fallen legions are 

bound together only by their “loss / Irreparable”, and all they have in common is their misery and 

their hatred.   

 Satan’s fatal commitment to his negative conception of liberty and his resultant inability  

to transcend the self to which he is enthralled forms the essence of his tragic condition. In Steven 

Jablonski’s analysis,  

 If Satan’s insistence on an entirely negative conception of liberty disqualifies him as a 

 spokesperson for Milton’s views, it also disqualifies him from being a republican. As J.H. 

 Hexter has noted, the Machiavellian or classical republican tradition is based on a 

 positive notion of liberty. It stresses public duty and civic virtue over the freedom to be 

 left alone. (115)   

Satan’s rejection of positive liberty not only has important implications for his political status – it 

is, after all, a rather thoroughly dissected argument in Milton scholarship that Satan’s political 

leanings are quite monarchical, so long as he gets to be the monarch – but also holds the key to 

understanding the conception of selfhood he represents. Satan does indeed gain the “freedom to 

be left alone”, but it is precisely the chronic solitude in which he finds himself that proves the 
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most punishing part of his post-rebellion existence. The brief moments of respite that Satan finds 

after his fall from heaven are, Kuzner writes, precisely those moments when Satan forgets 

himself, when he escapes from his endless soliloquising and accidentally finds himself absorbed 

in something or someone outside of himself: “Satan is most pleased in such moments of 

transportation, when he is abstracted from himself, when his discipline is less than absolute – his 

self-perception less than exactly accurate and his future lost from view” (210). But Satan’s 

experience of selfhood, like the fallen angels’ experience of petty, fruitless guerrilla warfare 

against God and the heavenly community, is circular in nature, and time has stopped for Satan 

not just in the sense that he has no real future but also in the sense that he will never again have 

the opportunity to become anything better or more fulfilled than what he is. “When he watches 

Adam and Eve in Paradise, for example, he stands frozen in wonder, undone, but when he 

recovers his ‘failed speech’ it is only to reassume the self-hardening, distancing attitude that 

yields so little” (ibid). In a way, Satan’s rebellion against God has brought him at least one thing 

he wished for: the ability to think only of himself and to pursue his own course of self-

determination in whatever way he can. The catch is, of course, that this totalizing conception of 

selfhood is, like the “Hard liberty” the fallen angels try to represent as superior to that of serving 

God, something that brings Satan nothing but misery. After having recovered himself after his 

outburst against the happiness of Adam and Eve, Satan reverts to his usual scheming, departing 

from the scene of nuptial happiness while vowing, “Live while ye may, / Yet happy pair; enjoy, 

till I return, / Short pleasures, for long woes are to succeed” (IV. 533-535). His mission, as my 

next section examines, is to tempt Adam and Eve into developing a conception of selfhood and 

liberty as distorted as his own. 
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III. Adam, Eve, and the Temptations of Self-Centred Liberty 

 When the reader first encounters Adam and Eve, they seem to be the perfect rebuttal to 

Satan’s negative conception of liberty and selfhood. While the emphasis in Milton’s portrayal of 

Satan is on a selfhood that is all-consuming and unable to transcend its own limitations, the 

emphasis in the initial portraits of Adam and Eve is on how fully they are interconnected with 

one another physically, mentally, and emotionally. When Adam asks God to give him a human 

companion, he argues, “In solitude / What happiness, who can enjoy alone, / Or all enjoying, 

what contentment find?” (VIII. 364-366). This passage is, in many respects, a counterargument 

to the claustrophobic self-sufficiency Satan advocated in his famous “The mind is its own place” 

speech, in which Satan seemed to suggest that nothing and no one else mattered or could affect  

him so long as he “remain[s] the same”. Adam offers a radically different take on selfhood,  

claiming that there can be no “happiness” in a state of “solitude”, and that even if one is in a state  

that seems to afford much that one could theoretically “enjoy”, the solitary self will still find a 

inward lack of “contentment” even in the midst of its outward bliss. Even within the earthly 

paradise of Eden, Adam is ill at ease so long as he remains the only human being there. God 

soon accedes to Adam’s request, promising him not just an object of desire but something 

infinitely more intimate: “thy other self” (VIII. 450). In having someone to love and with whom 

to share his life, Adam’s selfhood is not diminished, but enhanced: Eve will not be a threat to his 

selfhood, but an extension of it, the “other self” that will enrich his own. When he is finally 

united with Eve, Adam’s declaration mirrors the emphasis on unity so frequently found in the 

speeches of God and the loyal angels when speaking of the heavenly community. Just as God 

promises all his angels that they will be “United as one individual soul” in Book V, so too does 

Adam vow that in marriage, a husband and wife “shall be one flesh, one heart, one soul” (VIII. 
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499), and speaks to Raphael of how he and Eve enjoy a perfect “Union of mind, or in us both one 

soul” (VIII. 604). David Reid speaks of how in Paradise Lost, Milton “traces in often beautifully 

intricate detail how one self is implicated in another” (453), and that “the imagery of the 

reflection of one self in another that Milton elaborates on . . . stresses that they do not live in 

solipsistic moral worlds but become themselves in communication with other selves” (460). The 

prelapsarian Adam and Eve therefore enjoy an experience of selfhood that finds liberation in 

communion, with their marital union reflecting the unity and harmony of the heavenly 

community of which they are a part. 

 Just as Adam and Eve’s prelapsarian selfhood is radically different from Satan’s, so too is 

their conception of liberty. Before the Fall, Adam and Eve seem content with their place in the 

heavenly community, so much so that when Raphael recounts to them the story of Satan’s  

rebellion, such events are “things to their thought / So unimaginable as hate in heaven / And war  

so near the peace of God” (VII. 53-55). Hearing of Satan’s disobedience, Adam clings all the 

more firmly to his obedience and his humble acceptance of God’s superiority, assuring Raphael, 

 . . . to the infinitely good we owe 

 Immortal thanks, and his admonishment 

 Receive with solemn purpose to observe 

 Immutably his sovereign will, the end 

 Of what we are. (VII. 76-80) 

Adam cannot conceive of God’s decrees as an unfair imposition upon his selfhood or liberty; he 

accepts that God is and represents everything “infinitely good”, someone worthy of the highest 

authority through perfect moral merit, and gratefully accepts Raphael’s instructions and warnings 

because Adam conceptualizes himself as a part of God’s wider divine plan: “his sovereign will” 
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will be willingly obeyed, as it is intimately connected to “the end / Of what we are”. Adam and 

Eve find their fulfilment not in pursuing their own disparate desires, but in accepting their 

position within the wider community and seeking to pursue the ends for which they were created. 

To this end, Adam and Eve do not just live in peaceful acceptance of God’s “sovereign will” but 

also actively contribute to the heavenly community in the roles they are called to perform: they 

spend their days busy with their “sweet gardening labour” (IV. 328) that God has appointed for 

them in Eden, and when they return to their “blissful bower” (IV. 689) at day’s end, their 

evening prayer of thanksgiving happily acknowledges the hours they have just spent “in our 

appointed work employed / . . . happy in our mutual help / And mutual love” (IV. 726-728, italics 

mine). Adam and Eve’s paradise is not a place of idle self-indulgence, but honest labour, and this  

is something they celebrate as an element of their happiness instead of as a threat to it, something  

that presents further opportunities for experiencing the “mutual help / And mutual love” their  

companionship brings them. It is an image reminiscent of Italianate virtuous citizens devoting 

themselves selflessly and well to their community, and instead of finding liberty in closing 

themselves off from others and demanding non-interference in pursuing their own desires, they 

instead embrace a communal ethos that expresses a positive conception of liberty, defining their 

sense of self not in opposition to the divine order – as Satan and the rebel angels do – but through 

their place within it.     

 The temptations of negative liberty and its attendant conception of selfhood are, however, 

never far away, and even from the very first there are hints that the greatest threat to Adam and 

Eve’s life in Eden is not so much an external threat such as the Tree of Knowledge, but an 

insidious internal prompting. When Eve recounts to Adam her first awakening, she recalls a 

scene reminiscent of the myth of Narcissus, telling him of how she, while still alone, first spied  
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her reflection in a lake, and 

 . . . pleased I soon returned, 

 Pleased it returned as soon with answering looks 

 Of sympathy and love; there I had fixed 

 Mine eyes till now, and pined with vain desire, 

 Had not a voice thus warned me, What thou seest, 

 What there thou seest fair creature is thyself (IV. 463-468) 

It is of course fitting that Eve is recalling all of this to Adam under the envious eyes of Satan, 

who is watching them, since her description of obsessive self-love is an echo of Satan’s own. 

When she speaks of how, enraptured with the reflection of her own self, she may have been lost  

forever “pin[ing] with vain desire”, it foreshadows the speech Satan will shortly give in which he  

despairs of the state of “unfulfilled” desire all of the fallen angels are subject to in hell, which  

leaves them “with pain of longing” (IV. 511). That Eve is perhaps more susceptible than Adam 

to the particular dangers of self-obsession is further hinted at when she continues her narration, 

admitting that when she first saw Adam, she was distinctly unimpressed: “methought [Adam] 

less fair / Less winning soft, less amiably mild / Than that smooth watery image; back I turned” 

(IV. 478-480). Eve’s first instinct, then, is to reject companionship and to choose her own 

solitary selfhood instead of joining with another. Adam coaxes her back with the same language 

of ideal unity he speaks of in his conversation with Raphael, telling her she is, “His flesh, his 

bone” (483) and calling her, “Part of my soul . . . / My other half” (487-488). Adam is able to 

save Eve from – quite literally – herself, by offering her a vision of interdependent selfhood in 

which together they will be greater than they could ever hope to be separately, but it is perhaps 

telling that he seems to win Eve more by physical force than by persuasive argument alone: “thy 
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[Adam’s] gentle hand / Seized mine, I yielded” (IV. 488-489). Even in their prelapsarian state, 

Milton offers in his portrait of Adam and Eve some darker hints as to what exactly will prove to 

be their undoing, strongly suggesting that Satan’s temptation of Eve will rely not so much on 

presenting her with a novel idea previously unknown to her, but by tapping into an instinct she 

already has and that was only temporarily subdued, not eradicated.3 

 It is perhaps little surprise, then, to discover traces of a desire for a more autonomous 

selfhood in Eve’s arguments to Adam regarding working separately for part of the day, and their 

dispute becomes not only about ideal labour practices but also about competing conceptions of 

how to view themselves and the nature of their union. Urging him, “Let us divide our labours” 

(IX. 214), Eve begins to weave a vision of them working less as a unit and more as individual 

selves motivated by their own personal desires and preferences, telling Adam to select his tasks  

according to “where choice / Most leads thee, or where most needs” (IX. 214-215, italics mine).  

Adam, in responding to her proposal, seems to hint that her rival image of a more separate sense 

of self is not entirely unknown to him, for he casually remarks, “solitude sometimes is best 

society”, although he quickly adds, “And short retirement urges sweet return” (IX. 249-250, 

italics mine), as though hoping to clarify that solitude is only “best” because it enables the couple 

to feel even more longing and satisfaction in the eventual “sweet return” to their mutual society. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
%!!Eve’s initial reluctance to choose a union with Adam over her own self-love, and his assertion of dominance – 
however gentle – in seizing her hand, is fertile ground for feminist critiques of the gender dynamics openly at play 
even in their prelapsarian state of being. My own interpretation is that, just as Satan is misguided in rejecting the 
heavenly hierarchy that places God and the Son above him and which necessitates his obedience and submission to 
their authority, so too is Eve misguided in chafing against the more submissive role her gender places her in with 
respect to Adam. Milton himself had rather consistent views on this subject: “Who can be ignorant that woman was 
created for man and not man for woman . . . What an injury it is after wedlock not to be beloved, what to be 
slighted, what to be contended with in point of house-rule who shall be the head, not for any parity of wisdom (for 
that were something reasonable) but out of a female pride? ‘I suffer not,’ saith St. Paul, ‘the woman to usurp 
authority over the man’. If the apostle could not suffer it, into what mould is he mortified that can?” (Divorce, 149, 
italics mine). As my analysis will soon show, Eve is indeed largely motivated by a problematic “female pride” and a 
desire to argue “in point of house-rule” when she argues in favour of working apart from Adam and facing 
temptation alone, thus demonstrating how, for Milton, her refusal to submit to Adam mirrors Satan’s refusal to 
submit to God, resulting in a dangerously distorted self-image that leads to unjustified rebellion against the natural 
order of the community.    
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The thought of the unknown foe they have been warned against by Raphael does, however, lead 

Adam to favour staying together, telling Eve, “leave not the faithful side / That gave thee being” 

(265-266), with his invocation of the image of “the faithful side” subtly reminding Eve of her 

origins: she was formed from a part of him, and remains a part of him, the “flesh” and “bone” so 

central to Adam’s conception of marriage. Tellingly, this reasoning falls on deaf ears, for what 

most offends Eve about Adam’s advice is that it seems to wound her pride, her own self-image 

as someone who could resist temptation even on her own: “His fraud is then thy fear, which plain 

infers / Thy equal fear that my firm faith and love / Can by his fraud be shaken or seduced” (285-

287), she chides him, wondering how Adam could ever have “misthought of her to [him] so 

dear?” (289). Adam continues to hold to his prior line of argument, still insisting to Eve that they 

are stronger together and complement one another so well that they will better withstand any 

temptations (309-317), but once again, it is Eve’s wounded pride that motivates her, leading her 

to wilfully misinterpret Adam’s “matrimonial love” as instead merely evidence of how he “Less 

attributed to her faith sincere” (319-320), and she stubbornly continues to insist upon a 

temporary separation, trying to persuade Adam that “imperfect” would be their state and “Frail . . 

. [their] happiness” if “As not secure to single or combined” (338-340).  

 I have summarized the exchange at length because in tracing the main lines of it, it  

becomes clear that Eve is trying to promote the idea that she can and should be able to function 

as well in Adam’s absence as she does in his presence, and it cannot be stressed enough that we 

are twice told that Eve is motivated most in her arguments not by true reason, but by her vanity 

and pride when she fears Adam does not trust her or believe her to be strong enough without 

him. Therefore, what preoccupies Eve throughout is not really the nature of the danger she faces, 

or what is best for the union she shares with Adam, but her self-image and her desire to function 
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freely and autonomously apart from her husband – she cares more for her own sense of selfhood, 

and for her own pride, than complying with the usual role she is expected to fill as Adam’s wife. 

When she at last wins the debate, we are told how “from her husband’s hand her hand / Soft she 

withdrew” (385-386), and this small detail carries with it enormous significance, for prior to this 

scene Adam and Eve’s marital unity has been represented through their joined hands: after all, as 

previously noted, Adam saved Eve from remaining in love with her own image when his “gentle 

hand / Seized [Eve’s]”, and clasping hands has become a customary habit representative of their 

mutual love and unity: e.g., “so hand in hand they passed” (IV. 321); “talking hand in hand alone 

they passed” (IV. 689). Eve’s withdrawal of her hand symbolizes the fracturing of the perfect 

unity she has shared with Adam – a perfect unity they will never again have, since this is the last 

prelapsarian scene they have together – and what is more, symbolizes her fatal choice of self and 

the negative liberty of non-interference over the communal bond she willingly submitted herself 

to before. Even before she encounters Satan, Eve is already in a sense highly susceptible to 

temptation – as we will shortly see, she will be responsive to Satan’s arguments because they 

will be so similar to her own, appealing to her pride, her vanity, and her self-image above all 

other considerations.  

 In the exchange between Satan and Eve, we witness many of the same elements that were  

earlier at play in terms of Satanic negative conceptions of liberty and the self, with Satan echoing  

many of the rhetorical strategies he used previously with his rebel legions. Just as the rebel  

angels grew to see themselves “as gods”, Eve is seduced by Satan into developing the same sort 

of hyperbolic self-image as he proclaims her “A goddess among gods” (IX. 547), and “Queen of 

this universe” (684). Satan challenges the previously positive conception of liberty that was once 

accepted (or at least tolerated) by Eve by urging her to see herself in opposition to God and the 
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unified heavenly community he represents, wheedling her into a worldview in which God’s 

community does not work together in order to create a “happy state” for all, as Abdiel and 

Raphael would have it, but which is in actuality a tyranny under which she is enslaved:  

 Why then was this forbid? Why but to awe, 

 Why but to keep ye low and ignorant, 

 His worshippers; he knows that in the day 

 Ye eat thereof, your eyes that seem so clear, 

 Yet are but dim, shall perfectly be then 

 Opened and cleared, and ye shall be as gods. (IX. 703-708) 

In place of the loyal angelic rhetoric of unity, and of differing degrees that do not diminish the 

individual but rather enhance him within the context of the greater community, as Abdiel once 

argued with Satan (“all honour to him done / Returns our own” (V.844-845)), Satan offers a 

wholly negative conception of liberty in which any imposition from God is an unwelcome act of 

interference with Eve’s self-determination. In place of the notion of the “freely we serve” ethos 

of the loyal angels, Satan misrepresents Eve’s situation as one of punishing servitude, in which 

she is kept “low and ignorant” by a jealous God who only wishes to thwart her from achieving 

the self-realization she is capable of should she disobey him – “ye shall be as gods”. Satan’s 

repeated, rapid-fire emphasis on the idea of achieving a godlike status which he claims is  

no more than what she deserves – “ye should be as gods” (710), “put on gods” (714), “what are  

gods that man may not become / As they” (716-717), “The gods are first” (718); “Goddess 

humane, reach then, and freely taste” (732) – reveals that Satan tempts Eve, most frequently and 

most insistently, not with the glory of supposed knowledge of good and evil for its own sake as 

for the unassailable status and divine self-image disobeying God will supposedly give her. In 
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speaking of the Fall, Susanne Woods suggests, “[Eve’s] choice is usually seen as a function of 

Satan’s temptation, [Adam’s] as a function of his love for Eve. Another way to see both lapses is 

as a choice of the self over God, the sin of pride found essentially in Satan” (131, italics mine). 

Yet, that is not all, for in choosing herself and her lust for self-aggrandisement over God, Eve 

fully shifts from a positive, communal-centric conception of liberty to a negative, self-centric 

one. Satan is tempting Eve to reject, as he and his rebel legions have rejected, an entire political 

order that is predicated upon the idea that one should see oneself as part of a greater whole and 

act accordingly, in favour of a political order in which Eve can break free of those who are her 

superiors and claim supreme dominion for herself – to be, in other words, “as gods”, and 

subservient to nothing or no one. 

 The shift from a positive to a negative conception of liberty and selfhood that Satan 

offers Eve will inevitably lead to an impoverishment instead of an enhancement both of Eve’s 

sense of self and how she views her relationships with others. David Norbrook writes, “As in his 

temptation of the angels, Satan appeals to an anti-monarchical idiom. Just as there, of course, he 

blends it with a temptation to personal power and domination. What he really offers them is a 

diminution, not an enhancement, of vision, a narrow perspective that loses sight of the cosmic 

common interest” (485, italics mine). And indeed, what is most striking about Eve’s  

reaction to her tasting of the fruit is just how swiftly and completely she assimilates Satan’s  

conceptions of both liberty and selfhood, and how – as with the fallen angels – self-serving and  

ultimately petty her conceptions of both become. God, who once represented all that was 

“infinitely good” to Adam and Eve is now only “Our great forbidder” (815), and the angels who 

have before appeared as cheerful helpers and guides are denigrated as “spies” (815). Most 

damagingly of all, however, is how Eve’s new-found sense of power leads her to conceive of her 
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relationship with Adam in terms of control and power-struggle – instead of seeing them as two 

beings who complement one another and blend together to create a perfect union, she starts to 

toy with the idea of keeping the advantage she believes the fruit has bestowed upon her all to 

herself, for the sake of dominating him all the more effectively. Should I, she muses, “keep the  

odds of knowledge in my power / Without copartner?” (820-821) in order that she may  

 . . . the more to draw his love, 

 And render me more equal, and perhaps, 

 A thing not undesirable, sometime 

 Superior, for inferior who is free? (822-825)     

In just a few lines, the extent of Eve’s fall becomes plain, and the nature of it is likewise made 

explicit: Eve’s fall is a fall primarily into the depths of her own self, with the attendant 

claustrophobic vision that replaces both the “cosmic common interest” of the heavenly 

community and even, on a smaller scale, the selfless good of her marital union with Adam. Even 

Eve’s logic becomes confused and unstable, as she first desires to be “more equal” with Adam, 

only to become more greedy and ambitious, wishing to be his “Superior” and rejecting the notion 

that any difference in status is tolerable for her, “for inferior who is free?” Finally, when Eve 

does decide in favour of sharing the fruit with Adam, it is entirely due to self-interest and not 

because she believes it will be what is best for him: the thought that the sentence of death has  

now been placed upon her, and that this might mean Adam will end up “wedded to another Eve /  

[And] live with her enjoying” (828-829) awakens her insecurity and her jealousy, and she 

begrudges Adam the chance of a life without her even though she knows it would save him from 

the damnation she has fallen into. She resolves instead to persuade him to eat the fruit and “share 

with [her] in bliss or woe” (831) and, most tellingly of all, deludes herself into interpreting this 
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utterly selfish choice as one motivated by her love for him: “So dear I love him” (832). Eve has 

already lost the ability to conceive of love in selfless terms, instead conflating what is best for 

her and what she wants automatically with what ought to be done with Adam. As a result, when 

she tries to persuade Adam to eat the fruit, she does not betray the slightest hint of the selfish 

jealousy that motivates her, but instead misrepresents her motives to him, claiming that she 

simply cannot bear to experience the “bliss” (879) of the forbidden fruit without him, for it is 

“Tedious, unshared with thee, and odious soon / Thou therefore also taste, that equal lot / May 

join us, equal joy, as equal love” (880-882). Eve’s triple use of the adjective “equal” is ironic, 

since what motivates her is not really any desire for equality, and the “equal joy” and “equal 

love” she promotes is precisely what they have already lost forever. Whether she fully 

recognizes it herself or not, Eve no longer loves Adam as much as she loves her own self, and 

has – somewhat belatedly – chosen the watery image of her own reflection over the 

companionship that perfect union with Adam once offered her. 

 Adam, for his part, chooses what he personally desires – a continuing life with Eve, even 

in a fallen state – over the duty he owes to God and the heavenly community, insisting, “To lose 

thee were to lose myself” (IX. 959), but once he too is fallen he joins Eve in having an entirely 

self-centric and self-serving worldview, which only widens the freshly-created gulf between 

them. Crucially, when the full implications of their disobedience eventually dawns on him,  

Adam does not take comfort in Eve’s presence but recoils from it, ranting aloud that he wishes  

to, “In solitude live savage, in some glade / Obscured” (1085-1086), with his longing for 

“solitude” a sad reversal of his desire to be spared solitude when he first asked God to create 

Eve. Adam even turns his anger against Eve, “estranged in look and altered style” (1132), with 

the word estranged underlining the psychological and emotional distance that has grown 
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between them, while Eve, for her part, responds to Adam’s criticism with reproaches of her own, 

snapping, “Was I never to have parted from thy side? / As good have grown there still a lifeless 

rib” (IX. 1153-1554). The prior image of “the faithful side” from which Eve was created, the 

symbol of the “one flesh, one heart, one soul” of their union, is now represented by Eve as 

something burdensome, something that was an unwanted interference in her exercise of self-

determination which, instead of granting her life, would have made her no better than a “lifeless 

rib” had she never challenged it. Adam and Eve have become, like Satan, victims of “self-

consciousness, the obsessive habit of anguished soliloquizing, and an inward, spiralling fall into 

ever-expanding depths of terror, loss, and loneliness” (Low, Aspects, 156), a state in which 

neither Adam nor Eve can see beyond themselves and in which they conceive of themselves as 

working against one another instead of as a unit that makes mutual choices. In keeping with 

Eve’s newfound weakness for seeing their union only in terms of a power struggle between two 

separate selves, she tells Adam that the fall has occurred because he did not assert power enough, 

saying that as he is “the head” he should have “Command[ed] me absolutely not to go” (1155-

1156). Eve, consciously or unconsciously, is forgetting the line of argumentation Adam did 

attempt to use to prevent her from going off on her own, which centred far less on his supposedly 

superior status than on stressing that they were stronger together as a unit and that this was for 

the good of both, and can now view their marriage only through the distorted lens of who gets to 

be the superior. The sense of a power struggle is now also present in Adam, who mutters darkly 

against the weakness of a man who, “worth in women overtrusting / Lets her will rule; restraint 

she will not brook” (1183-1184, italics mine). The prelapsarian Adam and Eve had a union in 

which the male and female were different and were happy to accept their differences for the good 

of that union, just as the loyal angels accept their differences in rank and duties in order to serve  
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the greater heavenly community. In the words of Martin Dzelzainis,  

 The Fall represents not so much the introduction of politics into the world as the 

 subversion of a politics that already existed, as inside the Edenic household, or within the 

 individual beings of Adam and Eve. The psychological consequences of sin are 

 represented as – because they actually are – political events . . . In short, the Fall is an 

 internal coup d’état. (“Politics”, 566) 

With the fall, Adam and Eve lose that effortless connection with one another and threaten their  

union itself by construing everything in terms of superiority and inferiority, power and control. 

The fall is an “internal coup d’état” because changing their conceptions of their selves has 

resulted, inevitably, in changing their conception of liberty and their place within the wider 

community and in relation to one another. In choosing negative liberty and a self-centric 

worldview, Adam and Eve have grown so self-obsessed that they have lost each other. They 

have become, like Satan and his fallen angels, trapped within themselves, and unable to see 

anything beyond the selves they have now grown to privilege above all other things. 

 The chance of reconciliation with God and the heavenly community offered to Adam and 

Eve at the end of the epic is therefore built upon a return to a positive conception of liberty and 

selfhood. When Michael offers reassurance to Adam regarding the eventual redemption of 

mankind, he makes it clear that just as the fall was largely an internal process whereby Adam and  

Eve’s sense of self began to exactly mirror Satan’s, so too will their salvation hinge upon the  

restoration of a holy sense of self: 

 . . . he, who comes thy saviour, shall recure, 

 Not by destroying Satan, but his works 

 In thee and in thy seed: nor can this be, 
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 But by fulfilling that which thou didst want, 

 Obedience to the law of God (XII. 393-397, italics mine) 

Jesus, the Son, will offer redemption not through “a duel, of the local wounds / Of head or heel” 

(387-388) with Satan, but through destroying what is satanic “In thee and in thy seed”, placing 

the site of battle and redemption within the self and thereby emphasizing that a proper sense of 

self is the key to a proper relationship with God, one that is based on “Obedience to the law of 

God” instead of a selfish desire to be “as gods” like the rebel angels. Furthermore, it cannot be 

stressed enough that the nature of Jesus’ sacrifice is selfless: “He shall endure by coming in the 

flesh / To a reproachful life and cursèd death” (405-406), and voluntarily sacrifice himself so that 

by means of  “his merits” he may “save them” (409-410). The sacrifice of the Son is the ultimate 

expression of forgoing one’s own selfish desires in order to serve a greater good and a wider 

community, a renunciation of the self in favour of true communion with others based on 

“obedience . . .. and love” (403). In re-committing themselves to God and the positive conception 

of liberty upon which the heavenly community is based, Adam and Eve can regain a conception 

of selfhood that enables them to recoup something of what they forfeited when they chose to 

give in to the forbidden fruit and the promise of self-centred liberty it represented. As Mary C. 

Fenton writes, “The lost paradise that Adam and Eve alienate is not entirely lost to them or to 

humanity, but it will become reconfigured territory, a ‘paradise within thee, happier farre’  

(12.587), because true hope resides in an internal paradise, the self ingrafted with God and  

sustained by faith” (172, italics mine). It is precisely this sense of selflessness and commitment 

to the greater good of God’s community that Satan lacks, but although the way to redemption is 

closed to Satan – who never once manages to renounce the negative conception of liberty that 

has brought him so much misery – Adam and Eve can cultivate the “paradise within” and  
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develop a “self ingrafted with God” that will restore to them the expansive vision of a heavenly  

community and the perfect union of heaven and earth that the Son’s ultimate triumph will one  

day achieve.  

 This chance at cosmic reconciliation is also reflected, in miniature, in the reconciliation  

of Adam and Eve, for in her final speech Eve once again manages to reconnect with the selfless 

sense of love she had before lost: 

 . . . with thee to go, 

 Is to stay here; without thee here to stay 

 Is to go hence unwilling; thou to me 

 Art all things under heaven, all places thou, 

 Who for my wilful crime art banished hence. (XII. 615-619) 

Eve no longer derides the thought of remaining by Adam’s side as though she were a “lifeless 

rib”, and instead conceives of her connection with Adam as a happy union, in which banishment 

with Adam is, in a sense, “to stay here”, i.e. to still remain in Eden and the bliss it embodies: 

“Eve in her final speech draws on stoicism’s flexible conception of place for selfless ends, 

putting to good use several principles that Satan had misused for his selfish gratification” (Held, 

195, italics mine). Her use of the adjective “wilful” in describing her “crime” is also a subtle but  

important hint that Eve has gained some painful self-knowledge, in that she now has the insight  

and strength necessary to recognize that her choice to taste the forbidden fruit was an act based  

on pursuing her own desires at the expense of their union. Now, in leaving Eden with Adam, Eve 

can find peace in her banishment not just because she lives in hope of the future redemption of 

mankind through the Saviour, but also because she has the ability to experience selfhood in a 

way that is no longer the narrow, inward-looking narcissism that destroyed her original Edenic 
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state. Eve’s optimism captures the essence of their new postlapsarian state: although they remain 

in a fallen world and will therefore suffer as mortal human beings, Adam and Eve’s decision to 

once again “Freely serve” God and accept the roles (and punishments) assigned to them in regard 

to the heavenly community has ensured that they have once again a true sense of liberty, and 

their “paradise within” can blossom not just in respect to their relationship with God, but also in 

respect to their relationship with one another. It is for them not just paradise lost, but paradise 

regained. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

 As my analysis in this chapter has demonstrated, Milton’s conception of liberty is  

intimately intertwined with his conception of selfhood, and in Paradise Lost he offers his readers 

a dramatization of two conceptions of liberty that are in direct conflict with one another. While 

Satan’s conception of the self is deeply rooted in a negative conception of liberty, one in which 

an autonomous selfhood driven by self-determination and non-interference is prized, Milton 

represents the positive liberty and interdependent selfhood of the loyal angels and their heavenly 

community as the superior alternative. Adam and Eve alternate between these two conceptions of 

liberty and selfhood, and in their struggle to choose between them Milton acknowledges the 

tension that exists between the “wilful” desire for self-determination and the duties and 

obligations belonging to a wider community imposes upon the self. My contention is that 

Milton’s favouring of a positive conception of liberty can be directly traced to his Italian 

influences and their commitment to the classical republican tradition, for as we have seen, the 

main tenets of the Italian conception of liberty manage to seep through even in Milton’s 

depiction of God’s ostensibly monarchical system and Satan’s republican pretensions. The 
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earlier-noted rich critical controversy surrounding Satan and how we are meant to interpret him 

is, I think, a reflection not just of how prone we are to misunderstanding what republicanism 

actually meant to Milton and his like-minded contemporaries, but also how far removed our 

modern, liberal conceptions of liberty and selfhood are from Milton’s. It is not surprising that the 

Romantics admired Milton’s Satan, and it is not surprising that we, as the successors to the 

Romantic legacy and as the current beneficiaries of the centuries-long development of 

democracy as we know it, are in turn often still drawn to Satan and the rebellious, proudly 

autonomous selfhood he seems to represent. But Milton’s values are not necessarily always our 

values, and the development of liberty and selfhood as we understand those concepts today was 

not a tidy and directly linear one stretching down from Milton’s day to our own.  

 What I propose, then, is that while Milton in many ways anticipates our modern 

conceptions of liberty and selfhood in embryonic form, he does not endorse them. In fact, he 

argues against them. Matthew W. Binney observes, “in Paradise Lost, Milton places much more 

stress upon governance of the self, rather than of the state” (45), and I believe that this is because 

selfhood is a highly politicized concept for Milton, in both temporal and spiritual terms. David 

Harris Sacks argues, “Milton defends liberty mainly for the good it can achieve, not as a good in 

itself” (86, italics mine), and it cannot be stressed enough that the good Milton believes liberty 

can “achieve” is not about what may be good for any one individual according to his own selfish  

desires and whims, but what is good for the community as a whole. In order to be free, Milton  

argues, we must learn not to serve ourselves but to work together and serve the greater good, for  

such service does not enthral, but liberates: “True liberty did not entail the military conquest of 

others, but the rational conquest of the self” (Scott 610). What is more, Milton’s emphasis upon a 

positive communal liberty instead of a negative individualistic one reveals the essence of the 
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selfhood he advocates, one which is, at heart, interdependent in nature: in order to create a 

successful community, one must recognize the ties that bind oneself to the other members of that 

community, and learn to conceive of the self not in isolating, negative terms as Satan does, but as 

something that can only find fulfilment through the negation and blending of selves that takes 

place through love and the performance of willing service, both in terms of the marital bond 

between men and women, and in the social and political bond between members of the broader 

community. Ultimately, Milton challenges us in the world of Paradise Lost to see beyond 

ourselves and commit to a positive conception of liberty that will demand that we be virtuous in 

our conduct and dedicated to serving our communities in whatever capacity we are called to do 

so, to “Freely serve” with love and obedience, on earth as it is in heaven, and to discover in this 

service not a negation of our selfhood but the fullest possible expression of it.  
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Conclusion: 
Rediscovering Ourselves 

 The three writers that I have examined in the preceding chapters cover the historical span 

of over a century, and yet, in placing them side-by-side in a study of this nature, we can see how 

the preoccupation with selfhood, in various forms, takes precedence throughout their major 

works. For Wyatt, Donne, and Milton, the experience of selfhood is a complex process in which 

various external factors and relationships help to form their sense of self, influencing the ways in 

which they depict selfhood and subjectivity. Each writer brings something unique to his 

exploration of the self. In Wyatt, we witness how Stoicism functions as an ideal to aspire to, only 

to discover in many of Wyatt’s lyrics an unravelling of attempts at philosophical detachment 

whenever the self is confronted with the lived realities of subjective experience. In Donne, the 

perpetual longing for meaningful communion with others in both erotic and devotional contexts 

shows Donne’s concern with the importance of connection in the experience of the self, leading 

to a repeated emphasis on how the self simply cannot find fulfilment in isolation. For Milton, 

participation within a political community holds the key to maintaining a healthy sense of 

selfhood, a sense of self that is heavily reliant upon a commitment to service as opposed to self-

interest and independent self-gratification. Within the literary works of all three writers, the self 

is repeatedly depicted as only fully existing when formed through dynamic connections and 

contexts with other people and things, emphasising the interdependent nature of selfhood. 

 Nevertheless, a question remains, since there is indeed a century that separates Milton 

from Wyatt, and the upheavals in terms of cultural and political mores were immense. It is 

therefore worth considering whether or not the interdependent model of selfhood each writer 

seems to adhere to in his own way was coming under a fatal strain by Milton’s time. Timothy 

Reiss argues, 
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 The sixteenth century lived progressive loss of that all-surrounding external order, echoed 

 in growing tensions in the sense of personal identity. That loss was first felt in those very 

 spheres where it had been most closely experienced, social, political, theological, and 

 moral . . . One response offered in the next century would be the hypostasis of the subject 

 into a wilful possessive individual, with rights forged in a crucible of angry conflict and 

 parallel debate about social, political, and moral legitimacies. (464) 

The reason the Renaissance still remains a milestone in terms of understanding the development 

of what gradually became our modern sense of individualized and autonomous selfhood is 

because by Milton’s day, the seeds had indeed already been sown. Eventually, as Reiss later 

asserts,   

 The new terms constructed from the debates of the 1630s-50s stayed inevitable terms of 

 reference: right conceived in terms of interest and property, society imagined in those of 

 the wilful rational subject, the individual made the basic ‘building block’ and taken, qua 

 subject, as equal to all others: having for that reason an equal right to own and use his 

 prudent but aggressive talents in some degree of assured ‘freedom’ (526).     

Milton, of course, was actively participating in such formative debates during the revolutionary 

era, and as I have argued in my third chapter, I believe that his depiction of Satan’s conception of 

self-centred negative liberty in Paradise Lost serves as a prescient cautionary tale as to what 

happens when a communal sense of liberty and an interdependent sense of self is abandoned in 

favour of trying to forge an experience of selfhood that is sufficient unto itself, and which is 

reluctant to recognize the claims of a community as a legitimate check upon its self-gratification 

and wilfulness. In some small way, then, the Burkhardtian impulse to establish a genealogy of 

the modern self – an impulse I once shared toward my own work – was not entirely misguided, if 
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only in the sense that of course the Renaissance saw profound cultural and political changes that 

laid the groundwork for what would develop in the centuries to come. My original instinct in 

regard to that more autonomous, modern self was, however, wrong: neither Wyatt nor Donne 

would have recognized it as a plausible or desirable mode of selfhood had the idea ever been 

presented to them, and Milton, who did indeed get to witness the birth of a conception of 

negative liberty and the threat it posed to a more traditional and interdependent model of 

republican selfhood, roundly rejects such a conception of the self in the world of his epic.  

 Dragstra, Ottway, and Wilcox remind us that, “since the period we are concerned with is 

now commonly known as ‘early modern’ rather than ‘Renaissance’, we naturally tend to see the 

works and authors discussed from a present-day retrospective angle” (9). My decision to use the 

term Renaissance instead of early modern in much of my own analysis throughout this work has 

been an attempt to try to recognize that the era under discussion should be seen and discussed on 

its own terms as far as this is possible for us, instead of being seen, consciously or 

unconsciously, as a prototype for the values and ideas that we cherish now. This was a lesson, 

however, that took me a while to learn, for this is not the dissertation I intended to write, at least 

not in terms of the overall argument I originally planned. When I first decided to approach the 

topic of selfhood using Wyatt, Donne, and Milton as my trio of case studies, I started out with a 

mission, and it was a rather polemical one. I wanted to rescue the Burkhardtian notion of the self, 

and I planned to do so by tracing what I believed was the gradual development of a unified, 

individual, and autonomous sense of selfhood in England from the Henrician era to the English 

Revolution a century later. I intended to use my analysis of my three writers to demonstrate how 

Wyatt’s complicated selfhood under Henrician absolutism showed the stirrings of an embryonic, 

individualized sense of self trying to stand apart from, and resist, tyranny. I would then move on 
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to Donne and the crisis of the Catholic subject in Elizabethan England in which inner conviction 

and outer conformity were at odds, revealing the growing rift between structures of monarchical 

power and the desire for individuality. I believed I would finish with a triumphant flourish with 

Milton, whose republican selfhood and robust rejection of monarchy would surely – or so I 

assumed – represent the full emergence of our modern, autonomous sense of self, so beloved of 

succeeding generations of liberal political thinkers. It was, in other words, a blueprint for trying 

to create a genealogy of the self in which a Whiggish tendency within me would be given free 

rein to prove once more that the Renaissance had indeed given birth to a “modern” sense of self, 

a sense of self that led, step by victorious step, to our own era.       

 I was swiftly disabused of many of my assumptions once I began to delve into the 

necessary research. The first thing I realized was that constructing a tidy, linear account of the 

development of a uniquely unified sense of selfhood was going to be impossible, first of all 

because history is hardly ever tidy or truly linear in terms of intellectual developments, but most 

importantly because the sense of self I was looking for was failing to turn up in the places I 

expected to find it, and I was beginning to suspect, like Greenblatt before me, that it was a 

beautiful illusion. However, as soon as I allowed my preconceptions to slip away, I began to 

discover that the depictions of selfhood offered by my three writers were far richer and more 

rewarding than I had ever anticipated. Learning how to let go of preconceptions and 

retrospectively-imposed ideological agendas has been instructive, and what is more, it has been 

rather humbling. The humbling has come in the form of recognizing that the alternative 

conceptions of selfhood all three writers keep emphasizing provide an interesting challenge to 

some of the assumptions I myself have long cherished about the self, and I would like to briefly 

outline here what all three writers can offer us, both in terms of developing a richer  
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understanding of the Renaissance and in considering our own relationship to selfhood. 

 Selfhood is still currently a fiercely contested conception in many major fields of inquiry, 

in both the humanities and the sciences (Zahavi 1-5). At the heart of the conception of 

contemporary selfhood is a strange paradox, as Peter Heehs addresses in Writing the Self: 

Diaries, Memoirs, and the History of the Self:  

 Summing up the situation at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the consensus of 

 opinion among philosophers, social scientists, cultural theorists, and neuroscientists is 

 that the self is not a substance but a construct, not an entity existing in its own right but 

 the product of corporeal and social operations that will cease when its physical support 

 dissolves. (227) 

And yet, Heehs goes on to argue, how the self is still experienced and conceived in popular 

cultural discourse and personal experience is often stubbornly resistant to this notion, for he 

claims that in our popular culture, “the self . . . is not something to reflect on but to be, to 

express, to affirm. And affirm it we do. The age in which the self has been authoritatively 

declared dead is also the age when human beings spend more of their time than ever before 

affirming their personal identities” (227).1 How to explain this seeming contradiction, and to find 

a way out of this impasse between an academic culture that has grown sceptical of traditional 

conceptions of a unified self, and a popular culture that can outdo Milton’s Satan in terms of 

glorifying the self and promoting self-gratification?   

 My answer is that perhaps instead of exploring Renaissance literature and culture through  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"!Amusingly, Heehs also draws attention to how the gulf between academic theory and actual practice affected even 
the reception of Foucault and his radical ideas about the self:!“When he wrote the above passages [about the self], 
Foucault was the most famous intellectual in the world and he remains the most-cited author in the humanities and 
social sciences . . . There is some irony in this in that he, along with Lévi-Strauss and Barthes, was a believer in the 
death of the author and a critic of dominant discourses” (222). ! 
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a retrospective lens, instead of measuring how “early modern” they may be in terms of how 

closely they resemble our own times and ideas, we should instead be seeking to ask what it is in 

the Renaissance that we left behind during the intervening centuries. What, above all else, makes 

the Renaissance different from our era, what makes it not “early modern” but in some respects a 

time and culture remote from our own, full of forgotten ways of thinking and being? And is there 

perhaps some benefit in revisiting some of those since-discarded ideas and beliefs belonging to 

our Renaissance predecessors? I believe that there is indeed much benefit to be gained from 

doing so. One of the historians I deeply admire, Quentin Skinner, writes a thoughtful reflection 

of the value of this sort of exercise in Liberty Before Liberalism, a work in which he discusses 

what the “neo-roman” ideal of liberty – the sort of Italianate republicanism to which Milton 

adhered – meant, arguing that it had been supplanted over time by liberal ideas that favoured a 

more negative conception of liberty (112-113). “[I]t is remarkably difficult,” Skinner admits, “to 

avoid falling under the spell of our own intellectual heritage. As we analyse and reflect on our 

normative concepts, it is easy to become bewitched into believing that the ways of thinking about 

them bequeathed to us by the mainstream of our intellectual traditions must be the ways of 

thinking about them” (116). The antidote to such intellectual complacency, Skinner suggests, lies 

in approaching the past with a spirit of curiosity, of being open to the idea of revisiting forgotten 

or discarded ideas: 

 One of the present values of the past is as a repository of values we no longer endorse, or 

 questions we no longer ask. One corresponding role for the intellectual historian is that of 

 acting as a kind of archaeologist, bringing buried intellectual treasure back to the surface,   

 dusting it down and enabling us to reconsider what we think of it. (112)   

I would like to suggest that literary scholars can and should strive to perform the same sort of  
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function Skinner outlines here for his intellectual historian, especially in regard to the self. One  

of the unique advantages of literary texts is that, since they give us the opportunity to get 

glimpses into how writers conceived of the subjective experiences of the self within social, 

cultural, and political contexts, we can sometimes attempt to reconstruct values, assumptions,  

and ideas that are not always presented with the same emotional immediacy in the more prosaic  

and non-literary surviving materials. When it comes to better understanding selfhood, the key is 

not to work backwards from our own time in terms of assumptions, but to try to begin to 

recapture something of how such things were conceived of and experienced back when the 

Renaissance was the contemporary era, and work forwards from that. In attempting to learn how 

to do so in the present work, I have gradually become more aware of how the conception of 

selfhood explored in various forms by Wyatt, Donne, and Milton is indeed “buried intellectual 

treasure” full of “values we no longer endorse”, and that in many ways, selfhood as they 

understand it has been supplanted by our own ideas of selfhood as thoroughly as liberalism’s 

conceptions of liberty supplanted the older, more communal Italianate tradition.    

 The interdependent sense of selfhood all three writers depict in their works is something 

that deserves to be taken seriously, not just as a very rich means of understanding Renaissance 

selfhood more deeply, but also in terms of presenting a challenge to conceptions of selfhood that 

are still firmly entrenched in much of the popular imagination of our own day. In many modern 

liberal and capitalist democracies, in which ideals of autonomy, self-sufficiency, and pursuit of 

self-gratification often inform our current understanding and experience of selfhood, there is 

value in reconsidering what it might mean to more fully embrace the idea of community in terms 

of self-fulfilment, as Donne and Milton do, and in being more attuned to the ways in which the 

formation of selfhood is inevitably an irresistibly dynamic exchange between ourselves and our 
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interpersonal contexts, as Wyatt reluctantly concedes whenever he fails to live up to the Stoic 

ideal. As Charles Taylor notes, “A total and fully consistent subjectivism would tend towards 

emptiness: nothing would count as a fulfilment in a world in which literally nothing was 

important but self-fulfilment” (507). The two most dominant and influential ideas of the self in 

our recent intellectual heritage, both the autonomous and individualized self of the Burkhardtian 

tradition and the illusory, decentred, entirely constructed self of Foucault’s legacy are, I would 

argue, too extreme to be satisfying in lived practice for long. Perhaps revisiting the conception of 

selfhood found in writers such as Wyatt, Donne, and Milton can suggest a more nuanced way of 

understanding the self, a self that is neither proudly impervious to external factors in its unity and 

consistency, and yet neither entirely shaped by overweening external powers beyond its control. 

Whatever specific form the interdependent self takes, it is formed through dynamic communion, 

often finding its fulfilment through interpersonal connections and contexts. When considered 

from such an angle, the appeal of the interdependent self and its potential applicability even 

outside of Renaissance studies becomes apparent, serving as a reminder of the enduring value of 

the humanities in general and of literary studies in particular. Revisiting the past has the potential 

to become an active dialogue between us and our predecessors, and perhaps in becoming more 

attuned to what they are saying about their own sense of selfhood, we may find that we have 

learned something that feels unexpectedly and intuitively true after all, even all these centuries 

later, about ourselves.   
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